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Abstract
In this thesis, we study utilizing the scattered measurements of soil concentration,
solute concentration, piezometric head, hydraulic conductivity and partition coeffi-
cient from a coal-tar waste site to estimate 3D log hydraulic conductivity (InK) and
3D log partition coefficient (InKd), and to predict the 3D contaminant concentration
in soil and aqueous phases. To account for the soil partition, we propose a linear
equilibrium model.
We first use the adjoint state method to calculate cross covariances between mea-
surements and InK, InKd. We express InK, InKd as linear combinations of cross
covariances between measurements and InK, InKd. Assuming the measurement er-
rors and parameters (InK, InKd) are random variables, we transform the maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimator into a weighted least square criterion. The estimation
process then becomes the minimization of the criterion. We adopt a Gauss-Newton
algorithm to iteratively search for the optimal estimates.
To analyze the correlation between InK and InKd, we went to a field site to collect
soil cores. The contaminants interested are hydrophobic organic compounds (HOCs).
We measure the organic matter in soil to infer Kd. We also construct a permeameter
to measure K on soil cores. With K and Kd measured at the same location, we
analyze their correlation. We find that InK is weakly correlated with InKd and the
weak correlation has little effect on dispersivities.
In field application, we partition the measurement data into two groups for cross
validation. We also compute the variances of the estimated InK, lnKd, head, so-
lute concentration and soil concentration. Finally We do sensitivity analysis on the
variances, correlation scales of InK and lnKd, and the dispersivities.
In this study, we demonstrate a systematic approach to estimate 3D soil concen-
tration, solute concentration as well as InK and lnKd. We also illustrate a statistical
method to validate the estimated result.
Thesis Supervisor: Dennis McLaughlin
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the past few decades, subsurface contamination received much attention for health
hazards caused by contaminated groundwater. As research advanced, it became well
accepted that quantifying subsurface contamination is difficult because of the spa-
tial complexity in physical properties like hydraulic conductivity, resulting in great
uncertainty about contamination plumes. In order to reduce the uncertainty about
contamination plumes, we need to know the spatial complexity in physical proper-
ties, at least to some extent. In typical contamination sites, the quantity of field
measurements is limited by the expense of field operations. We can only obtain lim-
ited number of measurements like hydraulic conductivity, piezometric head, solute
concentration, and soil concentration. With these limited measurements, we usually
can not get a good picture of the spatial complexity in hydraulic conductivity as well
as contamination. If we can extract more information from the limited measurements,
we can reduce the uncertainty about contamination. In order to extract information
from the measurements in a systematic way for better understanding contamination
plumes, we resort to the estimation theory available in statistics. Particularly we are
interested in knowing the spatial variability of hydraulic conductivity. If we have a
good description on hydraulic conductivity, we will be able to simulate contamina-
tion plumes by solving transport equations. The systematic approach to utilize all
measurements to estimate physical properties is known as inverse method. Other
researcher have applied inverse methods of different forms to estimate subsurface
physical properties. This thesis studies the estimation of equilibrium partition coeffi-
cient and hydraulic conductivity functions from measurements of soil concentration,
solute concentration, head, partition coefficient and hydraulic conductivity. The es-
timated hydraulic conductivity and partition coefficient functions are then used to
predict the contamination plume in aqueous and soil phases. The distinction of this
thesis is that, to the writer's best knowledge, this is the first attempt to estimate the
partition coefficient function and the contamination in soil phase in three dimension.
This thesis is also the first effort to address the statistical anisotropy of subsurface
properties in three dimension in a real-world contamination site.
1.1 Literature Review
1.1.1 Inverse Problems
In addition to hydrology, inverse methods have been applied in meteorology, ocean
engineering, and earth science. The literature review here will focus on subsurface
hydrology. Yeh (1986), Ginn and Cushman (1990), and McLaughlin and Townley
(1996) have reviewed inverse methods in subsurface hydrology extensively. Readers
interested in detailed discussion are referred to the above three publications. This
thesis will review the literature from three aspects: parameterization, optimization
algorithms and application issues.
To estimate spatially varied and continuous parameters (e.g. hydraulic conductiv-
ity), some approximation is required to make the inverse problem identifiable (Yeh,
1986). This approximation of parameters is parameterization. One approximation,
the zonation method, is often used. The zonation method divides the aquifer into
several layers or zones based on geologic information. The hydraulic conductivity
within each layer is assumed constant. Cooley (1979, 1983), Cooley et al. (1986),
Neuman and Yakowitz (1979), Carrera and Neuman (1986), Woodbury et al. (1987),
Yeh and Yoon (1981), Sun et al. (1995) and Sonnenborg et al. (1996) used this
approximation method to estimate hydraulic conductivity. But hydraulic conductiv-
ities often vary over several order of magnitudes at relatively short distance (Gelhar,
1993). The zones chosen may later prove to be not an optimal choice (Rubin and
Dagan, 1987). And the parameter being constant within zones creates an artificial
correlation within the zone (Dagan, 1985). Another widely used approximation is
to use cross covariances between measurements and parameters as basis to approx-
imate parameters. This cross-covariance basis functions act like the unit vectors in
coordinate systems. A spatial location can be described by 3 unit vectors in a 3D
coordinate system. Similarly the spatially varied parameters can be described or
approximated by cross covariances between parameters and measurements. Kitani-
dis and Vomvoris (1983), Hoeksema and Kitanidis (1984, 1985), Ahmed and Marsily
(1993), Dagan (1985) and Rubin and Dagan (1987) have used cross covariances to
estimate hydraulic conductivity. To account for the nonlinearity existed in subsur-
face flow and transport problems, Yeh et al.(1996) and Reid (1996) have developed
nonlinear estimation algorithms to estimate hydraulic conductivity. There are also
other less popular approximation methods. We refer interested readers to Ginn and
Cushman (1990), and McLaughlin and Townley (1996) for details. In this thesis,
we adopt a nonlinear estimation algorithm similar to Reid (1996). We use cross co-
variances between measurements and log hydraulic conductivity as basis functions to
approximate log hydraulic conductivity. We also use cross covariances between mea-
surements and log partition coefficient as basis functions to approximate log partition
coefficient.
Once a parameterization is chosen, an optimization algorithm is needed to calcu-
late the optimal estimate based on available measurements. There are three popular
statistical estimators: kriging, the maximum likelihood method, and Bayesian esti-
mation. The kriging estimator uses cross covariances to approximate parameters and
searches for the unbiased estimate that produces minimal error variance, where the
error is the difference between the estimate and the measurement. The kriging is a
best linear unbiased estimate (BLUE) (Gelhar, 1993). Because the flow and trans-
port equations in subsurface hydrology are non-linear, Yeh et al. (1996) improved
kriging by updating the covariances and cross covariance functions of transmissivity
and head iteratively. The maximum likelihood (ML) method is to find the estimate
that most likely produces the measurements. The ML method treats estimated pa-
rameters as deterministic. One variation of the ML methods is to incorporate the
information regarding parameters as prior information into the estimation process.
If we assume measurement errors and parameters are normally distributed, the ML
method with prior information yields a least squares problem (Neuman and Yakowitz,
1979; Carrera and Neuman, 1986). Bayesian estimators have been used by Gavalas
et al. (1976), Shah et al. (1978), and Reid (1996). Bayesian estimation considers the
prior information in the statistical formulation and leads to the maximum a posteri-
ori (MAP) estimate. McLaughlin and Townley (1996) point out that the maximum
likelihood method with prior information is equivalent to Bayesian estimation. In this
thesis, we adopt the Bayesian estimation because prior information enters explicitly
into the problem formulation. We assume measurement errors and parameters are
normally distributed, the MAP estimation transforms into a least square problem.
To solve the least squares problem, a minimization algorithm is needed. The Gauss-
Newton method and other gradient-based search methods are often used (Gill et al.,
1981). McLaughlin and Townley (1996) point out that gradient-based search methods
tend to converge less rapidly and less reliably than the Gauss-Newton method. Zou
et al. (1993) also shows that the Gauss-Newton method is the better choice if the
number of measurements or parameters are sufficiently small to make the inverse of
matrices feasible. In this thesis, the parameter number is equal to the measurement
number and the number is small enough to adopt the Gauss-Newton method. We
choose the Gauss-Newton method as the optimization algorithm.
Most of the applications or case studies in the subsurface inverse literature deal
with flow problems. They estimate hydraulic conductivity/transmissivity, areal recharge,
and boundary conditions from measurements of head and hydraulic conductivity.
Most of transport applications are two dimensional. Streker and Chu (1986) are
the first attempt to apply parameter identification to a transport problem where
dispersivities are estimated in addition to transmissivity. Kauffmann et al. (1990)
calibrated dispersivities, boundary inflow, and leakage in a two dimensional transport
problem by simultaneously considering concentration data and head measurements.
Medina et al. (1990) applied the maximum likelihood method with zonation to a
two dimensional synthetic case. They estimated dispersivities, porosity, boundary
concentration, transmissivity, recharge and storage coefficient. Keidser et al. (1990)
combined kriging and zonation to estimate transmissivity, the source concentration
and dispersivities at a two dimensional real field site. Gailey and Gorelick (1991)
used zonation to estimate hydraulic conductivity, recharge and porosity from mea-
surements of concentration and head at a real field site. Sonnenborg et al. (1996ab)
applied zonation to estimate transmissivity, leakage, source strength, porosity, longi-
tudinal dispersivity, and ion exchange selectivity coefficient at a real field site. In the
above applications, the parameters are spatially independent except that the zona-
tion method is used to approximate spatially varied hydraulic conductivity. Li (1993)
used an iterative Kalman filter to estimate spatially varied hydraulic conductivity in
a three dimensional field problem. Recently Reid (1996) used Bayesian estimator to
estimate spatially varied hydraulic conductivity from measurements of concentration,
head and hydraulic conductivity at a real field site by assuming log hydraulic con-
ductivity is statistically isotropic and the pollutant is conservative. This thesis is a
further generalization of Reid's work. We assume that the log hydraulic conductivity
field is statistically anisotropic and the pollutant interacts with soil through sorption,
reflecting the situation actually encountered at most field sites.
The final comment on this inverse problem analysis is that inverse methods can
only capture variability over scales larger than the computational grid size (McLaugh-
lin and Townley, 1996). It is important to recognize what we can get from inverse
methods. The true parameters, e.g. hydraulic conductivity, in subsurface aquifer usu-
ally have spatial variability of several scales (Gelhar, 1993, Figure 6.8). McLaughlin
and Townley (1996) mention "We clearly cannot expect to estimate centimeter-scale
conductivity variations from point head and conductivity measurements spaced tens
of meters apart." Addressing this issue, Lee et al. (1993) estimated large and small
scale conductivities with different estimation algorithms. This thesis will estimate
large scale variations in partition coefficient and hydraulic conductivity and treat the
unresolved small scale variability as measurement error.
1.1.2 Sorption Models
Many experiments have been done by researchers to investigate the local-scale sorp-
tion mechanism between chemicals and soils. Since different combinations of chemi-
cals and soils may exhibit different sorption mechanisms, there is no universal sorp-
tion model for all problems. In this thesis, we are interested in the sorption of
hydrophobic organic compounds (HOCs) into sandy soil. Brusseau et al. (1991)
investigated the sorption mechanism of HOCs in sandy soil and concluded that the
equilibrium sorption model is appropriate for pore velocity at 0.2 cm/hr, while the
nonequilibrium sorption model is appropriate for pore velocity at 1.0 cm/hr. Liu et
al. (1991), Harmon et al. (1992) and Holmen and Gschwend (1994) also reached
similar conclusions. However Holmen (1995, P.164) pointed out that the lab scale
studies may not be directly applicable to field-scale solute transport where other
factors (e.g. aquifer heterogeneity) contribute to transport nonequilibrium. Miralles-
Wilhelm (1993) investigated the sorption effects on both local and field scale problems.
Miralles-Wilhelm (1993) found that the time scale of local diffusion sorption model is
much smaller than the field time scale and used the local equilibrium sorption model
to analyze the field scale problem. Burr et al. (1994) did a three dimensional numer-
ical experiment assuming log hydraulic conductivity and log partition coefficient are
negatively correlated and concluded that the difference between the local equilibrium
and nonequilibrium sorption models has minimal effect on contaminant velocity and
macrodispersivity relative to the effect of aquifer heterogeneity.
The above investigations suggest that in lab scale analysis the local nonequilib-
rium sorption model is more appropriate than the local equilibrium model when the
pore velocity is large. But in field scale when field sites exhibit heterogeneous sorption
coefficient, the difference between local equilibrium and nonequilibrium sorption mod-
els does not affect the pollutant transport over field scale as significantly as aquifer
heterogeneity. The field investigation at our field site shows that the pore velocity
ranges from 0.6 to 2 cm/hr for medium- to coarse-sand layers and 0.03 to 0.07 cm/hr
for fine-sand to silt layers. From lab scale point of view, we should adopt the local
nonequilibrium sorption model for medium- to coarse-sand layers and local equilib-
rium sorption model for fine-sand to silt layers. The pollutants we are interested in
are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) which are HOCs. The partition coef-
ficients are directly related to TOC. The field measurement data shows that TOC
varies over space, which implies the partition coefficient is heterogeneous over space.
We are interested in the field scale analysis of contaminant plume. Since our field
site exhibits heterogeneous Ka over field scale, we expect the difference between local
equilibrium and nonequilibrium sorption models has much less effect on the field-scale
modeling of the contaminant plume at our field site than the effect of partition coef-
ficient heterogeneity. In view of the relative effect between the local sorption model
and aquifer heterogeneity on the contaminant plume, we adopt a linear equilibrium
sorption model.
1.2 Problem Statement
Our ultimate goal is to characterize contamination at a field site, Site 24 in upper
New York State. Therefore the problem formulation and the assumptions adopted
reflect the characteristics of Site 24.
As detailed in Chapter 6, Site 24 had been contaminated by coal tar for more
than 20 years. The contamination source was removed by the end of November 1991.
The monitoring system produced periodic soil concentration, solute concentration,
piezometric head measurements from 1988 to present. Some hydraulic conductivity
measurements were also obtained through slug and pumping tests. Head measure-
ments obtained twice a year from 1988 to 1992 indicate that there is a temporal
variation in water table. To simplify our problem, we assume the flow field and con-
tamination are at steady state before the source removal. So the problem we are
solving is a continuous source under a steady state flow field releasing a contamina-
tion plume which reaches steady state before 1988. When the plume is at steady
state, sorption has no effect on the plume. At this stage, we estimate hydraulic
conductivity only from the measurements of steady state solute concentration, head,
and hydraulic conductivity. The hydraulic conductivity field estimated is then used
to compute the steady state solute concentration. After source removal, the plume
becomes transient and sorption can affect the plume movement, At this second stage,
we estimate the partition coefficient and hydraulic conductivity simultaneously from
the measurements of transient soil concentration, transient solute concentration, and
partition coefficient. The initial plume concentration and the hydraulic conductivity
for the transient problem are obtained from the pre-removal steady state estimation
procedure. The updated hydraulic conductivity and the estimated partition coeffi-
cient are used to compute the transient solute concentration and soil concentration.
To account for soil sorption, a linear equilibrium model is used.
On November, 1995, we went to the field site to collect split spoon soil samples
and relatively undisturbed soil samples by Waterloo saturated soil samplers. The
soil samples are used to measure soil concentration, TOC and hydraulic conductiv-
ity in the lab. The TOC measurements are used to infer partition coefficients. The
hydraulic conductivity measurements and TOC measurements taken at the same loca-
tion are used to analyze the correlation between hydraulic conductivity and partition
coefficient. From the lab results, we found that the correlation between log hydraulic
conductivity and log partition coefficient is weak and the correlation has little ef-
fect on dispersivities. We therefore assume that log hydraulic conductivity and log
partition coefficient are uncorrelated.
Chapter 2
Formulation of the Site
Characterization Problem
2.1 Problem Formulation
We attempt to predict three dimensional contaminant concentrations in soil and water
with three dimensional parameters estimated from some limited measurements. In
Chapter 5, we assume the flow field at Site 24 is steady state with constant head
boundary conditions upstream and downstream and zero-flux boundary conditions
on the sides. The governing equations involved are summarized below. The flow
equation links the piezometric head and hydraulic conductivity,
& Oh[K ] = 0 (2.1)
axi a
with boundary conditions
h = ho on ,,p (2.2)
h = hi on Fdown (2.3)
Oh
K- ni = qo on Fside (2.4)Oxi
where h is the piezometric head, K is the hydraulic conductivity, the upstream bound-
ary, h, is the prescribed head downstream, Fdown represents the downstream bound-
ary, qgo is the prescribed flux on the side, which is not zero in general, and F side
represents the side boundary. We use indicial notation throughout the thesis. The
repeated index implies a summation over 1, 2 and 3.
The transport equation links the soil and solute concentration with pore velocity
which in turn, links to head and hydraulic conductivity,
ac, C, _ c ,. 1 - n OC,
+ vi (Dij ) -- ps (2.5)
at ax- + xi ax n at
with the initial condition
C y (x, , z, t) = Co(x, y, z), t = to (2.6)
and the boundary conditions
C (x, y, z, t) = C (x, y, z, t) (x, y, z) E rI, (2.7)
aCW
Sni = 0 (x, y, z) EC down (2.8)dzxi
-- ni = q2(t) (x, y, z) E F ide (2.9)
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where the symbol C, is the solute concentration (mass of solute per unit of solution
volume), the symbol C, is the soil concentration (mass of solute per unit of soil mass),
the symbol Co is the initial solute concentration, the symbol C1 is the given solute
concentration on the upstream boundary, the symbol Dij is the dispersion tensor
defined as
Dij = oijv
the symbol aij is a 3 by 3 diagonal array of local dispersivities, the symbol v is the
magnitude of pore velocity defined as
v = [ivi]1/2
the symbol Ps is the soil density, the symbol vi is the pore velocity given by Darcy's
law:
K Oh
vi = -- (2.10)
n Ox i
and the symbol n is the porosity assumed constant.
A linear sorption equilibrium model links the soil and solute concentration,
Cs = Kd Cw (2.11)
where Kd is the partition coefficient.
The parameters estimated in this thesis are log partition coefficient and log hy-
draulic conductivity instead of partition coefficient and hydraulic conductivity. Choos-
ing log partition coefficient as the parameter instead of partition coefficient is ex-
plained in Chapter 5. The measurements are soil concentration, solute concentration,
head, log partition coefficient and log hydraulic conductivity. The parameters and
the measurements are linked by the above governing equations jointly.
After defining the parameters, the measurements and the governing equations, we
formulate the Bayesian estimator. Assume the set of estimated parameters is repre-
sented by the vector function O(xi), the set of predictions is represented by the vector
z, the set of measurements is represented by the vector z*, and the measurement
error is represented by the vector v. McLaughlin and Townley (1996) show that the
Bayesian estimator of O(xi) may be written as follows if v is a Gaussian random vec-
tor with zero mean and covariance function Cv and 0 is a Gaussian random vector
function with mean 0 and covariance matrix Co:
0 = {0OJ(0) is minimum } (2.12)
where
J(O) - [z*- z(O)]T C [z*- z(0)]+ / [O(x )-(x)] T C 0l(x, x')[0(x')- (x'')]dxdx'
(2.13)
O(x) = (2.14)
InKd(x)
The first term on the right hand side is the difference between observed measure-
ment and the model prediction vector. This difference is expected to be small when
the estimate provides a good fit to available measurements. The second term is the
difference between the estimated parameter and the mean. The mean is also called
the prior information which reflects that the mean is the information prior to the es-
timation. In the search for best estimate, there may be multiple estimates that make
the first term small. Among those estimates, many may not be physically acceptable
or meaningful. By adding the second term, we will keep the searched estimate close
to the prior information and make the searched estimate unique. In this way, we can
expect that the search algorithm will produce the best estimate that does not deviate
too much from the prior information. Consequently Eqn (2.13) represents a trade-off
between the prior information and goodness-of-fit. The Bayesian estimator 6 is the
parameter that minimizes J, i.e., keeps the model error small at the same time that
it is not far from the prior information. Because of the nonlinearity in the flow and
transport equations, z depends nonlinearly on 0. To solve this nonlinear least squares
problem, an iterative algorithm must be used. Details on optimization algorithm are
referred to Sec. 2.3.
2.2 Parameterization
We use the cross covariances between measurements and parameters as basis functions
for approximating log hydraulic conductivity and log partition coefficient. This pa-
rameterization is similar to the one used in cokriging. This cross-covariance method
is also used by Bennet (1992) and Reid (1996). The difference between the cross-
covariance approximation in this thesis and cokriging is that the estimator in this
thesis is nonlinear, while the cokriging estimator is linear. The dependent variables
we are interested in are head in flow equation [Eqn (2.1)] and solute concentration
in transport equation [Eqn (2.5)]. The head and solute concentration are nonlinearly
dependent on InK and InKd. We expect that the nonlinear estimator in this thesis
will address the nonlinearity better than cokriging.
This basis function approximation assumes the spatially varied InK and InKd can
be approximated by a linear combination of cross covariances between InK, InKd and
measurements. The parameter InK is approximated as
InK_ f(x) = f+ E iff(x; x) + ajCfd(; xJ)
i j
+ E tc'hCh(X; h) + X'W cQf(x; x')
k I
+ " c 7c, (X(; zX)
m
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where
aT [a = L C a~ Cfk 1 ] (2.16)
T (X) = [Cff(x; X) Cfd(; *X) Cfh(Z; X ) Cf"(X; XI,) Cfs(X; X)] (2.17)
The symbol a is the coefficient vector used for log hydraulic conductivity estimation.
This coefficient vector depends on the location and type of the corresponding mea-
surements and must be calculated iteratively. The symbol #(x) is the vector of all
cross covariances between the parameter log hydraulic conductivity and all available
measurements. The subscript f represents log hydraulic conductivity, d represents
log partition coefficient, h represents head, c represents solute concentration, and s
represents soil concentration. The index i ranges from 1 to nf, the number of avail-
able InK measurements; the index j ranges from 1 to nd, the number of available
lnKd measurements; the index k ranges from 1 to nh, the number of available head
measurements; the index I ranges from 1 to n, the number of available solute concen-
tration measurements; and the index m ranges from 1 to ns, the number of available
soil concentration measurements. The symbol Cfz(X; xi) represents the cross covari-
ance between log hydraulic conductivity f at location x and measured variable zi at
location xi, where zi is of type f, d, h, c, or s.
Similarly the parameter InKd is approximated as
InKd - d(x) = d+ i}Cdf(X; XZ) + E P3Cdd(X; Xi)
i j
+ c3Cd / (X; X)) + E 06Cdw(X; X + Z 03RCds (X; X)
k 1 m
= d+ 3T•p (2.18)
where
/3T = [0i /30 /3k 0 0m] (2.19)
[Cx (X) = [Cdf (; X d)(f dh(;) Cdw(x;) Cd(dw;X7)] (2.20)
The symbol 3 is the coefficient vector used for log partition coefficient estimation.
Similar to a, 0 depends on the location and type of the corresponding measurement
and will be calculated iteratively. The symbol !P(x) is the basis function vector of all
cross covariances between the log partition coefficient and all available measurements.
The symbol Cdz (x; xj) represents the cross covariance between log partition coefficient
d at location x and measurement zj at location xj, where zj is of type f, d, h, c, or
S.
To obtain the estimated InK and lnKd, the Gauss-Newton method is used to
calculate a and 3. Details are given in next section.
2.3 Optimization Algorithm
By using the parameterizations for f and d given in Section 2.2 and assuming that f
and d are uncorrelated, Equation (2.13) becomes
J(a,3) = [z* - z(a,,)] T Cv [z* - z(a, 3)]
+ / f/a~ ()Cff - (' , X')#(x')aT dxdx'
+ f /f pT(x)Cdd-I (, x')p(x')3Tdxdx '  (2.21)
The cross covariances Cfz (x; xz), the components of P(x), can be approximated
Cfz(X; X) = Cff((, x)d~
Substituting Eqn (2.22) into the second term on the right-hand-side of Eqn (2.21)
and invoking Eqn (A.1) in McLaughlin and Townley (1996),
Cf f(, x)Cf-' (x, x')Cff(x', r7)dxdx' = Cf f(, q)
we get
f Cfz(x; xi)Cf7- (x, x')Cfz (x'; xj)dxdx'
= 111 C( XC-, ')C( X', ) ( dxzd'd6drlOf(•)afri
Of( C) Of (,)
= C{z (X, Xj)
This mathematical manipulation transforms the integration of complex functions into
a simple covariance. A similar result can be obtained from the third term on the right-
hand-side of Eqn (2.21).
f JCdz(X; xi) Cdd 1 (, x')Cdz(x'; xJ)dxdx'
=1111 z(xi) 8z(j)d dO dd(ý, X)Cdd-1(x ') Cdd(x', nj) 3 dx( d)drOd(() Od(,q)
-
Oz(x)Cdd( dz( dr
Od(ý) Cd((,)
= XCz(,, ( j)
With the above two identities, Eqn (2.21) becomes
J(a, 3) = [z* - z(a, 3)]T Clv[z* - z(a, )]
+aTCfa +- 3 TCd~, (2.23)
(2.22)
where the Gramm matrices Czz and Cz are:
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The superscript f and d in the Gramm matrices represent the cross covariances be-
tween f and d measurements respectively.
To minimize J, we use the Gauss-Newton method. At a local minimum, & and 3,
the gradients of J with respect to & and 3 are zero. Expanding the gradients with a
Taylor's series, we have8J oJ
aa a 1
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The Hessian matrix H defined in the above, is a matrix composed of second deriva-
tives of J. Since J depends on z, there are second derivatives of z in H. In Gauss-
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Newton method, it is assumed that the second derivatives of z are small and ignored.
We then approximate H by only first derivatives of z. This approximation sig-
nificantly reduces the computation effort of H because the computation of second
derivatives are omitted.
The optimal coefficients & and 3 are then solved from Eqn (2.24),
[8 1ai - H - 1  
- i (2.25)
So the iterative algorithm is
1. initialize ao and 30 or obtain aj and 3 from the (j - 1)th iteration.
2. compute -(a) /,) and -(a,3 j ) and H.
3. compute aj+l and /3j+l from Eqn (2.25).
4. repeat (1) to (3) if aj+l and / j + l are not converged.
In theory, the inversion of H in Eqn (2.25) is possible, but in practice, due to
the dependency among measurements, the matrix H may be singular and can not be
inverted numerically. There are two ways to overcome this matrix singularity. One
is to treat the singularity of H as a numerical difficulty and to solve the inversion
of H by singular value decomposition (see Appendix A). Another way to address
this singularity is to recognize that the singularity of H means the available mea-
surements are not sufficient to determine all a and 3. This indicates a decrease in
the dimensionality of parameters is appropriate so that H is less singular. If we
decrease the parameter dimension before starting the Gauss-Newton method, we can
save considerable computation time for the Gauss-Newton method because of the
smaller dimension. We follow the latter approach. Bennet (1992) and Reid (1996)
also used the latter approach to overcome the matrix singularity. Details are given in
Appendix B.
2.4 Estimation Error Variances
After we obtain the best estimate from measurements, we may ask how confident we
are on these estimation result. An objective way to know is to calculate the estimation
error variances. McLaughlin and Townley (1996) derived a Bayesian generalization of
the discrete parameter Cramer-Rao bound on the estimation error covariance. We can
apply their result directly as follows. Assume we have obtained the optimal estimate
of log hydraulic conductivity and log partition coefficient functions. We then calculate
log hydraulic conductivity and log partition coefficient at every node in a numerical
scheme and express them discretely in vector as f and d. By using Eqns (D9) and
(D12) in McLaughlin and Townley (1996), we get the estimation error covariance as
C = (ao) C  z(ao) + C-1]- 1  (2.26)
where
a = [fl, f2, ... dl, d2, ... T (2.27)
the symbol a is a vector of InK and lnKd value at every node in a numerical scheme,
the symbol ao is the nominal value of a and is set to be the best estimated a in
practice, the symbol z is the vector of predicted variables at measurement location,
and the symbol Ca is the discrete covariance matrix of InK and lnKd corresponding
to a. Eqn (2.26) can be written in a more convenient form after some mathematical
manipulation (Tarantola, 1987; Reid, 1996)
Tz•(ao) az (ao) OzT(ao) 1Oz(ao)Ca = Ca - Ca [C, + ] a (2.28)
By substituting Eqn (2.27) into Eqn (2.28), we then get explicit expression for the
estimation error covariances of InK and lnKd as
azT(fo,do) 1[C1 Cf] Cff 0 Cff 0 of 0
- azT(fo,do)CL _ C dd 0 Cdd 0 Cdd 0 ad
C Oz(fo, do) OzT(fo, do) Oz(f 0 , do) Cdd T(f 0, do)
Of Of + Od Od
az (f ',do )
of 0,d (f o  Cff 0 (2.29)0 az(f ,do) 0 Cdd
where the symbols Cif and C j are the estimation error covariances for InK and
InKd, C~d and Cjd are the estimation error cross covariances for InK and InKd, and
the symbols f 0 , do are the nominal values and are set to be the best available estimate
we can get. Eqns (2.29) gives the estimation error covariances of the estimated soil
parameters. To get the prediction error covariances for head, solute concentration
and soil concentration, we can express the prediction error covariance as
az(f ,do) Tr 1az(f ,do)
odf Cff Cfd odCd (f ,,dzfd.) (2.30)
ad df dd ad
The prediction error covariance C, is a sum of errors originated from InK and InKd
variabilities.
These parameter and prediction error covariances will be used in Chapter 6 to
examine our estimation result.
Chapter 3
Derivation of Sensitivity
Coefficients and Related Cross
Covariances
In Chapter 2, we mentioned that cross covariances are used to parameterize InK and
InKd [see Eqns (2.15) and (2.18)]. In this chapter we will show how to calculate
sensitivity coefficients by the adjoint state method and then use these sensitivity
coefficients to calculate related cross covariances for parameterization.
The adjoint state method has been used to solve sensitivity problems in the past.
One important application of the adjoint state method is to find the sensitivity of some
weighted least square objective function with respect to parameters for optimization
purpose (Chavent, 1979; Neuman, 1980; Sun and Yeh, 1985; Carrera and Neuman,
1986; Sun and Yeh, 1990). The adjoint state approach can also be used to compute
the sensitivity of predicted variables to parameters, and to compute cross covariances
(Townley and Wilson, 1985; Sun and Yeh, 1992b; Skaggs and Barry, 1996). This
thesis uses the adjoint state method to calculate the sensitivity of predictions of soil
concentration, solute concentration and head with respect to changes in log partition
coefficient and log hydraulic conductivity. We then use the computed sensitivity
coefficient to obtain cross covariances between the measurements (Cs, C,, and h) and
parameters (InK and InKd).
Traditionally there are two approaches for the implementation of adjoint state
method: continuous or discrete. The continuous approach assumes the related vari-
ables are continuous throughout the derivation, while the discrete approach discretizes
the related variables based on the proposed numerical model in the implementation.
The advantage of the continuous approach is that the derivation and procedure de-
veloped is independent of the numerical model. We can use any numerical model for
the continuous approach without changing the derivation, while the discrete approach
depends on numerical method used (e.g. finite element or finite difference). Cacuci
et al. (1980) found that the results from the two approaches may be different for
nonlinear and transport problems. Sun and Yeh (1992a) showed that the continuous
approach is equivalent to the discrete approach if the numerical discretization is con-
sistent between the implementation and numerical models. We apply the continuous
approach to sensitivity calculation in order to retain the flexibility of using any nu-
merical models. Special care is taken to keep the numerical discretization consistent.
Among the references mentioned above, most are dedicated to flow problems.
Sun and Yeh (1990) applied the adjoint state method to coupled flow and transport
problem. Sun (1994) details a general rule for the application of the adjoint state
method to flow, transport and coupled flow-transport problems. Skaggs and Barry
(1996) used the continuous adjoint approach to solve a 2-D transport problem with
Laplace transform technique. In this thesis, we attempt to solve a 3-D coupled flow,
transport and sorption problem.
In this thesis, we need to compute the sensitivity of predictions of head, solute
concentration and soil concentration to the parameters InK and lnKd. For head
measurements, it only involves the parameter InK. Since the head variable does not
depend on InKd, the sensitivity of head to lnKd is zero. Solute and soil concentration
generally depend on both InK and InKd. The first section of this chapter is dedicated
to the flow problem and the derivation of the sensitivity of head to InK. The second
section is dedicated to the derivation of the sensitivities of concentration to InK and
InKd. This involves the flow and transport equations and a sorption model.
The adjoint state method uses the calculus of variations to define an adjoint state
variable comparable to the physical variable. The sensitivity coefficient is obtained
by combining physical and adjoint state variables. The procedure outlined in Sec.
3.1 and 3.2 is similar to the procedures in Chapter 6 of Sun (1994).
3.1 Head Related Sensitivity Coefficients
In Chapter 2, we have defined the 3D flow equation and boundary conditions in Eqns
(2.1) to (2.4). The variables in the flow equation, Eqn (2.1), are head h and hydraulic
conductivity K. Instead of using K as variable, we assume f - InK is the variable
we are interested in:
K - exp(f) (3.1)
In this section, the physical variables are the head h and the log hydraulic con-
ductivity f. Taking the variation of Eqns (2.1) to (2.4), we get
[ Oh & d6h
-[K 6f ]+ [K ] = 0 (3.2)
axi dxi axi axi
with boundary conditions
Sh = 0 on ,up (3.3)
Sh = 0 on Fdown (3.4)
Oh d8h
KSf ni + K ni = 0 on Fside (3.5)
The adjoint state method is to derive the governing equation for the adjoint state
variable. This typically requires applications of Green's theorem and integration by
parts. Assume the adjoint state for head is Oh. We wish to derive an expression for
the adjoint variable. Multiplying Eqn(3.2) by qh and integrating over space gives,
a fh 5 •x6hI { a [K 6f 1] + Oh [K ] dx dy dz = 0dx1 xi Dxi Dzi j
Then by invoking Green's theorem and some manipulation, we get,
h [K
bh[K6f Oxi
d6h
+±K ]-dzi K6h nidF = 0axi
where ni is the normal vector to the boundary F defined as
r = rup U rdown U rside
By using boundary conditions (3.3) to (3.5) and assuming boundary conditions for
Oh = 0 on Fup
Oh = 0 on Fdown
K -- ni = 0 on sidedxi
(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
Eqn (3.6) becomes
D0h dh
- K6f 00h A
Oxi 8xi dx dy dz = 0
Now let us define some head measurement at location (xi, Yi, zi) as
h(xy, Yi, zi) =- f h(x, y, z)6(x - xi, y - Yi, z - zi) dx dy dz
(3.10)
(3.11)
where 6(x - xi, y - Yi, z - zi) is a Dirac delta function located at (xi, Yi, zi). Taking
the variation over h on Eqn (3.11) gives,
6h(xi, yi, zi) = J 6h(x, y, z)6(x - xi, y - yi, z - z2 ) dx dy dz
5
+f
- OK6f0hA dx dy dzaxi DxY
(3.6)
/II D6h [KOxi D0xhOxi
(3.12)
Combining Eqns (3.10) and (3.12) , we get
6h(xi, yi, zi) = 5h (- i,y- ,z - z) + ax [K O'i dxdydz
SK dx dy dz (3.13)
Now assume kh satisfies
a [K ] = -6(x - Xi, y - Yi, z -Zi) (3.14)
Eqn(3.13) becomes
6h(xi, yi, zi) = -K6f Oh dx dy dz (3.15)SOi Oxi(3.15)
Finally the sensitivity of h(xi, yi, zi) with respect to f is
Oh 8ff O'h OhS= -K dx dy dz (3.16)
af N 8xi Oxi
The procedure to solve h is then
1. solve the flow equation (2.1) with boundary conditions (2.2) to (2.4) to obtain
h.
2. solve the adjoint state flow equation (3.14) with boundary conditions (3.7) to
(3.9) to obtain Ch.
3. compute 2 using Eqn (3.16) with h and Ch.
To obtain 5, we can also use finite difference method by perturbing every node
in f to calculate the change on the head measurement interested. If the computa-
tional grid has n nodes, the finite difference method requires (n + 1) simulations, i.e.
solving Eqn (2.1) (n + 1) times. If we use the adjoint state method shown above,
we only do (m + 1) simulations, i.e. solving Eqn (2.1) once and solving Eqn (3.14)
m times, where m is the number of measurements. This illustrates that the adjoint
state method is more efficient than the finite difference method for calculating the
sensitivity coefficient if m < n. This is why we choose the adjoint state method.
3.2 Concentration Related Sensitivity Coefficients
To find concentration-related sensitivity coefficients, we need to use the flow and
transport equations. The flow and transport equations and the boundary conditions
along with the initial condition are defined in Section (2.1) as Eqns (2.1) to (2.9).
Substituting Eqn (2.11) into Eqn(2.5), we get
OC,(1 + AKd)
dt
ac,
+ vi Dxi (Dijdxi
OC)
j --- 0 (3.17)
where
1-n
A = -ps
n
The parameters we are interested in are f defined by Eqn (3.1) and d defined as
Kd = exp(d) (3.18)
Following a procedure similar to the one outlined in Sec. (3.1), we take the variation
of Eqn (3.17)
(1 + AKdad) OC,
Dt
- (aijvsf )
Dxj dxj
A6Cd(1 + AKd) D OC+ vi6Sf
Oxi
O K OA hC
- i( n J xj)
where
Oh Oh]1/2
J = ]1/2
The initial and boundary conditions then become
K Oah CW
+ vi-
n Ox i Ox i
D D6C,(aijv W) =Dxj dxj
CW(x, y, z, t) = 0,
x6C
8xj
(3.19)
t = to (3.20)
6c" (x,, y, z,t) =O
Cni 
= 0
Oxi
06C 
=
Oxi
(x, y, z) E ru,
(x, y, z) Fdown
(x, y,z) E rside
If we multiply Eqn (3.19) by Oc, the concentration adjoint state and integrate over
time and space, we get:
cj (1 + AKadtd) + (1 + AKd)
K D6h OC,
n Dxi Dxi
K Oh 06Cw
n Oxi Oxi S(aijvaxi
aacw
Ot
f
dxj
K Oh DC,5f
D Khi O DCw(aij ao x " W)(X n J )
- D n J Dx3
a (aijv 0C ) dtdxdydz = 0
By invoking Green's theorem and integration by parts, we Obtain:
By invoking Green's theorem and integration by parts, we obtain:
AKd cS6d - (1 + AKd) 0SCC
+ 111
+ dt
8 td(-axiK Oh OCKf -CWn axi dxi
K aC c6h -
n Ox i n
h Oh
Oi
+ l D[aij ]h dt
Dox, n J Dxi ODx
dt dx dy dz + (1+ AKd)6Cw/ dx dy dz| I
KOC D K Dh }W qc)6h - - •o••C)6C, dt dx dy dz
n Ox, Dxzi n Dxi
nidF -
dx dy dz - f
ifff f d
(f ,aijv a C) d
ao a¢•5
acv
tijV-xj Oh f 6SCnidF +
T. ah , •, ,
A a x•nj 8o'w opcaij n J i 6hdF
inf J Dx•Dx
Oh 05h
Sdtij OxcnidF
f dt Oxj
+ dt ajv -0c nidF = 0
+f OIiF Dxj
Now let us define a concentration measurement at location (xi, yi, zi) and at time ti
as
Cw(ti x, Yi, zi) = 1 Cw(t, x, y, z)6(x - xi, y - yi, z - zi)6(t - ti) dt dx dydz (3.25)
(3.24)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
'f'
"fff
+ dtj
-f dt
It dx dy dz
it dx dy dz
where 6(x - xi, y - yi, z - zi) is a Dirac delta function located at (xi, yi, zi) and
6(t - ti) is another Dirac delta function over time ti.
Taking the variation of C, on Eqn (3.25) gives,
6Cw(tx 2, yi, z) = fff ,w(t , y z)6(x - xi, Y - Yi, z- zi)6(t- ti) dt dx dy dz (3.26)
Integrating Eqn (3.10) over time and adding Eqns (3.24), (3.26) and the time
integrated Eqn (3.10), we have
fff 6Cw •6(x - xi , y z-y z - z)6(t- ti) - (1 + AKd)00cat
S[aijv 00
-xzj Ox
a K OC,Oxi n axi
dt dx dy dz
Oha K~a~' o bac,
+ -[aE ij-]8 ri nJ Ox& Oax
+ [a  K ]h dt dx dy dzOxi n Oxi I
r
K h OC,
n Oxi; xi
6dAKd ac•
at
/ r \
dt dx dy dz +
AcS h - A c
n Oxi n Oxi
aoijv f 6CwncdF +
aO x4 ffC riUdITJ
a6cW
aijvOc nidFaxjr/
ac K a0h Ah
a- aijU Ox c
Oxj n 8z dzi 8
(1i + AKd)6Cwqc dx dy dzt
65Cw ndF
Oh O6h
ij cnidn J Oxjdt
I dt ascV nidFOxj
h[ K6f A K &6h ah K+ ] - axh nidFn axi axi nI
It is noted that the head adjoint variable Oh here is defined differently than in Sec.
(3.1). The governing equation for Ch will be defined later. Let us define the governing
6Cw(ti, xi, yi, zi)
- (v iO c )Ox
+ ± 16 h{
+ IJ6 f { dt dx dy dz
+fdt
+fdt
-fdt
+f dt
IK -xnz aC, 0ca
rij aa x j hdF -
r n J Oxy Ox,
+ dt f (3.27)
equation for c, as
- (1+ AKd) 0C
at
ax(Vi)axi
with the terminal condition
and boundary conditions
- laij v ] =Oxj a8
c~(tx y, z  ) = 0,
_'ni = 0
xzi
~c(t, X, y, z) = 0o
(x, y, z) E Fup
(x, , z) E rdown
0uni =  (x, y, z) E Pside (3.32)
8xi
From Eqn (3.38), it is noted that 4~ is solved backward in time because the convective
velocity is opposite to that for C, in Eqn (3.21).
The adjoint state for head, Oh in transport problem is different from in flow prob-
lem. The governing equation is
a Ka 9h a K OC,Oxi n Oxi Oxi n axi
a K a c, aC,[a- ax, ax
O,"n J Oxi Oxj ]
and the boundary conditions are the same as Eqns (3.7) to (3.9).
With the prescribed boundary conditions from 6h, 0c, 6C, and 0, Eqns (3.3) to
(3.5), (3.7) to (3.9), (3.20) to (3.23), and (3.29) to (3.32), the boundary integrals in
Eqn (3.37) vanish and we obtain
JIN 6f - K Oh OC,n 8xi x c-- aijV/ x j ax i
K a8h ah }
-n h A- dt dx dy dz
+n Ox a t
+ ffffJdAKd ac , dt dx dy dzjiji at
t = te (3.29)
(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.33)
Cw(ti, xi, yi), zi)
(3.34)
-6(x - xi, y - yi, z - zi)(t - ti) (3.28)
Finally the sensitivity coefficient of C,(ti, xi, yi, zi) with respect to f is
K Oh OC,
n Oxi Ox
OCw Oqc
- xj c v
K Oh Oh "IK h dt dx dy dz
n Oxi Oxi
and the sensitivity coefficient C,(ti, xi, yi, zi) with respect to d is
OC,(ti, xi, yi, zi)
Od = 111OacAKd---, W dt dx dy dzat
The sensitivities of C, with respect to f and d can be easily derived from the
sorption model, Eqn (3.22)
OC, (ti, xi, yi, z i)
Of
OC, (ti, xi, yi, z)
Kd 8f (3.37)
(3.38)OC, (ti, xi, Yi, zi)= Kd C(ti, xi, Yi, zi) + Kd ,,Td
The procedure to solve ac and ac is summarized in the following
1. solve flow equation (3.1) with boundary conditions (3.2) to (3.4) to obtain h.
2. solve transport equation (3.17) with initial and boundary conditions (3.20) to
(3.23) to obtain C,.
3. solve adjoint state transport equation (3.28) with initial and boundary condi-
tions (3.29) to
4. solve adjoint state flow equation (3.33) with boundary conditions (3.7) to
5. compute %c/ using Eqn (3.35) with h, Cw, Oh and 0,.
6. compute ac using Eqn (3.36) with C, and 0,.
The sensitivity coefficients of C, to f and d can be computed with Eqns (3.37)
and (3.38) after a and ocw are obtained.Of ad
OCW (ti, Xi, yi, zi)
Of = fill
(3.35)
(3.36)
Cs (ti, Xi, yI, zi)
Od
3.3 Cross Covariances and Covariances
In Chapter 2, we use 10 cross covariances to parameterize InK and lnKd [Eqns (2.10)
and (2.13)]. As shown in Chapter 5, InK and InKd are assumed to be uncorrelated.
With the uncorrelation and the understanding that the head does not depend on
InKd, it is apparent that
Of
= 0Od
Oh
= 0
ad
Od
= 0
of
(3.39)
(3.40)
(3.41)
We also assume the covariances of InK and lnKd are known a priori. In this the-
sis, we adopt two covariance functions, exponential and Gaussian. The exponential
covariance functions are defined as
Cf f(X; xf) = oexp(-sf)
Cdd(X'; Xd) = o exp(-sd)
(3.42)
(3.43)
The Gaussian covariance functions are defined as
Cf f(X; Xf) = U exp(-s 2)
Cdd(X'; Xd) = 2exp(-s )
(3.44)
(3.45)
where af is the standard deviation for random parameter InK, ad is the standard
deviation for random parameter InKd, the symbols x and xf are the coordinates of
two points in the InK field defined as
x = (x, y,z)
Xf = (xf, yf, zf)
the symbols x' and Xd are the coordinates of two points in the lnKd field defined as
'= (x', y', z')
Xd = (Xd, Yd, Zd)
the symbols Ax, AY, and A' are the correlation scale of InK in the x, y and z direction.
The symbol sf is the distance representing the separation of the two points in InK
field defined as
Z - X)f + ( Y - Yf)2 + ( - Zf )2]1/2
Sf=Y[( )2 z Z
The symbols Ax, AY, and Az are the correlation scale of InK in the x, y and z direction.
The symbol Sd is the distance representing the separation of the two points InKd field
defined as
x - d)2 + (- Yd)2 (Z - d 1/2Sdd[(d d
The symbols AX, AY, and Az are the correlation scale of InKd in the x, y and z
direction.
To obtain cross covariances with sensitivity coefficients, we use a first order ap-
proximation (Eqn 24, Sun and Yeh, 1992). So with Eqns (3.16),(3.35),(3.37) and
(3.41), the cross covariances for InK are as follows
Cfd(X; Xd) = 0 (3.46)
Cfh(x; Xh)= [f (x) - f(x)] [h(xh) - h(xh)
= f(x) - f(x) ] f(xh) f (x) - f (xZ)f af(l) f
[h(xh)( [-(I)
- CI) , f fC (x ; xi) i = 1,..., n (3.47)
Cf,(X; X,) = f(X) -f(X) CC,(x,) -C,(x,)
- f [(X)- I ac.(X)) [f (Xi) - f(Xi)
_ [f (x .) 7cf f(x) i 1 .n
Of (Xi) -f
Cf,(x;xS) = [f(s)- f(S)] [C,(x,) - CS(x)]
= f (S) - f(x >) fi= i.
fC (xi) Cf;x).,
ff(~)) I
(3.48)
(3.49)
The symbol xi represents the coordinates of all n nodes in the numerical scheme, Xd,
Xh, x, and x, represent the locations of lnKd, h, C, and C, measurement points. The
derivatives with respect to f can be moved out the expectation operations because
the derivatives are based on means f (i.e. they are not random).
Similarly with Eqns (3.36),(3.38),(3.39) and (3.40), The cross covariances for lnKd
are as follows
Cdf (x;f) = (3.50)
(3.51)Cdh(X; Xh) = 0
Cdw(; Xw) = [d(x) -Wd(-x)][c (xW) - CW(XW)]
cv-i /.. \l
[d(x) - d(x) ] Td( wi d(x)-
dd(()) I
• d(x) - dWx)] [ C,(x) - C.(s)]
-d(xI)]
(3.52)
Cds,(•; X) =
[d(x)d(x )] C (X) [d(x) -d(Ia d(x;) d.8
-- &C(x))-Cdd(x; xi) iz=1,...,m
&d(x 2)
(3.53)
where xf represents the locations of InK measurement points. The derivatives with
respect to d can be moved out the expectation operations because the derivatives are
based on means d.
In addition to the cross covariances above, we also need to calculate Gramm
matrices Cfz and Cdz in optimization algorithm [see Eqn (2.23)]. To calculate these
covariances, we still use the first order approximation [Eqn (22), Sun and Yeh, 1992]
for Cfzz as follows
= [z(xz) -z(z)] [z' ( xZ) - z(x')]
S z(xf) 0 z'(x'z)
- f(x) - f (X i) f(j) - j)8f (i) f af (X)f
aZ(xz) C (Xi; xj) ij = 1 .. nof (XZ) af (Xfj) Y
where xz and x' are the coordinates of measurements z and z', measurements z and
z' may be log hydraulic conductivity f, log partition coefficient d, head h, solute con-
centration C, (w for subscript), or soil concentration C, (s for subscript). Similarly
the element of Cdz is as follows
(3.54)
CdZ'i(XZ; X, ) - [z(xz) - z(xz)] [z(z) - z'( z)]
oz(xz) d (x '(') d
d(xi) Cdd(Xi; XJ) idj = 1, .-, i
3.4 Numerical Results
In this section, we show sensitivity coefficients and cross covariances derived from the
adjoint state method. Particularly, we want to compare the results by the adjoint
(3.55)
Cf, (Xz; X'Z)ZZ )
state method with analytical solutions. The first example is the sensitivity coefficient
of head with respect to InK field. In this example, we assume the mean hydraulic
gradient and mean hydraulic conductivity are 1.0. The head measurement is located
at (21,11,11) in a numerical mesh of 41 by 21 by 21. The numerical code we use to
solve the forward and adjoint flow equations is MODFLOW. Following the procedure
described in Sec (3.1), we obtain the sensitivity of the head located at (21,11,11)
to InK shown in Figure 3.1. To calculate the cross covariance Cfh, we assume the
covariance function of InK is exponential as Eqn (3.42) with
= = 1
-'/1
With Eqn (3.47), we obtain Cfh as shown in Fig. 3.2a. Dagan (1989) derived an
analytical free space solution for Cfh for an isotropic exponential Cff,
Cfh(xf, yf, zf; xh, Yh, zh) = g)JAf(x)3[e-r(2 + 2r + 2r 2 ) - 2] (3.56)
where
X = Xh - Xf
r = [( - f) + (Yh - Yf)2 + () Z -zf )2 ]
r f AI Af
the symbol Af is the correlation scale, the coordinates of InK is (xf, yf, zf) and the
coordinates of h is (Xh, Yh, zh). With
(xh, Yh, Zh) = (21, 11, 11)
the analytical Cfh is plotted in Fig. 3.2b for comparison. By comparing Cfh from
the adjoint state method with the solution from Rubin and Dagan (1992) in Fig. 3.2,
we can notice that the two solutions are very close within about 5 correlation scales
of measurement point. There are noticeable difference outside 5 correlation scales of
head measurement. The difference is about 10% of maximum Cfh. This difference
is attributed to the boundary conditions imposed by adjoint state method. Overall,
the solution from the adjoint state method is in good agreement with Eqn (3.47).
The second example we are going to show is the sensitivity coefficient of solute
concentration to InK shown in Figure 3.3. Fig. 3.3a shows that the plume originates
from a continuous source at (4,11,11). The flow field is the same as the first example
in this section. In addition to MODFLOW as our flow code, we also use an efficient
transport code developed by Ruan (1997) to solve the forward and adjoint transport
equations. The solute concentration measurement is located at (15,11,14). Following
the procedure outlined in Sec (3.2), the sensitivity of the solute concentration located
at (15,11,14) to InK is computed and shown in Fig. 3.3b. With the sensitivity coef-
ficient, we compute cross covariance Cf, with Eqn (3.48). We assume the covariance
function of InK is also exponential with
f = A= A{= 2
crf = 1
Figure 3.4a shows the cross covariance obtained with the adjoint state method. Sun
and McLaughlin (1995) derived an approximate analytical solution for Cf,. In this
analytical solution, the dispersivities are ignored to obtain a closed form solution.
This analytical solution is plotted in Fig. 3.4c. The difference between the solution
by the adjoint method and analytical result may be attributed to the neglected dis-
persivities or other unseen error. In order to better check the adjoint state method
with the analytical solution, we compute another cross covariance with dispersivities
ignored in the adjoint state method. The result is shown in Fig. 3.4b. By comparing
three results in Fig. 3.4, it is noted that Fig. 3.4b is closer to Fig. 3.4c than Fig. 3.4a
to Fig. 3.4c. And all three results have similar structures and orders of magnitude.
The reason why Fig. 3.4b is not the same as Fig. 3.4c is that in the numerical trans-
port code the source is of finite size while the analytical solution is based on a source
of infinitesimal size. The boundary conditions in adjoint state method also contribute
to the difference. Overall these three results are sufficiently close to one another. This
suggests that the adjoint state method developed in this thesis is correct.
Figure 3.1 The sensitivity coefficient of head at (21,11,11) to InK
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Chapter 4
Synthetic Case Studies
In Chapters 2 and 3, we have derived the parameter estimation algorithm and the
equations for computing cross covariances between measurements and parameters.
In this chapter, we apply these derivations to synthetic case studies. Although the
good performance in a synthetic case study can not guarantee a good result in field
application, it will help build confidence in the optimization algorithm we developed.
We create two sets of random fields for the synthetic case study. Each set contains
a random field representing the true InK parameter and another random field rep-
resenting the true lnKd. In one set, we generate the random fields by assuming the
covariance functions of random fields are exponential and in another set, we assume
the covariance functions of random fields are Gaussian. As we show later, the random
fields generated by a Gaussian covariance function are smoother, while the random
fields generated by an exponential covariance function are less smooth. From studies
on these two different random fields, we hope to demonstrate the capability of our
estimation algorithm.
To perform the synthetic case study, we contrive a scenario similar to the features
of our field site, Site 24 (see Chapter 5). We assume a continuous source existed for a
long time so that the plume reaches steady state. The source is then removed resulting
in a transient plume. With the "true" InK and InKd we generate, we run numerical
flow and transport codes to obtain the "true" head and concentration. We then
choose a limited number of measurements from the true head, solute concentration
and soil concentration fields for estimation. We do not add measurement noises
to the selected measurements because we do not want the measurement noises to
obscure our evaluation on this synthetic study. With the selected measurements, we
run the estimation algorithm to estimate InK, InKd, head, solute concentration and
soil concentration. The estimated InK, InKd, head, solute concentration and soil
concentration are then compared with the corresponding "true" values to check the
performance of our optimization algorithm.
Before we proceed to synthetic case study, we would like to point out that our
synthetic cases do not represent true contamination problems. The "true" InK and
lnKd fields we refer to are NOT true parameters in the real world. The "true"
parameters used in this study only represent large scale variations of parameters in
the real world. The small scale variations encountered in nature are not included in the
"true" parameters we use. Therefore the "true" head, solute concentration and soil
concentration we refer to are actually smoother than the head, solute concentration
and soil concentration in the real world. In this study, we only want to illustrate that
our estimation algorithm can estimate large scale features of InK, InKd, head, solute
concentration, and soil concentration with limited measurements. Readers should
not extrapolate this synthetic study to conclude that our estimation algorithm may
capture every detailed variation of solute concentration and soil concentration in the
real world. In this thesis, to account for small scale variability in the real world, we
calculate local dispersivities based on small scale variabilities (detailed in Chapter 6).
4.1 Synthetic Case Study I: Random Fields with
Exponential Covariance Function
4.1.1 Synthetic Case Data
We create a numerical mesh of 21 by 11 by 11 with grid size
Ax=1, Ay=l, Az ==1
Covariance function A Af A Uf a  Ad  Ad Af od d
Exponential 4 4 2 1.30 0.78 4 4 2 0.86 0.855
Gaussian 4 4 2 1.34 0.81 4 4 2 0.84 0.810
Table 4.1: The statistical parameters for inK and InKd with exponential and Gaus-
sian covariance functions.
The unit of length is meter and all the length scales in this chapter are in meters
unless mentioned otherwise. We use the random field generator by Ruan (1997) to
generate a InK field of anisotropic exponential covariance function as Eqn (3.42) with
correlation scales, standard deviation and mean shown in Table 4.1.
The unit of K is meters per month. This InK field shown in Figures 4.1(c) and
4.2(c) represents the true InK field. We also generate another random field for InKd
of anisotropic exponential covariance function with statistical parameters shown in
Table 4.1. The unit of Kd is liters per kilogram. This InKd field shown in Figures
4.9(c) and 4.10(c) represents the true InKd.
The flow field is assumed to be at steady state with boundary conditions for head
as
h = 60 on F,, (4.1)
h = 5 0on Fdown (4.2)
dh
K -ahni = 0 on Fside (4.3)dxi
The contamination is assumed to originate from a block source ranging from x = 4
to 6, y = 5 to 7 and z = 5 to 6 with nominal concentration 4 ppm. The initial and
boundary conditions for concentration are
C,(x, y, z, t)= 4 4 < x < 6, 5 y< 7, 5 < z < 6 (4.4)
C (x, y, z, t) = 0 (x, y, z) E Fup (4.5)
OC,w--n = 0 (x, y, z) E Fdown (4.6)
dx i
n= 0 (x, y, z) E side (4.7)
We also assume the local dispersivities in the following table.
0.5m 0.05m 0.01m
In the field application in Chapter 6, we assume the longitudinal dispersivity to be
5.0 meters relative to the grid size, 10 meters. In this synthetic case, the grid size is
1.0 meter. We choose the above dispersivities to have the same ratios of dispersivities
to grid sizes as our field application.
With the above imposed conditions, we run the numerical codes to solve for head
and concentration. The true head and true solute concentration reaching steady state
are plotted in Figure 4.3(c) and Figures 4.4(c), 4.5(c). After the concentration plume
reaches steady state, the source is removed. The period of time we consider after the
source removal is 1.25 months. The true solute and soil concentration fields at 1.25
months after the source removal are shown in Figures 4.11(c), 4.12(c) and Figures
4.13(c), 4.14(c). It is noted that there a small blob of contaminant in the upstream
area to the source in Figure 4.11(c). It is due to the fact that the source removal does
not remove all contaminants in the upstream area.
4.1.2 Optimization Results
The optimization process is divided into two stages. At the first stage when the so-
lute concentration reaches steady state, the solute concentration does not depend on
lnKd. We use steady state solute concentration, head, and InK measurements to es-
timate the parameter InK. From the true results of steady state solute concentration,
head and InK, we arbitrarily choose 17 solute concentration measurements, 15 head
measurements and 3 InK measurements as shown in Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and Figure
4.6. With these selected measurements, we go through the procedure in Chapters
2 and 3. We set the convergent criterion to be 0.1. If the increment of objective
function defined by Eqn (2.23) is smaller than 0.1, the iteration is stopped and the
objective function is considered converged. In this section, it takes 4 iterations to
converge. The estimated InK is shown in Figures 4.1(b), 4.2(b). With the estimated
InK, we run numerical codes for flow and transport equations to obtain the predicted
head and solute concentration shown in Figure 4.3(b) and Figures 4.4(b), 4.5(b). As
a comparison, we also show the head and solute concentration calculated with the
mean InK. Figures 4.1(a), 4.2(a) show the prior InK field. Figure 4.3(a) shows the
head calculated with the mean InK. And Figures 4.4(a), 4.5(a) shows the solute
concentration calculated with the mean InK. We also calculate the concentration
flux across yz planes. The flux versus x axis is plotted in Figure 4.4(e)-(f). We note
that there are some flux variation along x axis. It is due to that our numerical grid
size is coarse. The variation of InK causes the numerical error, particularly in Figure
4.4(f), where the true InK is less smooth. If we disregard the numerical error caused
by InK variation, we note that the flux is constant after source (x > 6), indicating
the plume has reached steady state. The second observation is that the fluxes are
not the same among Figure 4.4(e)-(f). It is due to the fact that the seepage velocities
at the source are different, causing the fluxes to be different. By comparing the esti-
mated InK with the true InK, we note that the estimated InK captures the regional
features but loses some local variations. This loss of information in local variation is
due to the fact that the measurements are too few and scattered. It will be clear later
that we do not need all the detail of true InK to better predict solute concentration,
which interests us most. The comparison between the estimated head and true head
also indicates that the vertical head variation is not well estimated by the estimation
algorithm. The explanation is the same as InK. We also compare the estimated so-
lute concentration with the true concentration in Figures 4.4(b), 4.5(b) and Figures
4.4(c), 4.5(c). From the comparison, we note that the estimated solute concentration
is close to the true solute concentration. The above comparison of InK, head and
solute concentration leads us to the following understanding. To better capture the
contamination plume does not mean we have to capture every detail of InK and head
fields. In fact it is not possible for site characterization to capture all the detail of
InK with limited measurements. What we can expect from site characterization is
Measurement x coord. y coord. z coord. Measurement Measurement
type (m) (m) (m) value error
InK 6 6 6 -0.638E+00 1.0
InK 11 6 6 0.889E+00 1.0
InK 16 6 6 -0.921E+00 1.0
Table 4.2: The measurements of InK for the first stage estimation.
that with limited number of measurements, we can produce an estimate of InK that
captures some important features of InK so that we can produce a good estimate of
the solute concentration plume. In this synthetic case, our expectation is met!
Comparing the solute concentration fields with mean InK and true InK, Figures
4.4(a), 4.5(a) and 4.4(c), 4.5(c), we note that the solute concentration with true InK is
more dispersed than with mean InK. This effect is partly due to the effect of spatial
variation in true InK. The transport code we use may also add some numerical
dispersion to the dispersion. Our transport code is based on the assumption that the
mean velocity field is parallel to the plume movement. If the local velocity deviates
significantly from the mean velocity field, the numerical dispersion may contribute
to the dispersion of plumes. Because the investigation of numerical dispersion by
transport codes requires a comprehensive study to verify and is beyond the scope of
this thesis, we do not pursue further.
The second stage of the test is to estimate transient soil and solute concentration
after source removal. When the plume becomes transient after source removal, in
addition to InK, InKd also affects contaminant transport. Similar to the procedure
described in the first stage, we arbitrarily choose 3 InKd measurements, 18 solute
concentration measurements from 6 wells at 3 different dates and 25 soil concentration
measurements from 12 wells at 3 different dates. The measurement locations are
shown in Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and Figure 4.15. With these measurements, we run
the estimation algorithm to estimate InKd and InK. The prior InK comes from the
estimated InK in the first stage and the prior InKd is the mean InKd [shown in Figures
4.7(a), 4.8(a) and Figures 4.9(a), 4.10(a)]. The estimated InK and InKd are shown in
Measurement x coord. y coord. z coord. Measurement Measurement
type (m) (m) (m) value (m) error (m)
head 3 3 3 58.969 0.2
head 3 6 9 58.197 0.2
head 3 9 3 58.742 0.2
head 7 3 6 55.684 0.2
head 7 6 3 55.511 0.2
head 7 9 3 55.636 0.2
head 11 3 6 53.509 0.2
head 11 6 9 53.155 0.2
head 11 9 3 52.241 0.2
head 15 3 6 51.858 0.2
head 15 6 3 51.826 0.2
head 15 9 6 51.514 0.2
head 19 3 9 50.382 0.2
head 19 6 6 50.413 0.2
head 19 9 6 50.374 0.2
Table 4.3: The measurements of head for the first stage estimation.
Meass x coord. y coord. z coord. Measurement Measurement
type (m) (m) (m) value(ppm) error(ppm)
C, 6 9 5 0.424650 0.2
C, 10 6 2 0.356143 0.2
Cw 10 6 5 2.239982 0.2
C, 10 6 8 0.200401 0.2
C, 10 9 5 0.812653 0.2
C, 10 9 8 0.202360 0.2
C, 14 6 2 0.425006 0.2
C, 14 6 5 1.003291 0.2
Cw 14 6 8 0.248446 0.2
C, 14 9 5 0.705030 0.2
C, 14 9 8 0.430300 0.2
C, 18 3 5 0.200544 0.2
Cw 18 6 2 0.203497 0.2
C, 18 6 5 0.743049 0.2
C, 18 6 8 0.388164 0.2
Cw 18 9 5 0.464162 0.2
C, 18 9 8 0.565003 0.2
Table 4.4: The measurements of steady state solute concentration for the first stage
estimation.
Measurement x coord. y coord. z coord. Measurement Measurement
type (m) (m) (m) value error
lnKd 6 6 6 0.435 0.8
lnKd 12 6 6 1.295 0.8
lnKd 18 6 6 0.204 0.8
Table 4.5: The measurements of InKd for the second stage estimation.
Figures 4.7(b), 4.8(b) and Figures 4.9(c), 4.10(c). The comparison of InK in Figures
4.7 and 4.8 suggests that the InK field is further improved during the second stage.
But the overall structure of InK does not change significantly. The comparison of
the estimated InKd with the true InKd shows that the estimated InKd captures some
of the regional features and the estimation does not capture many local variations.
The comparison of estimated solute concentration with the true solute concentration
shown in Figures 4.11 and Figure 4.12 suggests that the estimated solute plume is close
to the plume predicted with prior lnKd and is less close to the true plume. This poor
result may be attributed to the small number of measurement wells (6 wells) and their
locations. The solute and soil concentration measurement wells are not at strategic
locations to reveal the spatial variability of the true solute concentration. Another
reason for poor estimation on InKd is the short time period (1.25 months) we consider
in the second stage. We will elaborate the effect of short time period in Sec. 4.3.
At last, we compare the estimated soil concentration with the true soil concentration
shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. This comparison shows that the estimated plume
is improved significantly from the soil concentration calculated with prior lnKd and
prior InK. This better improvement in soil concentration than solute concentration
is due to the locations of measurement wells, particularly the two measurements
located at (11,6,6) and (12,6,3). These two soil concentration measurement wells
are at strategic locations to provide the information of high soil concentration (see
Table 4.7 and Figure 4.13(c). From the comparison of soil concentration and solute
concentration, we realize that the performance of estimation not only relies on the
optimization algorithm but also on measurement locations.
Measurement x coord. y coord. z coord. Measurement Measurement Measurement
type (m) (m) (m) value (ppm) error (ppm) date (month)
C, 11 7 3 0.928 0.5 0.25
Cw 11 7 6 1.618 0.5 0.25
C, 15 4 3 0.512 0.5 0.25
C, 15 7 3 0.655 0.5 0.25
C, 15 7 6 1.076 0.5 0.25
C, 19 7 6 0.727 0.5 0.25
C, 11 7 3 0.927 0.5 0.75
C, 11 7 6 1.609 0.5 0.75
Cw 15 4 3 0.509 0.5 0.75
C, 15 7 3 0.655 0.5 0.75
C, 15 7 6 1.080 0.5 0.75
C, 19 7 6 0.727 0.5 0.75
Cw 11 7 3 0.926 0.5 1.25
Cw 11 7 6 1.582 0.5 1.25
Cw 15 4 3 0.507 0.5 1.25
C, 15 7 3 0.654 0.5 1.25
C, 15 7 6 1.083 0.5 1.25
Cw 19 7 6 0.727 0.5 1.25
Table 4.6:
estimation.
The measurements of transient solute concentration for the second stage
Measurement
type
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
Measurement
value (ppm)
3.613
2.102
1.669
3.708
4.372
1.646
2.052
4.336
1.545
3.543
2.069
1.665
3.722
4.375
1.645
2.047
4.311
7.444
2.017
5.768
3.731
0.242
4.377
1.645
2.042
Measurement
error (ppm)
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
Measurement
date (month)
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
Table 4.7:
estimation.
The measurements of transient soil concentration for the second stage
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Figure 4.1 LnK field with exponential covariance
function at y = 6.
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Figure 4.2 LnK field with exponential covariance
function at z = 6.
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Figure 4.3 Steady state head distribution.
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Figure 4.4 Steady state concentration plume at
concentration flux distribution along
y = 6 and
X axis.
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Figure 4.5 Steady state concentration plume
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Figure 4.6 Measurement locations for steady
state case.
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Figure 4.7 LnK distribution
function at y = 6
with exponential covariance
after source removal.
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Figure 4.8 LnK distribution with exponential covariance
function at z = 6 after source removal.
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Figure 4.9 LnKd distribution with exponential covariance
function at y = 6 after source removal.
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Figure 4.10 LnKd distribution with exponential covariance
function at z = 6 after source removal.
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Figure 4.11 Solute concentration plume at y = 6
after source removal.
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Figure 4.12 Solute concentration plume at z = 6
after source removal.
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Figure 4.13 Soil concentration plumeat y=6
after source removal.
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Figure 4.14 Soil concentration plumeat z =6
after source removal.
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4.2 Synthetic Case Study II: Random Fields with
Gaussian Covariance Function
4.2.1 Synthetic Case Data
In this second synthetic case, we generate the true InK and the true lnKd with Gaus-
sian covariance functions as Eqns (3.44) and (3.45) with correlation scales, standard
deviation and mean shown in Table 4.1. We use the same correlation scales for the
Gaussian covariance function as for the exponential covariance function in Sec. 4.1.1.
And there are slight deviations in f, of, d, and ad between the two synthetic cases.
But overall, the statistical parameters are the same. We also use the same initial
condition, boundary conditions for head and concentration here as in Sec. 4.1 as well
as the local dispersivities. The only significant difference between the two synthetic
cases is the covariance functions we assume for generating random fields.
Since the procedure to calculate the true head, solute concentration and soil con-
centration is the same as in Sec. 4.1.1, we do not repeat here. The true InK, lnKd
are shown in Figures 4.16(c), 4.17(c) and 4.23(c), 4.24(c). The true head and steady
state solute concentration are shown in Figures 4.18(c), 4.19(c), and 4.20(c). And the
true solute and soil concentration at 1.25 months after the source removal are shown
in Figures 4.25(c), 4.26(c), 4.27(c), and 4.28(c).
4.2.2 Optimization Results
The measurements we use here for estimation are purposely chosen to be at the
same locations of InK, lnKd, head, steady state solute concentration, transient solute
concentration and transient soil concentration measurements we used in Sec. 4.1.2
shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.15. The estimation procedure is the same as in Sec. 4.1.2.
We show the estimated result directly in the following.
In the first stage, the estimated InK, head and steady state solute concentration
are plotted in Figures 4.16(b), 4.17(b), 4.18(b), 4.19(b), and 4.20(b). The comparison
between the estimated InK and the true InK in Figures 4.16 and 4.17 shows that the
estimated InK has captured the regional trends in true InK. The comparison between
the estimated head and the true head in Figure 4.18 also indicates the estimated
head is close to the true head except some locally vertical variation. Finally, the
comparison of steady state solute concentration in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 shows that
the estimated concentration is close to the true concentration. The above comparison
supports the discussion in Sec. 4.1.2 that we can produce a good estimate of the
solute concentration plume after we have estimated important features of InK with
limited number of measurements through site characterization.
Comparing the solute concentration fields with mean InK and true InK, Figures
4.19(a), 4.20(a) and 4.19(c), 4.20(c), we also note that the solute concentration with
true InK is more dispersed than with mean InK, similar to the solute concentration
plumes with exponential covariance functions in Sec. 4.1.2. In fact the macrodisper-
sion observed in this section is more significant than Sec. 4.1.2. In this section, the
generated InK field happens to have a low hydraulic conductivity right in the down-
stream area of the source (see Figure 4.16c). This low hydraulic conductivity zone
forces the water to flow around the low hydraulic conductivity zone. This creates a
divergent velocity field shown in Figure 4.29. This divergent velocity field causes the
dispersion of the plume in this section more significantly than the plume in Figures
4.4(c) and 4.5(c) in Sec. 4.1.2. In addition the effect of divergent velocity field, the
numerical dispersion of our transport code may also play a role in the dispersion. As
mentioned in Sec. 4.1.2, our transport code is based on the assumption that the mean
velocity field is parallel to the plume movement. In this section, the plume movement
deviates from the mean velocity field because of the divergent velocity field. This
significant deviation may add significant numerical dispersion to the dispersion of
plumes. The numerical dispersion by transport codes is an important issue. It re-
quires a comprehensive study to analyze. We do not address this matter here because
it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
In the second stage, we plot the estimated InK, InKd, solute concentration and
soil concentration at 1.25 months after source removal in Figures 4.21(b), 4.22(b),
4.23(b), 4.24(b), 4.25(b), 4.26(b), 4.27(b), and 4.28(b). From the comparison of the
estimated InK and the true InK in Figures 4.21 and 4.22, we notice little improvement
in InK in the second stage. The comparison of the estimated lnKd and the true
InKd in Figures 4.23 and 4.24 shows that some regional features of the true InKd
are captured by the estimation algorithm. The comparison of the estimated solute
concentration and the true solute concentration in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 shows that
the solute concentration is little improved. In fact the solute concentration with prior
InK and prior InKd is close to the true solute concentration. This may explain why
there is little improvement in InK estimation, because the solute concentration has
been properly estimated. Finally we compare the estimated soil concentration with
the true soil concentration in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. We note that the estimated
soil concentration is closer to the true soil concentration than the soil concentration
with prior InK and prior lnKd, especially in the high soil concentration zone. This
is a clear indication that our estimation algorithm can improve our prediction on soil
concentration by capturing the regional features of the true lnKd.
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Figure 4.16 LnK field with Gaussian
function at y = 11.
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Figure 4.18 Steady state head distribution.
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Figure 4.19 Steady state concentration plume at y = 6 and
concentration flux distribution along X axis.
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Figure 4.20 Steady state concentration plume
at z = 6.
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Figure 4.21 LnK distribution with Gaussian covariance
function at y = 6 after source removal.
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Figure 4.22 LnK distribution with Gaussian covariancefunction at z = 6 after source removal.
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Figure 4.23 LnK distribution with Gaussian covariance
function at y = 6 after source removal.
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Figure 4.24 LnKd distribution with Gaussian covariance
function at z = 6 after source removal.
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Figure 4.25 Solute concentration plume at y = 6
after source removal.
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Figure 4.26 Solute concentration plume at z = 6
after source removal.
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Figure 4.27 Soil concentration plumeat y = 6
after source removal.
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Figure 4.28 Soil concentration plumeat z =6
after source removal.
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4.3 Discussion
From the results of two case studies in Sec. 4.1 and Sec.4.2, we note that InK is better
estimated than lnKd. The difference of performance in estimating InK and InKd can
be due to the fact that InK is well estimated in the first stage with 35 measurements
of InK, head and solute concentration. While in the second stage, the period of time,
we consider is relatively short. Only a small portion of the contaminant plume near
the source zone is affected by the source removal and becomes transient. Most of the
plume is still at steady state. We have pointed out earlier that when the plume is
at steady state, the InKd field does not affect contaminant transport, and only when
the plume becomes transient, the InKd field has an effect on contaminant transport.
Therefore many measurements in the area of steady state plume can not have much
effect on estimating InKd, because these measurements do not-depend on InKd. That
is why only in the areas near the source, where the plume is transient, the estimated
InKd is close to the true and the InKd in other areas are not well estimated.
The second observation we have is that the estimated InK and InKd are smoother
than the true InK and InKd. In Sec. 4.1, the true InK and InKd generated by expo-
nential covariance functions are less smooth than the true InK and InKd generated by
Gaussian covariance functions in Sec. 4.2. But the estimated InK and InKd in both
Sec. 4.1.2 and Sec. 4.2.2 are smooth at about the same degree. This suggests that
while generated random fields may be affected by parameter covariance functions, the
parameter fields provided by our estimation algorithm are only slightly affected by
the choice of parameter covariance functions.
From the above synthetic case study, we have shown that the solute concentra-
tion and soil concentration can be well estimated when measurements are located at
strategic locations to provide the necessary information for parameter estimation as
we have explained in Sec. 4.1.2. And with the experience and confidence we have
gained from this case study, we can proceed to field work and a field application at
Site 24.
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Chapter 5
Field Work at Site 24
This chapter introduces the field site for application, Site 24, located in upper New
York state. We start with a compilation of all the field measurements available to
give readers a basic understanding of the field site. Secondly we describe our lab work
to measure hydraulic conductivity and partition coefficient. Lastly, we analyze the
lab measurement of hydraulic conductivity and partition coefficient to determine the
correlation between them.
5.1 Field Measurement Compilation
The consulting firm in charge of monitoring Site 24, META Environmental, Inc.
has maintained a large number of measurements of solute concentration, soil con-
centration and head since 1988. In addition, there are 22 hydraulic conductivity
measurements from slug and pump tests and 11 partition coefficient measurements.
The amount of measurement data from Site 24 is much larger than typical field
sites because Site 24 is a designated research site and more effort was dedicated to
measurement collection. The monitoring wells at Site 24 were set up by META Envi-
ronmental, Inc. and MIT. Instead of giving detailed information on monitoring work,
we go directly to the compilation of all available measurements. Readers interested
in the details of monitoring activities in Site 24 are referred to Hyman(1990), Groher
(1990), and Reid (1996).
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Originally the coordinates of all measurement data are expressed in a Northing-
Easting system. The aquifer we study in Site 24 is unconfined and receives recharge
from the rainfall. The analysis of head measurement indicates that the groundwater
flow direction is toward the East, slightly to the South [see Figure 6.1, Reid (1996)]
and the slope of the water table is 0.015. In order to simplify the boundary conditions
for our numerical model, we orient our numerical mesh along the mean flow direction.
And we tilt the numerical domain downward at a slope of 0.015. Reid (1996) tilted
the numerical domain at a slope of 0.011 [see Figure 6.2, Reid (1996)]. By tilting
downward, the numerical model is parallel to the flow direction which implies there is
no flux from the sides of numerical domain. These no flux boundary conditions have
been adopted in Eqn (3.5). During the coordinate transformation, we also move the
horizontal coordinate origin to the center of the source. So from now on, we use this
new coordinate system to illustrate the measurement data as well as the results in
Chapter 6. We set up a numerical domain of 400 meters by 200 meters by 8 meters
which includes the contaminant plume and most of the measurement wells. We use
the measurements falling within numerical mesh to estimate parameters and discard
the measurements outside of the numerical mesh.
In preparing the measurement data for estimation, some InK measurements were
discarded because of obvious mistakes. The discarded measurements are shown in
the following table. These discarded InK measurements were obtained by pump test.
Their values are much smaller than the measurements by slug test or lab test (see
Table C.1 in appendix C).
x coord. y coord. z coord. InK Meas. Test
(m) (m) (m) well type
33.26 -56.11 87.81 -1.193 MW10 pump
-39.37 15.210 84.26 -1.481 MW19 pump
100.24 -1.740 84.98 -2.300 MW20 pump
The InK measurements used for estimation are shown in Table C.1 in appendix
C and Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1(a) shows the InK measurements from slug tests. Figure
5.1(b) shows the InK measurements from lab tests, which is discussed in Sec. 5.2. To
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obtain partition coefficient measurements, we measured the total organic content of
soil samples from Site 24 to infer partition coefficients. The partition coefficients we
obtained from the lab are shown in Tables C.6, C.8 and Figure 5.2. The lab measure-
ments of InKd are discussed in Sec. 5.2. The head measurements were collected 14
times from 1988 to 1992. The head measurements vary over time indicating that the
flow field varies seasonally. The head varies from 0.2 meters to 0.6 meters depend-
ing on well locations. The change of water table elevation over Site 24 is about 6.0
meters. The seasonal head variation is less 10% of head difference at Site 24. This
small fluctuation in water table due to seasons is considered small compared with the
overall head difference in our problem. So we assume the flow field is at steady state
to simplify our analysis. The head measurements are then averaged over time. We
calculate the standard deviation of head measurements over time. The variability of
head over time is treated as measurement error. Tables C.2, C.3 and Figure 5.3 show
the averaged head measurements and the temporal variation as measurement errors.
The solute concentration measurements are collected twice annually since 1988. The
source was removed by the end of 1991. As pointed out in Chapter 1, the concentra-
tion reached steady state before 1988. The solute concentration measurements from
1988 to 1991 are then averaged as steady state solute concentration measurement
shown in Tables C.4, C.5 and Figure 5.4. We also calculate the standard deviation
of solute concentration measurements over time. The temporal variations of solute
concentration are treated as measurement errors shown in Tables C.4 and C.5.
The transient solute concentration measurements after source removal are shown
in Tables C.10, C.11 and Figure 5.5. We also have soil concentration measurements.
Figures 5.6, 5.6 and Table C.12 show the transient soil concentration measurements
after source removal.
The above measurements are used to estimate InK and lnKd. The estimation
result is shown in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.1 Log hydraulic conductivity measurements
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Figure 5.5 Solute concentration measurements after source removal (continued).
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Figure 5.5 (continued) Solute concentration measurements after source removal.
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Figure 5.6 Soil concentration measurements.
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5.2 Lab Measurement of Hydraulic conductivity
and Partition Coefficient
In November, 1995, META Environmental, Inc. organized a field trip to collect soil
samples by drilling seven wells at site 24. Split spoon samplers were used to collect
soil samples of about 100 grams at different elevations in four wells and Waterloo
saturated soil samplers were used to collect 2 inch continuous soil cores in 3 wells.
The soil samples by split spoon samplers are for organic matter measurements and
soil concentration measurements. The soil cores by Waterloo sampler are relatively
undisturbed and are used for hydraulic conductivity and organic matter measure-
ments. The reason to measure hydraulic conductivity and partition coefficient in
the same soil cores is to analyze the correlation between partition coefficient and hy-
draulic conductivity so that we can better estimate partition coefficient and hydraulic
conductivity. In collaboration with META Environmental, Inc., we carried out the
measurements of hydraulic conductivity and organic matter measurement and META
Environmental, Inc. measured the soil concentration. As mentioned in Chapter 6, the
contaminants at Site 24 are coal-tar byproducts. These chemicals are hydrophobic
organic chemicals (HOCs). The partition coefficient of HOCs depends on the organic
matter content. We measure the organic matter content in soil samples. We look
up the relation between organic matter content and partition coefficient well docu-
mented in textbooks on organic chemistry. We then infer the partition coefficient
from measured organic matter content.
The soil samples by split spoon samplers were stored in glass vials for organic
matter measurements. The soil cores obtained by Waterloo saturated soil samplers
required some preparation before being used to measure hydraulic conductivity and
partition coefficient. The soil cores brought back from Site 24 were 4 feet long and 2
inches in diameter. These cores were kept vertical at all times to avoid any disturbance
to the soil structure by inverting. In the lab, we inspected the soil cores visually to
determine the soil properties and then dissected the soil cores into soil cores of smaller
length ranging from 15cm to 50cm. Most of the cores are about 20cm long. These
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dissected cores are relatively homogeneous and can be considered within the same
soil properties. The soil properties in this site range from coarse sand, medium sand,
fine sand, to silt and clay. In this thesis, we focus on the sandy aquifer and exclude
the clay layer, which is treated as impervious boundary.
5.2.1 The Measurement of Hydraulic Conductivity
The dissected soil cores were used for hydraulic conductivity measurements. Before
the lab measurement, we took about 50 grams of soil from both ends of each core for
organic matter measurement. The space left by the removed soil sample is replaced by
porous materials so that the soil will not move during the permeameter tests. We took
out the soil sample for Kd measurement prior to the permeameter test because the
permeameter test will run water through the soil cores causing the movement of fine
particles like silt. The fine particles usually carry high organic matter. Consequently
if we collect soil samples for Kd measurement after the permeameter test, we may
not obtain representative measurement of Kd.
A permeameter similar to the one shown in Figure 3.1 of Wolf (1988) was con-
structed for hydraulic conductivity measurements. The detail of our permeameter is
shown in Figure 5.7 In this thesis we used only 2 manometers. By measuring the
head loss between 2 manometers and the flow rate. The hydraulic conductivity can
be determined by Darcy's law. Assuming the measured flow rate is Q, the measured
head loss is
AH = H1 - H2
the distance between 2 manometers is L and the area of the core cross section is A,
then Darcy's law gives hydraulic conductivity K,
QLK Q L (5.1)A AH
The procedure for hydraulic conductivity measurement is
1. Install soil core into the permeameter.
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2. Saturate the soil core by slowly introducing water into the permeameter from
the bottom.
3. Run water slowly through the core and wait until the water flows steadily.
4. Measure the flow rate and the head loss between 2 manometers.
5. Calculate hydraulic conductivity by Eqn (5.1).
We repeat the experiments for each soil core at least once. The variation of
measured hydraulic conductivity is found to be within 10%. In this experiment, we
obtained 10 hydraulic conductivity measurements shown in Table C.1 in Appendix
C.
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5.2.2 The Measurement of Organic Matter Content
A Carbon Hydrogen Nitrogen Element Analyzer (CHN analyzer) is often used to
measure organic carbon percentage in soil samples to infer partition coefficient. How-
ever because the soil sample suitable for the CHN analyzer can not be larger than 1
gram, it was necessary to riffle our soil samples of about 100 grams in order to obtain
a representative measurement of organic carbon (Foster-Reid, 1994). Instead of using
a CHN analyzer with small soil samples, we use soil samples of 20 grams or larger to
measure representative organic matter content. We used a muffle furnace to burn out
organic matter in soil samples to determine organic matter content. The procedure
of measuring organic matter content is
1. Put soil sample of about 20 grams in oven at 55 degrees Celsius for 24 hours to
dry out the moisture.
2. Measure the weight of the dry soil sample, Wdry.
3. put the dry soil sample in the muffle furnace at 350 degree Celsius for 24 hours
to burn out all organic matter.
4. Measure the weight of the burned soil sample, Wburn.
5. Calculate the organic matter content, fom as
fom__ Wdry - Wburn (5.2)
Wdry
To check whether the organic matter content measurement is representative, we re-
peated the organic matter measurement three times on the same soil sample. The
variation of organic matter measurement was found to be less than 4%. The small
variation indicates that our measurement is representative of the soil sample.
Among the chemicals released by the coal-tar source in our field site, we are
particularly interested in naphthalene for its high solubility. We know that partition
coefficient for naphthalene depends on organic matter content(Schwarzenbach, et al.,
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1993),
Kd = Kom fom (5.3)
where Kom is the partition coefficient for naphthalene between organic matter and
water and can be calculated by Table 11.2 in Schwarzenbach, et al. (1993)
loglo Kom = 1.01 logio Kow - 0.72 (5.4)
We look up the Ko, for naphthalene to be 103.36 (Schwarzenbach, et al., 1993). So
loglo Kom for naphthalene is 2.67 and with measured for, we can calculate Kd by Eqn
(5.3).
As mentioned in Sec. 5.2.1, we took soil samples for partition coefficient measure-
ments from both ends of the soil cores used for hydraulic conductivity measurement.
In order to get the partition coefficient measurement corresponding to K measure-
ment, we averaged the Kd measurements from both ends of soil core to represent the
Kd measurement of the soil core.
5.3 Data Analysis
In Chapter 1, we mentioned we are interested in InK and lnKd instead of K and Kd.
In subsurface hydrology, choosing InK as parameter instead of K has been with little
controversy. But it is still controversial to choose Kd or lnKd as parameter. Garabe-
dian (1987) and Miralles-Wilhelm (1993) assumed Kd as random variable. Robin et
al. (1991) and Burr et al. (1994) assumed lnKd as random parameter. To resolve
this, we plot the cumulative distribution function of Kd and lnKd and compare the
distribution against normal distribution (recall we have assumed random variable
lnKd is normal distributed in Chapter 2). The comparison is in the following. We
obtain 49 Kd measurements in the lab from both split spoon samples and continuous
soil cores shown in Tables C.6 and C.8. By adopting Weibull formula (Chow, et
al., 1988), we construct cumulative distribution function for Kd and lnKd from the
measurements. We also calculate the sample mean and variance for Kd and InKd
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from the measurements. We then construct the cumulative distribution function for
normal distribution based on the calculated sample mean and variance. We plot the
cumulative distribution functions on Figure 5.8. Figure 5.8(a) shows the comparison
of cumulative distribution functions by Weibull formula and by normal distribution
for Kd. The cumulative distribution function for lnKd is plotted in Figure 5.8(b).
From Figure 5.8, it clearly shows the cumulative distribution function of InKd re-
sembles more the normal distribution than Kd without going through any advanced
verification. So we choose InKd instead of Kd as the spatially varied parameter.
We are interested in the correlation of InK and InKd for two reasons. First if they
are correlated, we need to address the correlation in our parameter estimation algo-
rithm. Second, the correlation between InK and lnKd affects the macrodispersion
(Garabedian, 1987). We need to address this effect in our simulation. The literature
review reveals that there is one research study investigating the effect of the corre-
lation between InK and Kd on macrodispersion (Garabedian, 1987). There is no
research study on the effect of the correlation between InK and lnKd on macrodis-
persion. Although we have shown that lnKd is a better choice for spatially varied
parameter than Kd, we choose Kd as parameter here in order to use the result by
Garabedian (1987) to evaluate the importance of this correlation. From the lab ex-
periment, we obtain 10 pairs of K and Kd measurements. We analyze the correlation
between InK and Kd shown in Figure 5.9(a). The unit of K is meters per day and
the unit of lnKd is liter per kilogram. The correlation is found to be
Kd = 1.735 - 0.0558 InK, y2 = 0.0217 (5.5)
where 72 represents the percentage of the data explained by the correlation result
(Devore, 1991). Although y2 is small, we still investigate the effect of the correlation
on macrodispersion. To apply Garabedian's result, we need to know the variance of
InK and its correlation scales. But before we proceed with the calculation, we need to
clarify the large and small scales involved in InK variance and its correlation scales.
In this thesis, we are trying to resolve the variability over larger scale, say, larger than
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numerical grid size (10 meters), while Garabedian (1987) analyzed problems on small
scale on the order of 1 meter. In this section, we are trying to evaluate the effect
of InK and Kd correlation on macrodispersion over scales smaller than numerical
grid size. However, the correlation we have, Eqn(5.5), is based on measurements
over a region of 400 meter by 200 meter by 8 meters. When measurements are
scattered over large area, it is more likely that measurements will cover different soil
properties like coarse sands, fine sands, silty sands and clay. Therefore the correlation
between between InK and Kd will be stronger. Since we do not have measurements
spaced smaller than the numerical grid scale for the correlation analysis, we use the
correlation result from measurements scattered over the large scale instead. The InK
variance calculated from measurements by slug test is 1.51. The correlation scales for
InK are assumed to be 20 meters horizontally and 2 meters vertically. We assume the
horizontal correlation scale of Kd to be 20 meters as well. Similarly, we calculate the
variance for Kd from lab measurements to be 0.71. The mean partition coefficient,
Kd is calculated to be 2.9 liter per kilogram. The porosity is assumed constant as
0.35. The specific gravity of the soil grains is 2.5. These estimated parameters are
shown in the following table.
2 K d Kd 2 Ps
1.51 20m 2m 0.71 20m 1.789 0.35 2.5
With Eqn (5.5) and assuming porosity is constant, we have Eqns (57), (64) and
(143a)of Garabedian (1987) as
n = al + b f +g
pb Kd a2 + b2 InK + e
2 Af 7b o 2 Ag+ -t A,
A /Az (1- )b + e/eAll= f_2_) 2 + 9 ±OQ2e
Sy2
where
a = 0.35, bi = 0
a9=0 Ag=0
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Pb - (1 - n)P = 1.625
a2 = Pb (1.735) = 2.819
b2 = Pb (-0.0558) = -0.0907
Y = E[n] + E[pbKd] = 0.35 + (1.625) (1.789) = 3.26
2
= e 6 = 1.286
b = b, + b2 = -0.0907
or = p2 - b2 a0 = 1.862
We assume
Ae = AKd = 20
We then calculate the longitudinal macrodispersivity All to be 5.40 meters. If we
assume InK and Kd are not correlated, then we have
A Af Ou2A9+ 2A
All =- + g e
72 Y2
We calculate the longitudinal dispersivity All to be 5.33 meters. The InK and Kd
correlation would increase the longitudinal macrodispersivity by 1.3%. Because the
effect of InK and Kd correlation on longitudinal dispersivity is small and the corre-
lation of Eqn (5.5) is weak, we can assume InK and Kd are uncorrelated. We also
obtain the correlation between InK and InKd shown in Figure 5.9(b). The correlation
is found to be
lnKd = 0.5233 - 0.0262 InK, 72 = 0.0125 (5.6)
The slope of the correlation is the indication of the effect on macrodispersivities by
the correlation. Comparing Eqn(5.5) and Eqn (5.6), we note that the slope from Eqn
(5.6) is smaller than Eqn (5.5) and 72 is smaller for Eqn (5.6). This shows that InK
and InKd are less correlated than InK and Kd statistically and the correlation of InK
and lnKd is expected to have less effect on macrodispersivities. Because the effect of
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InK and lnKd correlation on longitudinal dispersivity is smaller than InK and Kd,
the correlation of Eqn (5.6) is weaker than Eqn (5.5), the effect of InK and InKd
correlation on macrodispersivities is believed to be negligible. So in Chapter 6, we
will assume InK and lnKd are uncorrelated.
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Figure 5.8 The cumulative distribution function
for Kd and InKd. The unit of Kd is
litre per kilogram.
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Chapter 6
Field Application
In this chapter, we apply the algorithm developed in Chapters 2 and 3 to estimate
InK and InKd at Site 24 with the measurements we show in Chapter 5 and tabulate
in Appendix C.
6.1 Data Preparation
To model the flow field and contaminant transport at Site 24, we construct a numerical
mesh of 41 by 21 by 9 with grid size 10 meters, 10 meters and 1 meter shown in
Figure 6.1. The coordinate system is rotated so that the x axis is parallel to the
mean hydraulic gradient (detailed in Sec. 5.1). Table 6.1 lists the information for the
numerical mesh and contamination source. To solve the flow equation, we need to
prescribe the boundary conditions for head. From the head measurements, we note
that the downstream head boundary condition varies over the y coordinate [see Figure
6.4 in Reid (1996)]. The downstream head boundary condition, hi(y) is estimated
from the head measurements (see Table 6.2). The head boundary conditions we
prescribe are the following
h =88.10 on x = -50 (6.1)
h = hi(y) on x = 350 (6.2)
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Physical parameters Unit Value
Numerical domain meter (-50:350, -100:100, 82:90)
Grid size meter (10, 10, 1)
Nodal number - (41, 21, 9)
Mean hydraulic gradient - 0.015
Mean seepage velocity meter per day 0.050
Source location meter (-10:10, -10:10, 86:87)
Source concentration ppm 4
Source removal date - November 20, 1991
End date of simulation - November 20, 1995
Porosity - 0.35
Specific gravity of soil grains p, - 2.5
local dispersivities (ax, ay, az) meter (5, 0.5, 0.01)
Table 6.1: The parameters of numerical mesh and contamination source.
y -100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 to 100
hi(y) 82.85 83.19 83.27 83.44 83.60 83.77 83.89 83.95 84
Table 6.2: The downstream head boundary condition estimated from
ments.
head measure-
OhK yn, = 0 on y = -100, 100
Oh
K --- nz = 0 on z = 82,90
(6.3)
(6.4)
where h, (y) is dependent upon y coordinate but independent of z shown in Table 6.2.
To solve the transport equation, we need to prescribe local dispersivities. From Sec.
5.3, we have estimated the longitudinal dispersivity to be 5.3 meters. In this study,
we postulate the longitudinal dispersivity to be 5 meter, transverse dispersivity 0.5
meters and vertical dispersivity 0.01 meter, as shown in Table 6.1 and do a sensitivity
analysis for calibration.
To estimate InK and InKd, we need to know in advance the statistical parameters
regarding the spatial variability of InK and lnKd. From the InK and lnKd measure-
ments shown in Tables C.1, C.6 and C.8 in Appendix C, and Figures 5.1 and 5.2,
we calculate the mean and the variance of InK and lnKd. The mean of InK and
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InKd are used as prior InK and InKd fields. If we consider all InK measurements
including slug tests, pumping tests and lab test data, the variance of InK is calculated
to be 2.46. If we remove the InK measurements out of the numerical domain and
less credible InK measurements, the measurement variance is reduced to 1.28. The
measurement variance can be defined as
f* = f + vf (6.5)
where the symbol f* represents InK measurement, f represents true InK and vf
represents measurement error. The InK measurement variance is then derived from
Eqn (6.5) as
a2 o2+or (6.6)
where the symbol oa, represents the InK measurement variance, au represents the
true InK variance and a2f2 represents the InK measurement error variance. In our
study, we learn from the measurement data shown in Table C.1 that u*, is 1.28 (or in
the range of 1.28 to 2.46, loosely speaking). We can also approximate the true InK
variance by posterior InK variance (See Sec. 2.4 and Sec. 6.3). But the posterior
InK variance depends on a,2f and prior InK variance. We also know the prior InK
variance is larger than posterior InK variance. To do this study, we need to postulate
a,2 and prior InK variance and expect the sum of posterior InK variance and -vf
will satisfy Eqn (6.2). The sum is expected to be close to 1.28 and be within the
range of 1.28 and 2.46. After some trial and error runs on estimating InK, we choose
the nominal prior InK variance to 1.0 and the nominal a2j to be 1.0. Because the
posterior InK variance will be smaller than 1.0. The sum of posterior InK variance
and Ovf will be in the range of 1.28 and 2.0. In later section, we do a sensitivity
analysis on the nominal prior InK variance. Similarly the above postulation applies
to InKd. From InKd measurements, we calculated the InKd measurement variance to
be 0.35. After some trial and error runs, we choose the nominal InKd measurement
error variance to be 0.16 and the nominal prior InKd variance to be 0.25 and expect
the sum of lnKd measurement error variance and posterior InKd variance to be close
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Statistical parameters Unit Value
f - 1.21
oa - 1.0
(Ax, AY, AI ) meter (20, 20, 2)
d - 0.69
a0 - 0.25
(Ax , A7, A•) meter (20, 20, 2)
Table 6.3: The statistical parameters for InK and lnKd.
to 0.35.
Because of the limited numbers of InK and InKd measurements, we are not able
to construct a meaningful variagram to estimate the correlation scales. Instead we
postulate the correlation scales and then do sensitivity analysis to calibrate. The
correlation scales of InK and InKd represent the length scales of InK and InKd
variation we want to estimate. In reality, we can not capture the scales of variation
for InK and lnKd smaller than the numerical grid size. The effect of InK variation
is addressed through the local dispersivities we use. We also can not estimate the
scales of variation for InK and InKd larger than the size of numerical domain. So the
correlation scales we are interested in are between the numerical grid size and the size
of numerical domain. We choose the nominal correlation scales to be twice the grid
size, which will be the scales of variation our estimation algorithm tries to capture
from the measurements at Site 24. To simplify our problem, we assume the studied
aquifer has a layered structure and we postulate a horizontally isotropic correlation
scale and a vertical correlation scale. The statistical parameters for InK and InKd
are shown in Table 6.3.
In addition to statistical parameters, we also need to determine the measurement
error for every measurement. As we pointed out in Chapter 4, the estimated pa-
rameters, head and concentration fields are smoother than the true parameters, head
and concentration fields in the real world. The estimated result can not capture the
variation over small scale. The measurement error is to account for the unresolved
variation over small scale. By doing preliminary simulations for trial and error, we
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have chosen InK measurement error variance to be 1.0 and InKd measurement error
variance to be 0.16. The head measurement error are the standard deviation calcu-
lated from multiple measurements taken over several years and are shown in Tables
C.2 and C.3 in appendix C. The head measurement errors range from smaller than
0.2 meter to 0.6 meter. We set the minimum head measurement error to be 0.2 meter.
The number 0.2 comes from our inspection of multiple head measurements and we
determine that the number 0.2 is a reasonable guess. The steady state solute con-
centration measurement error are the standard deviation calculated similarly as head
measurement errors and are shown in Tables C.4 and C.5 in appendix C. The steady
state solute concentration measurement errors range from smaller than 0.2 ppm to
1.5 ppm. We set the minimum steady state solute concentration measurement error
to be 0.2 ppm. From our inspection of multiple steady state solute concentration
measurements, we determine that the minimum variation of solute concentration
measurements is 0.2. The measurement error for transient solute concentration mea-
surements is also assumed to be 0.2 ppm. From mean lnKd, we know the ratio of soil
concentration to solute concentration is about 2.0. Assuming Kd is spatially constant,
the soil concentration measurement error is about 2 times of the solute concentration
measurement error. But instead of using 0.4 ppm as soil concentration measurement
error, we assume the transient soil concentration measurement error to be 0.2 ppm
as nominal value.
6.2 Site Characterization
The site characterization is divided into 2 stages. The first stage is to use the mea-
surements of steady state solute concentration before source removal, head, and InK
to estimate InK. The second stage is to estimate InK and InKd with post-remedial
soil concentration, post-remedial solute concentration, and InKd measurements. In
the second stage, the prior InK field is the InK field estimated in the first stage and
the initial concentration is the steady state concentration estimated in the first stage
with the concentration in the source area being removed.
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Data Meas. Mean location location Mean Meas.
type No. (x, y, z) Std. Dev. meas. Std. Dev.
InK I 13 (156.3, 11.9, 86.8) (95.8, 36.1, 1.2) 1.19 1.11
InK II 13 (162.9, 11.6, 86.6) (106.2, 36.4, 1.4) 1.22 1.14
Head I 49 (95.9, 5.4, 86.9) (95.7, 30.7, 1.0) 87.04m 1.06m 2
Head II 48 (94.8, 6.3, 86.9) (92.0,35.7, 1.1) 87.09m 1.07m 2
C~I 64 (177.0, 0.4, 86.3) (92.9,29.7, 1.3) 0.66ppm 0.67ppm2
Cw II 64 (176.5, 0.4, 86.0) (93.0,27.7, 1.3) 0.64ppm 0.64ppm 2
Table 6.4: The mean and variance of measurement value and measurement location
for the first stage estimation.
For validation purposes (see Sec. 6.4), we partition the measurement data into two
groups. There are different ways to partition data. Reid (1996) randomly partitioned
the measurement data. Reid (1996) used the means and variances of measurement
location in each group and the cumulative distribution function as criteria to choose
the partition that are statistically close to each other. In our study, we also randomly
partition the measurement data into two groups. We use the mean and variance
of measurement value and measurement location as our criteria. Thus we calculate
the mean and variances of measurement value and measurement location for two
data groups in many random partitions. We choose the partition whose mean and
variances are closest to each other.
6.2.1 First Stage: Prior to Source Removal
The partitioned measurements of InK, head and steady-state solute concentration
are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.3. These measurements are used for the first stage es-
timation. The means and variances of measurement value and measurement location
are shown in Table 6.4.
We go through the algorithm developed in Chapters 2 and 3 to estimate InK. The
objective function, J, defined by Eqn. (2.23) decreases with Gauss-Newton iteration
steps. The objective function normalized by the initial objective function value is
shown in Figure 6.4. The estimated InK from 2 data sets are shown in Figures 6.5
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Estimation result I II
Measurement data I II
Residual symbol I-I II-II
Prior residual mean -0.498 -0.327
Prior residual standard deviation 2.113 2.688
Posterior residual mean 0.011 -0.053
Posterior residual standard deviation 1.145 1.377
Table 6.5: The improvement in normalized residuals for the first stage estimation.
and 6.6. The vertical scale of Figures 6.5, 6.6 and figures shown later is distorted
25 times of the horizontal scales. Comparing our estimated InK with Figure 6.14 in
Reid (1996), we notice that the InK field estimated in this thesis gives some vertical
variation while Reid's result shows vertical persistence. It is due to the fact that our
work assumes InK is anisotropic while Reid (1996) assumed it is isotropic. However
the overall trend of horizontal InK field between this thesis and Reid (1996) are
generally in agreement. With estimated InK, we compute the head and steady state
solute concentration shown in Figures 6.7 to 6.10.
To examine the effect of our estimation effort, we can compare the normalized
residuals before and after the estimation. The normalized residual is the prediction
error normalized by its variance, which depends on the posterior prediction variance
and the measurement error variance (Luis and McLaughlin, 1992). The residual error
is defined as
Z - z*E = (6.7)
where the symbol c is the normalized residual, z is the model prediction, z* is the
measurement, ua2 is the posterior prediction variance computed from Eqn (2.31) and
oa is the measurement error variance. Before estimation, the term z - z* is expected
to be large, indicating that the predictions do not fit well with the measurements.
This large error may result in the following situation. The normalized residual e is
biased (i.e. the mean is not 0) and the standard deviation of C is much larger than
1. Table 6.5 shows the mean and standard deviation of normalized residuals before
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and after the estimation. From Table 6.5, we notice that after estimation, the mean
of c improves significantly to be closer to 0 and the standard deviation improves to
be closer to 1. This observation suggests that our estimation algorithm improves the
prediction and simulation of subsurface contamination occurred at Site 24.
Comparing the estimated results from measurement data I and II, we see some
difference in the estimated InK and solute concentration. To check if the estimated
results from two measurement sets are statistically equivalent, we do the validation
analysis in Sec. 6.4.
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Figure 6.1: Log hydraulic conductivity measurements.
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Figure 6.3: Steady state solute concentration measurements.
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6.2.2 Second Stage: After Source Removal
There are InKd, transient solute concentration, steady state soil concentration, and
transient soil concentration measurements available for the second stage estimation.
Before we start, we notice that the 93 steady state soil concentration measurements
[Figure 5.6(a)] do not have the same effect on estimation of InK and lnKd as the tran-
sient soil concentration measurements. From the linear equilibrium sorption model
we propose,
c, = Kd•cw
we know that steady state soil concentration measurements depend on Kd and the
steady state solute concentration. Since the steady state solute concentration is given
from Sec 6.2.1, steady state soil concentration measurements only depend on Kd at
measurement locations. This effect is the same as InKd measurements. To put mea-
surements of similar contribution together, we calculate the Kd value corresponding
to the steady state soil concentration measurements as
Cs
Kd C,
and treat calculated InKd measurements as part of lnKd measurements. The parti-
tioned measurements of lnKd, transient solute concentration and soil concentration
for the second stage estimation are shown in Figures 6.11 to 6.13. The time period
considered in this study is from November 1991 (when the source removal is com-
pleted) to November 1995 (see Table 6.1). The means and variances of partitioned
measurement values and measurement locations are shown in Table 6.6. The solute
concentration measurements consist of measurements taken at 8 different dates. We
partition solute concentration measurements based on measurement wells instead of
splitting multiple measurements at one well. In this case, we choose the partition
whose means and variances of measurement location are close to each other. The soil
concentration measurements consist of measurements taken at two different dates.
Because of the low number of soil concentration measurements, we are not able to
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Data Meas. Mean location location Mean Meas.
type No. (x, y, z) Std. Dev. meas. Std. Dev.
InKd I 66 (154.7, 11.2, 86.3) (91.6, 36.1, 1.2) 0.57 0.57
InKd II 66 (150.9, 11.0, 86.5) (90.8, 33.1, 1.3) 0.59 0.57
C, I 109 (188.8, -3.9, 85.5) (88.8, 28.7, 0.9) 0.48ppm 0.49ppm 2
C, II 112 (189.5, -5.7, 85.8) (95.8, 29.5, 1.2) 0.35ppm 0.42ppm 2
C, I 12 (143.8, 22.3, 85.7) (87.9,22.4,1.5) 0.27ppm 0.44ppm 2
C, II 12 (132.8, 18.3, 86.0) (90.5,25.9,1.6) 0.45ppm 0.67ppm 2
Table 6.6: The mean and variance of measurement value and measurement location
for the second stage estimation.
find a partition whose means and variances are as close to each other as lnKd mea-
surements. We choose the partition that we can find to be closest in means and
variances.
To do the second stage estimation, we need initial information regarding InK,
InKd and contaminant concentration. The initial InK field we used is the estimated
InK from data set I in the first stage (see Figure 6.5). The initial lnKd field is the
mean InKd listed on Table 6.3. The initial solute concentration field is the estimated
solute concentration from data set I in the first stage with contaminants removed in
source area shown in Figure 6.14. Similar to the first stage estimation in Sec. 6.2.1,
we go through the estimation algorithm to estimate InK and lnKd. We plot the
objective function normalized by initial objective function value in Figure 6.15. The
estimated InK and lnKd fields are plotted on Figures 6.16 to 6.19. The estimated
solute concentration and soil concentration on the date of November 20, 1995 are
plotted on Figures 6.20 to 6.23. Comparing the estimated InK with initial InK field
(Figure 6.5), we see some change in InK but the overall trend of the InK field remains
unchanged. This can be explained by the fact that InK field has been well calibrated
in the first stage with InK, head and steady state solute concentration measurements.
From estimated lnKd, we see that in the plume area, most of the estimated lnKd is
lower than the prior InKd, particularly at about 70 meters downstream from the
source area [located at (0.0,0.0,0.0)]. This is in contradiction to our assumption
that InKd is spatially random. This contradiction can be explained by the solute
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concentration data. We plot solute concentration breakthrough curves at 10 wells
located across the field site in Figure 6.24. In Figure 6.24(a), we note that the
solute concentration measurements at Well MIT M4-10 located at about 70 meters
from the source are smaller than the estimated solute concentration. In order to
keep the estimated solute concentration close to the measurements, the estimation
algorithm decreases the estimated lnKd in the area about 70 meters from the source
so that the estimated breakthrough curve of Well MIT M4-10 will decrease faster.
This explains why the InKd near the source is particularly lower than mean lnKd.
In theory, we expect to see that the breakthrough curves of wells located near the
source decreases earlier than far away wells because the tail of contaminant plume
after source removal reaches wells near the source earlier than wells distant from the
source. Our estimated breakthrough curves support the theory as shown in Figure
6.24. In Figure 6.24(a)-(b), the estimated breakthrough curve of Well M4-10 located
about 70 meters downstream from the source decreases faster than the curve of Well
MW 8 located about 100 meters from the source. The temporal measurements of
Wells M4-10 and MW 8 also showed similar time delay. Particularly the estimated
breakthrough curve at MW 8 [shown in figure 6.24(b)] fit well with the measurements.
The other wells located far than 100 meters from the source remain at steady state as
shown by the constant breakthrough curves in Figure 6.24(c)-(i). However, the solute
concentration measurements of the wells in Figure 6.24(c)-(i) are not consistent with
the predicted breakthrough curves. We note that the measurements at Wells MIT
M5-4, MW 12 and MIT M12-5 decrease at about the same time (about 200 days
after source removal) while their locations are 150, 210 and 320 meters downstream
from the source. This shows that the temporal measurements at some wells away
from the source decrease over time and there is no time delay among the temporal
measurements in different wells. This observation suggests that other factors such as
biodegradation, which we do not consider, are affecting the contaminant.
In Figure 6.24, we also plot the confidence level of estimated solute concentration.
In this thesis, we assume that solute concentration is normally distributed. If we
continue to assume solute concentration is normally distributed, the 95% confidence
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level of solute concentration will span from larger than 4ppm to negative value. But
in reality solute concentration is a bounded variable. Solute concentration can not
be smaller than 0 and larger than the maximum source concentration, 4 ppm at Site
24. Therefore we assume that logC, is normally distributed so that the confidence
level of C, is always positive. From the estimation algorithm, we have calculated
the estimated C, at measurement wells. In Sec. 6.3.2, we calculate the standard
deviation of C,, ac. From Eqns (3.3.34) to (3.3.36) in Benjamin and Cornell (1970),
we calculate the mean and standard deviation of logCw. We then plot the ±2alogC
significance levels around mean logCw in Figure 6.24. From Figure 6.24, we note that
most of the measurements fall within the +2alogC significance levels. It indicates that
most of the solute concentration measurements are within the 95% confidence level
of estimated solute concentration.
To examine our estimation effort in this section, we repeat the procedure men-
tioned in Sec. 6.2.1. But the normalized residual here is defined slightly differently.
In this section, we have two uncertainties resulting from parameters InK and InKd.
The residual error is then defined as
z - z*
S Z= (6.8)
Z + Od2 +O
where the symbol af2 is the prediction variance resulting from the uncertainty of InK
and a2 is the prediction error variance resulting from the uncertainty of lnKd. The
prediction error variance is computed from Eqn (2.31). Table 6.7 shows the mean
and standard deviation of normalized residuals before and after the estimation. From
Table 6.7, we notice the similar improvement on the mean and standard deviation of
E after the estimation process as Sec. 6.2.1. The posterior residual mean improves
significantly to be close to 0 and the posterior residual standard deviations are close to
1. We demonstrate once again that the incorporation of measurements can improve
the ability to simulate and predict subsurface contamination.
By comparing the estimated results from two data sets, We also notice the esti-
mated results from two data sets are different but they are generally similar to each
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Estimation result I II
Measurement data I II
Residual symbol I-I II-II
Prior residual mean 0.622 0.606
Prior residual standard deviation 1.931 2.091
Posterior residual mean -0.065 -0.120
Posterior residual standard deviation 0.973 0.924
Table 6.7: The improvement in normalized residuals for the second stage estimation.
other. To check if they are statistically equivalent, we do a validation analysis in Sec.
6.4.
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Figure 6.17: Estimated InK field from measurement
data II after source removal.
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after source removal.
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Figure 6.24 The comparison of estimated solute concentration(designated by solid line) with measured solute concentration(designated by solid triangle symbols) at wells across the field
site. The time in abscissa is the time in days after source removal.
The vertical bars represent the confidence level of + 2 times of
posterior log concentration standard deviation, YIogc •
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(f) Well MIT M5-8 at (152.52, 7.97, 84.94).
6.3 Estimate Variance Analysis
After obtaining the estimates from the measurement data, we may ask how reliable
these estimates are. One way to quantify the reliability is to calculate the estimate
variances. With the estimates and their variances, we can check our estimate in
statistical tests shown in Sec. 6.4. We use Eqns. (2.29) to (2.31) developed in Sec.
2.4 to calculate the estimate variances.
6.3.1 First Stage: Prior to Source Removal
We calculate the variance of InK, head and steady state solute concentration be-
fore and after the estimation. Before we use measurements to estimate InK, the
uncertainty of InK is constant. After we use measurements to estimate InK, the
uncertainty of InK decreases. We plot the ratio of posterior o2 to prior a in Figures
6.25 and 6.26. Figures 6.25 and 6.26 show that or decreases more in the neighbor-
hood of measurements and decreases little away from measurements. This illustrates
the effect of measurements on InK uncertainty: the measurements reduce estimate
uncertainty significantly in the neighborhood of measurement location. When the
estimate is away from measurements, measurements have less effect on the InK es-
timate and thus the estimate uncertainties are reduced less. We also plot the ratio
of posterior head variances to prior on Figure 6.27. It shows a significant regional
decrease in head variances. The significant and regional reduction in head variances
can be explained by examining the flow equation, Eqn (2.1). The head solution to
Eqn (2.1) will depend on every InK in the numerical mesh and thus the reduction on
head variances will depend on the InK variance reduction everywhere. We can also
point out through physical intuition that the effect of InK variance on head variance
decreases with the distance between the locations of head and InK. To put it more
mathematically, the head solution can be thought as an integral solution with InK
as part of the integrand if we employ Green's function technique to solve the flow
equation. The integral will relate InK everywhere to any head of interest. And the
head variance will also be an integral over all InK variance. In other words, the head
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variance is a sum of all InK variance with a weighting factor decreasing with the
distance between the locations of head and InK. With the above physics in mind,
we can understand that the head variance reduction is an accumulation of all InK
variance reduction and the reduction of head variances should be more significant
than InK and should be more regional as well. Figure 6.28 shows the ratio of pos-
terior solute concentration variances. The reduction of solute concentration is also
more significant and more regional than the InK variance reduction. The reasoning
is similar to the head variance reduction.
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Figure 6.25: The ratio of posterior to prior InK variance
for measurement data I.
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Figure 6.26: The ratio of posterior to prior InK variancefor measurement data II.
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(a) Measurement data I
(b) Measurement data II
Figure 6.27: The ratio of posterior to prior
head variance at z= 85.
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Figure 6.28: The ratio of posterior to prior
solute concentration variance at
z= 85 for the first stage.
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6.3.2 Second Stage: After Source Removal
In this section, we calculate the variances of lnKd, solute concentration and soil
concentration in November, 1995. We plot the ratio of posterior ad2 to prior Ua
in Figures 6.29 and 6.30. It clearly indicates the decrease in the neighborhood of
measurements. There is a more significant decrease in the area where the plume
tail passes [from the source at (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) to about 100 meters downstream from
the source]. It shows that transient measurements contribute to the estimation and
decrease the uncertainty. In the area far away from the source, the uncertainty
reduction is not as significant as in the area near the source because in the area far
away the plume still remains at steady state, transient solute concentration and soil
concentration measurements have little effect on estimation and uncertainty reduction
there. Figure 6.31 shows the ratio of posterior solute concentration variance to prior
solute concentration variance. The solute concentration variance reduction is more
regional than the InKd variance reduction. Figure 6.32 shows the ratio of posterior soil
concentration variance to prior soil concentration variance. The variance reduction is
also more regional than the InKd variance reduction. The explanation for the more
regional reduction on solute and soil concentration variance than lnKd is the same
as the variance reduction of head and solution concentration in Sec. 6.3.1 and is not
repeated here.
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Figure 6.29: The ratio of posterior to prior InKd variance
for measurement data I.
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Figure 6.30: The ratio of posterior to prior InKd
variance for measurement data II.
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Figure 6.31: The ratio of posterior to prior
solute concentration variance at z= 85
for the second stage.
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Figure 6.32: The ratio of posterior to prior
soil concentration variance at z= 85
for the second stage.
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6.4 Validation Analysis
In Chapter 4, we have done a synthetic case study. In that synthetic case study, we
are able to compare the estimates with true values for validation. But in a field ap-
plication, we have no knowledge of the true InK, InKd, head, and concentration field
for validation. In order to validate the result in a field application, we use statistical
methods. One method for validation analysis is to partition measurement data into
two data sets as mentioned in Sec. 6.2. We use the measurements from one data set
for estimation and withhold the measurements from the other data set for testing.
The withheld measurements are compared with the prediction derived from the esti-
mated parameters. If the estimation algorithm is robust and the measurement data
are properly partitioned, the withheld measurements are expected to be statistically
close to the prediction. In this thesis, we check the normalized residuals defined earlier
for validation. If we can prove that the normalized residual is Gaussian distributed,
N(0,1), then we have validated our result (Reid, 1996). To check normalized residu-
als, we examine the mean, standard deviation and cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of residuals. We construct CDF of residual by using Weibull formula (Chow
et al., 1988). This procedure is the same as that used to construct the CDF of InKd
in Sec.5.3. By showing the residual mean is statistically 0, the residual standard de-
viation is statistically 1 and the residual CDF is statistically N(0,1), we can conclude
the result is validated.
In the end we also check the spatial distribution of residuals. If the residuals are
not randomly distributed in space, i.e. if the residuals are spatially biased, it means
our estimation problem is not solved properly. The check will be done by visual
inspection.
6.4.1 First Stage: Prior to Source Removal
We have two sets of measurement data (denoted by I and II) and we have two sets
of estimation results (denoted by I and II) of InK, head and steady state solute
concentration shown in Sec. 6.2. With estimation results I and II, we calculate the
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Estimation result I I II II
Measurement data I II II I
Residual symbol I-I I-II II-II II-I
Posterior residual mean 0.011 0.138 -0.053 -0.156
Pass 5% level, -0.175 <mean< 0.175 yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 1.145 1.670 1.377 1.299
Pass 5% level, 0.867 < af < 1.117 no no no no
Pass 1% level, 0.766 < af < 1.189 yes no no no
K-S Maximum CDF deviation 0.138 0.101 0.143 0.143
Pass 5% level, -0.122 < deviation < 0.122 no yes no no
Pass 1% level, -0.146 < deviation < 0.146 yes yes yes yes
Table 6.8: The significance level of residual mean, standard deviation and cumulative
distribution function for the first stage estimation.
residuals from measurement data I and II. We then have four sets of residuals, I-I, I-II,
II-II, and II-I, shown in Table 6.8. Table 6.8 shows the comparison of mean, standard
deviation and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) CDF test. In Table 6.8, the 5% and 1%
significance level of mean, standard deviation are computed based on statistical theory
detailed in Benjamin and Cornell (1970) and Reid (1996). The significance levels for
K-S CDF test are obtained from (Crutcher, 1975). From Table 6.8, we notice that all
residuals pass the mean test at 5% level. Most of residuals do not pass the standard
deviation test at 1% level. The posterior standard deviation is larger than 1. This
may be due to the fact that the prediction variance is too small. There may be two
reasons for this small variance. One is that arf we assume is too small. The second
is that prediction variance is computed by the Cramer-Rao lower bound variance
which may give under-estimated variance. With under-estimated variance, we get
over-estimated residual and high residual standard deviation.
We plot the CDF of the four residual combinations in Figure 6.33. We find the
maximum deviation between the CDF of four residuals and the CDF of Gaussian
distribution, N(0,1) shown in Table 6.8. This K-S CDF test shows that all residuals
pass 1% significance level, and Residual I-II pass 5% level.
The final check on these residuals is to inspect their spatial distribution shown
in Figure 6.34. Our visual inspection of these residuals does not detect any obvious
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biases in the distribution.
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6.4.2 Second Stage: After Source Removal
We also perform validation analysis for the second stage estimation. The procedure
is the same as Sec. 6.4.1. We list the mean, standard deviation of four residuals and
the K-S maximum CDF deviation in Table 6.9. We also plot CDF of 4 residuals in
Figure 6.35. From Table 6.9, we note that all four residuals pass the 5% significant
level for mean. And the residuals also pass the 5% significant level for standard
deviation except Residual I-II but all four residuals pass the 1% significant level
for standard deviation. Finally the four residuals do not perform well in the K-S
maximum CDF deviation test. Only Residual II-I passes the 5% significant level and
Residual I-I passes the 1% significant level. Generally speaking, all four residuals
perform well in the validation tests for mean and standard deviation. This suggests
we have chosen proper statistical parameters for estimation. As for the mediocre
performance for K-S test, it may have to do with the measurement partition. We
notice that the two residuals from Measurement Data I do better in K-S test than the
residuals from Measurement Data II. In Sec. 6.2.2, we have mentioned the partition
of measurements, particularly soil concentration measurements, is not ideal because
of small number of measurements. It is likely that Measurement Data II contains
measurements of extreme values which can not be properly predicted in estimation.
Further evidence to support this possibility is that the mean from Residual II-II is
larger than the other three residual means, although the mean from Residual II-II
passes the 5% significant level for mean test.
Our final check on these residuals is to inspect the spatial distribution plotted in
Figure 6.36. Our visual inspection of these residuals also does not detect any obvious
biases in the distribution.
Finally as a concluding note, we want to point out the above validation tests are
based on an ideal assumption that every random variable is Gaussian distributed.
But in reality, this assumption may not be valid, particularly for non-linear problems
in our case. In nonlinear problems, the prediction variables (solute concentration and
soil concentration in our case) are not Gaussian distributed even though the input
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Table 6.9: The significance level of residual mean, standard deviation and
distribution function for the second stage estimation.
cumulative
parameters (InK and lnKd in our case) are Gaussian distributed. We offer the above
tests primarily to provide some insight from statistical perspective.
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Estimation result I I II II
Measurement data I II II I
Residual symbol I-I I-II II-II II-I
Posterior residual mean -0.065 -0.081 -0.120 -0.042
Pass 5% level, -0.143 <mean< 0.143 yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 0.973 1.113 0.924 0.990
Pass 5% level, 0.893 < a < 1.097 yes no yes yes
Pass 1% level, 0.814 < a < 1.157 yes yes yes yes
K-S Maximum CDF deviation 0.118 0.129 0.166 0.110
Pass 5% level, -0.099 < deviation < 0.099 no no no yes
Pass 1% level, -0.119 < deviation < 0.119 yes no no yes
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6.5 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, we do sensitivity analysis to calibrate the prior variances of InK
and lnKd, the correlation scales of InK and lnKd and local dispersivities. To do
the sensitivity analysis, we adjusted parameters for analysis to be smaller and larger
than nominal values to check the change of estimation result due to the change of
parameter. An objective way to check the changes in estimation result is to examine
the changes in normalized residuals (see Sec. 6.4). If the normalized residual is
distributed more closely to N(0,1), the corresponding parameter is considered better.
We use estimation results from measurement data I and measurement data II from
both first and second stages for the sensitivity analysis of prior variances. We use
only estimation results from measurement data I from both first and second stages for
the sensitivity analysis of correlation scales of InK and InKd and local dispersivities.
6.5.1 Prior Standard Deviations of InK and lnKd
In the first stage estimation, the nominal prior standard deviation of InK is 1.0, listed
in Table 6.3. From Table 6.8, we note that posterior residual standard deviation is
statistically larger than 1.0. This suggests the estimated result is not close to the
measurements as we expect. From Eqn (2.13), we know that the estimated result
is a trade-off between measurements and prior parameter information. A proper
course for correction is to increase the influence from measurements and decrease the
influence from prior InK information. This means that the nominal prior standard
deviation may be too small. So we adjust the prior standard deviation to be 1.2 and
2.0 for calibration. The estimated result for Measurement Data I and Measurement
Data II with different prior standard deviations are shown in Figure 6.37 to Figure
6.42. From Figures 6.37 and 6.38, we note that the estimated InK with larger prior
standard deviation, af, is more blocky (i.e. more less smooth and more local) than
smaller af. This is because smaller af implies more influence from prior InK and less
influence from the measurements, which we just mentioned earlier. This results in an
estimated InK closer to the prior InK and is smoother. The changes in estimated
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Table 6.10: The residual means, standard deviations and cumulative
functions for different prior InK variance in the first stage estimation.
distribution
InK do not seem to affect the head fields shown in Figures 6.39 and 6.40. But there
are some changes in solute concentration fields shown in Figures 6.41 and 4.42. To
determine objectively the effect of prior InK standard deviation, we examine the
residual statistics shown in Table 6.10.
From Table 6.10, we note that the posterior standard deviation is improved to
be closer to 1.0 as we expect. We also notice that when prior crf is 2.0, the residual
mean and K-S maximum CDF deviation get worse in Measurement Data II, but
remain good in Measurement Data I. This sensitivity analysis seems to suggest that
when the prior ofis 1.2, the residual is statistically closer to N(0,1).
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Estimation result I I I II II II
Measurement data I I I II II II
Prior InK standard deviation af 1.0 1.2 2 1.0 1.2 2
Posterior residual mean 0.011 0.024 0.023 -0.053 -0.051 -0.118
Pass 5% level, -0.175 <mean< 0.175 yes yes yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 1.145 1.120 1.046 1.377 1.339 1.236
Pass 5% level, 0.867 < a < 1.117 no no yes no no no
Pass 1% level, 0.766 < a < 1.189 yes yes yes no no no
K-S Maximum CDF deviation 0.138 0.145 0.145 0.143 0.134 0.170
Pass 5% level, -0.122 < devi. < 0.122 no no no no no no
Pass 1% level, -0.146 < devi. < 0.146 yes yes yes yes yes no
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Figure 6.37: Estimated InK field in the first stage from Measurement
Data Set I with different prior InK standard deviations.
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Figure 6.38: Estimated InK field in the first stage from Measurement
Data Set II with different prior InK standard deviations.
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Figure 6.39: Estimated head field in the first stage
from Measurement Data Set I with different
prior InK standard deviations.
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Figure 6.40: Estimated head field in the first stagefrom Measurement Data Set II with differentprior InK standard deviations.
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Figure 6.41: Estimated concentration field in the first stage from Measurement
Data Set I with different prior InK standard deviation.
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Figure 6.42: Estimated concentration
Data Set II with different
field in the first stage from Measurement
prior InK standard deviation.
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Estimation result I I I II II II
Measurement data I I I II II II
Prior lnKd standard deviation ad 0.3 0.5 1.0 0.3 0.5 1.0
Posterior residual mean -0.031 -0.065 -0.064 -0.090 -0.120 -0.096
Pass 5% level, -0.175 <mean< 0.175 yes yes yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 1.161 0.973 0.721 1.116 0.924 0.643
Pass 5% level, 0.867 < a < 1.117 no yes no yes yes no
Pass 1% level, 0.766 < a < 1.189 yes yes no yes yes no
K-S Maximum CDF deviation 0.144 0.119 0.119 0.175 0.166 0.229
Pass 5% level, -0.122 < devi. < 0.122 no yes no no no no
Pass 1% level, -0.146 < devi. < 0.146 yes yes no no no no
Table 6.11: The residual means, standard deviations and cumulative distribution
functions for different prior InKd variance in the second stage estimation.
In the second stage estimation, the nominal prior standard deviation of InKd is
0.5, listed in Table 6.3. We adjust the prior standard deviation to be 0.3 and 1.0 for
calibration. The estimated results for Measurement Data I and Measurement Data
II with different prior standard deviations are shown in Figure 6.43 to Figure 6.48.
Comparing the estimated InKd shown in Figures 6.43 and 6.44, we observe similar
effect as the effect of prior InK standard deviation mentioned earlier. The estimated
InKd is more blocky when prior ad is larger. The reason is the same as for larger af
we just explained. To calibrate prior ad, we examine the residuals shown in Table
6.11.
From Table 6.11, we note the the residuals with ad equal 0.5 perform best in the
tests. The nominal ad we choose, 0.5 is the proper choice.
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Figure 6.43: Estimated InKd field in the second stage from Measurement
Data Set I with different prior InKd standard deviations.
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Figure 6.45: Estimated solute concentration field on Nov. 20,1995 in
the second stage from Measuremen Data Set I with
different prior InKd standard deviation.
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Figure 6.46: Estimated solute concentration field on Nov. 20,1995 in
the second stage from Measurement Data Set II with
different prior InKd standard deviation.
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Figure 6.47: Estimated soil concentration field on Nov. 20, 1995 in thesecond stage from Measurement Data Set I with differentprior InKd standard deviations.
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Figure 6.48: Estimated soil concentration field on Nov. 20, 1995 in the
second stage from Measurement Data Set II with different
prior InKd standard deviations.
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(f) a = 1.0, y = 0
Horizontal correlation scale XA = A' 2 10 20 30 100
Vertical correlation scale A' 2 2 2 2 2
Posterior residual mean -0.285 -0.061 0.011 0.023 0.035
Pass 5% level, -0.175 <mean< 0.175 no yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 1.778 1.248 1.145 1.119 1.141
Pass 5% level, 0.867 < a < 1.117 no no no no no
Pass 1% level, 0.766 < K < 1.189 no no yes yes yes
K-S Maximum CDF deviation 0.164 0.142 0.138 0.140 0.131
Pass 5% level, -0.122 < deviation < 0.122 no no no no no
Pass 1% level, -0.146 < deviation < 0.146 no yes yes yes yes
Table 6.12: The residual means, standard deviations and cumulative distribution
functions for different horizontal correlation scales of InK in the first stage estimation.
6.5.2 Correlation Scales of InK
The nominal correlation scales of InK are listed in Table 6.3 and we use measure-
ment data set I in the first stage for the analysis. We adjust the horizontal isotropic
correlation scales, AX, Ax and the vertical correlation scale, Az independently. We then
compare the estimated InK, head and solute concentration from different correlation
scales with the nominal result. The estimated results from different horizontal corre-
lation scales are shown in Figures 6.49 to 6.53. From Figures 6.49 and 6.50, we notice
the InK field estimated with smaller horizontal correlation scale is more blocky and
the InK field with larger horizontal correlation field is smoother. However the effects
of different horizontal correlation scales on head are not obvious (Figures 6.51). The
effects of horizontal correlation scales on solute concentration are significant when
the horizontal correlation scale is 2.0 meters [see Figures 6.52(a) and 6.53(a)]. Based
on changes in estimated results, it is difficult to decide which is better. We use the
residual statistics to analyze. Table 6.12 lists the mean, standard deviation and K-S
maximum CDF deviation of residuals with different horizontal correlation scales. By
comparing the mean, standard deviation and K-S maximum CDF deviation, we note
that the changes in statistics are insignificant when horizontal correlation scales are
larger than 20 meters. The main reason for this insensitivity is that the distances
between our measurements are relatively small, on the order of 10 meters. The effect
of correlation scales is to extend the influence of measurements into the neighborhood
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of measurement. If there are already plenty of other measurements in the neighbor-
hood of some measurement, the effect of correlation scales will be overshadowed by
other measurements in the neighborhood. In our case, the estimated result is sensi-
tive when the horizontal correlation scale is smaller than 10 meters and the residuals
with small horizontal correlation scales do not perform well in the statistical tests.
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(d) x = = 30, Xz = 2
(b) Xx = Xy = 10, Xz = 2 (e) Xx = = 100, X =2
(c) Xx = X = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.49: Estimated InK field
different horizontal
at z = 86 in the first stage with
InK correlation scales.
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Figure 6.50: Estimated InK field
different horizontal
at y = 0 in the first stage with
InK correlation scales.
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(a) Xx = y = 2, Xz = 2
(d) Xx = y = 30, Xz = 2
(b) Xx = Xy = 10, z = 2 (e) Xx = y = 100, Xz = 2
(c) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.51: Estimated head field at z = 86 in the first stage with
different horizontal InK correlation scales.
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(a) Xx = Xy = 2, Xz = 2
(d) Xx = Xy = 30, Xz = 2(a) Xx = X = 2, Xz =2
(b) Xx = Xy = 10, Xz = 2 (e) x = y = 100, z = 2
(c) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.52: Estimated concentration field at z = 86 in the first stage
with different horizontal InK correlation scales.
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(d) x = Xy = 30, z = 2
(b) .x = Xy = 10, Xz = 2 (e) Xx= = 100, Xz = 2
(c) x = Xy = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.53: Estimated concentration field at y = 0 in the first stage
with different horizontal InK correlation scales.
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(a) hx = Xy = 2, Xz = 2
Conn
Horizontal correlation scale A' = A' 20 20 20 20 20
Vertical correlation scale A' 0.2 1 2 3 6
Posterior residual mean -0.156 -0.026 0.011 0.028 0.020
Pass 5% level, -0.175 <mean< 0.175 yes yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 1.278 1.156 1.145 1.145 1.183
Pass 5% level, 0.867 < c < 1.117 no no no no no
Pass 1% level, 0.766 < o < 1.189 no yes yes yes yes
K-S Maximum CDF deviation 0.141 0.151 0.138 0.126 0.105
Pass 5% level, -0.122 < deviation < 0.122 no no no no yes
Pass 1% level, -0.146 < deviation < 0.146 yes no yes yes yes
Table 6.13: The residual means, standard deviations and cumulative distribution
functions for different vertical correlation scales of InK in the first stage estimation.
The estimated results from different vertical correlation scales are shown in Figures
6.54 to 6.58. From Figure 6.54, and 6.55, we see significant changes in the structure
of estimated InK. The vertical persistence in InK is evident when the vertical corre-
lation is large (see Figure 6.55). The estimated head fields shown in Figure 6.55 are
little affected by the changes in vertical correlation scales. Figures 6.57 and 6.58 show
some changes in solute concentration. To examine the difference in estimated results,
we use the statistical tests on normalized residuals. Tables 6.13 lists the mean, stan-
dard deviation and K-S maximum CDF deviation of residuals with different vertical
correlation scales. From the statistical tests, we note a similar situation as horizontal
correlation scales that the residuals with vertical correlation scales smaller than 1.0
meter do not perform well in the mean and standard deviation tests. This is due
to that the vertical distances between our measurements, particularly the multi-level
measurements are on the order of 0.5 meter.
From the analysis shown above, we note that the correlation scales used for esti-
mation algorithm actually are fitting parameters and they depend on the distances
between measurements in the field sites. When the measurements at the contamina-
tion site are widely scattered, we need to use large correlation scales for estimation,
and when the measurements are densely scattered, we can use smaller correlation
scales. The short distance between measurement wells in our study is due to the
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abundant measurements we have. In typical contamination sites, there are fewer
measurement wells which will result in longer distances between measurements. For
typical contamination sites, the appropriate correlation scales will be larger relative
to our nominal correlation scales.
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(a) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 0.2
(b) Xx = y = 20, z = 1 (e) Xx = y = 20, Xz= 6
(c) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.54: Estimated InK field at z = 86 in the first stage with
different vertical InK correlation scales.
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(d) Xx = Xy = 20, Xz = 3
(a) x = Xy = 20, Xz = 0.2
(b) x = Xy = 20, Xz = 1 (e) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 6
(c) x = Xy = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.55: Estimated InK field at y = 0 in the first stage withdifferent vertical InK correlation scales.
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(d) Xx = Xy = 20, Xz = 3
(a) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 0.2
(b) x = y = 20, Xz = 1 (e) Xx = Xy = 20, Xz = 6
(c) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.56: Estimated head field at z = 86 in the first stage with
different vertical InK correlation scales.
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(d) Xx = Xy = 20, Xz = 3
(a)X= Ax = 20, Xz = 0.2
= 20, Xz = 1 (e) Xx = y = 20, ,z = 6
(c) x = y = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.57: Estimated concentration field at z = 86 in the first stage
with different vertical InK correlation scales.
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(b) Xx = Xy
(d) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 3
(a) Xx = X = 20, Xz = 0.2
(b) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 1 (e) Xx = X = 20, Xz = 6
(c) Xx = Xy = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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Figure 6.58: Estimated concentration field at y = 0 in the first stage
with different vertical InK correlation scales.
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(d) Xx = Xy = 20, Xz = 3
6.5.3 Correlation Scales of lnKd
We repeat the procedure in Sec. 6.5.2 here for lnKd correlation scales. The nominal
correlation scales of InKd are listed in Table 6.3. We use measurement data I in the
second stage for this analysis. We adjust the horizontal isotropic correlation scales,
A•, A) and the vertical correlation scale, A' independently. From our experience in
Sec. 6.5.2, we know that a 50% increase or decrease of nominal correlation scales do
not affect the estimated result significantly. In this section, we then choose a 10%
decrease of correlation scales, 500% increase of horizontal correlation scale and 300%
of vertical correlation scale for analysis.
The estimated lnKd, InK, solute concentration and soil concentration calculated
with different horizontal correlation scales are shown in Figures 6.59 to 6.66. Similar
to Sec. 6.5.2, we notice the lnKd field estimated with smaller horizontal correlation
scale is more blocky and the lnKd field with larger horizontal correlation field is
smoother. The changes on InK field however are not significant as InK and InKd are
uncorrelated. The significant changes on InKd, have some effect on solute concentra-
tion in the near-source area (see Figure 6.63 and 6.64). The soil concentration fields
are significantly different (see Figure 6.65 and 6.66). We use the residual statistics
for examination. The residual statistics are shown in Table 6.14. We note that the
residual of smaller horizontal correlation scale does not perform well in statistical
tests, especially the standard deviation test. This observation is similar to our result
in Sec. 6.5.2.
The estimated results from different vertical correlation scales are shown in Figures
6.67 to 6.74. We note that the estimated lnKd is more persistent with large vertical
correlation scale. The estimated InK is not sensitive to the changes in vertical cor-
relation scales. The changes in the estimated solute concentration is relatively minor
compared with the estimated soil concentration. Comparing the means, standard
deviations and K-S maximum CDF deviations of different vertical correlation scales,
we note that the statistics change little in the mean and standard deviation tests.
In K-S test, the K-S maximum CDF deviations get worse with smaller correlation
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Horizontal correlation scale A' = A' 20 2 100 20 20
Vertical correlation scale A) 2 2 2 0.2 6
Posterior residual mean -0.065 0.132 -0.077 -0.069 -0.069
Pass 5% level, -0.143 <mean< 0.143 yes yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 0.973 1.197 1.048 0.913 0.999
Pass 5% level, 0.893 < a < 1.097 yes no yes yes yes
Pass 1% level, 0.814 < a < 1.157 yes no yes yes yes
K-S Maximum CDF deviation 0.118 0.174 0.103 0.167 0.129
Pass 5% level, -0.099 < deviation < 0.099 no no no no no
Pass 1% level, -0.119 < deviation < 0.119 yes no yes no no
Table 6.14: The residual means, standard deviations and cumulative distribution
functions for different InKd correlation scales in the second stage estimation.
scales. Overall the change in statistics is not significant. The reason for insignificant
changes in vertical correlation scale is that the distances between our measurements
for the second stage estimation is smaller than the first stage. We have multi-level
lab measurements of Kd at the distance of about 0.2 meter.
From Sec. 6.5.2 and this section, we notice a common conclusion that when cor-
relation scales are smaller than the average distance of measurements, the estimated
result tends to perform poorly in statistical tests. When correlation scales are larger
than the average distance of measurements, the estimated result tends to do well in
statistical tests. From this observation, we can conclude that the correlation scales
used in estimation algorithm are more like fitting parameter depending on the scat-
terness of field measurements and is less related to correlation scales inherited in
spatially varied parameters in nature.
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(a) Xx= X = 2, Xz= 2
(b) ?x = y = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
(c) Ax = Xy = 100, X = 2 z
x
Figure 6.59: Estimated InK field at z= 86 in the second stage
with different horizontal InKd correlation scales.
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(b) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
(c) x = Xy = 100, Xz = 2
zKýx
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KLx
Figure 6.60: Estimated InKd field at y = 0 in the second stage
with different horizontal InKd correlation scales.
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(c) Xx= = 100, Xz = 2
Figure 6.61: Estimated InK field at z = 86 in the second stage
with different horizontal InKd correlation scales.
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(a) x = X = 2, z= 2
(b)x= kx = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
(c) x=,  =100, z =2
Figure 6.62: Estimated InK field at y = 0 in the second stage
with different horizontal InKd correlation scales.
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(a) x = ky = 2, kz = 2
(b) x = Xy = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
(c) x = x, = 100, kz = 2
Figure 6.63: Estimated solute concentration field at z = 86
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with differenthorizontal InKd corrleation scales.
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(a) Xx= y = 2, Xz= 2 zKýx
(b) Xx = = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal) zK(x
(c) Xx = y = 100, Xz = 2 zKýx
Figure 6.64: Estimated solute concentration field at y = 0
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with different
horizontal InKd corrleation scales.
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(c) k=x y = 100, Xz = 2 zK(x
Figure 6.65: Estimated soil concentration field at z = 86
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with differenthorizontal InKd correlation scales.
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Figure 6.66: Estimated soil concentration field at y = 0
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with different
horizontal InKd correlation scales.
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(a) x = y = 20, Xz= 0.2
(b) Xx= X =
(c) x = y =
20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
20, Xz = 6
Figure 6.67: Estimated InKd field at z = 86 in the second
stage with different vertical InKd correlation scales.
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(a) kx = y = 20, Xz= 0.2
(b) Xx = y =20, Xz = 2 (nominal) z Kx
(c) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 6 zKýx
Figure 6.68: Estimated InKd field at y = 0 in the second
stage with different vertical InKd correlation scales.
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Figure 6.69: Estimated InK field at z = 86 in the second
stage with different vertical InKd correlation scales.
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(a) Xx= = 20, Xz= 0.2
(b) x= Xy =
(c) • = Y =
20, z = 2 (nominal)
20, Xz =6
Figure 6.70: Estimated InK field at y = 0 in the second
stage with different vertical InKd correlation scales.
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(a) Xx = y = 20, Xz = 0.2
(b) x = y = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
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(c) Xx = = 20, Xz = 6
Figure 6.71: Estimated solute concentration field at z = 86
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with different
vertical InKd correlation scales.
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(a) ,= x , = 20, Xz = 0.2 z
X.
(b) Xx = X = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
(c) X =yX = 20, Lz = 6
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Figure 6.72: Estimated solute concentration field at y = 0
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with different
vertical InKd correlation scales.
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(c) •x = X- = 20, Xz =6
Figure 6.73: Estimated soil concentration field at z = 86
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with different
vertical InKd correlation scales.
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(b) Xx = X = 20, Xz = 2 (nominal)
(c) Xx= = 20, Xz = 6
Figure 6.74: Estimated soil concentration field at y = 0
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with different
vertical InKd correlation scales.
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Local longitudinal dispersivity a. 5 5 5 5
Local transverse dispersivity ay 0.25 0.5 0.75 5
Local vertical dispersivity az 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Posterior residual mean 0.024 0.011 0.013 0.005
Pass 5% level, -0.175 <mean< 0.175 yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 1.143 1.145 1.143 1.160
Pass 5% level, 0.867 < cr < 1.117 no no no yes
Pass 1% level, 0.766 < a < 1.189 yes yes yes yes
Maximum CDF deviation 0.126 0.138 0.139 0.134
Pass 5% level, -0.122 < deviation < 0.122 no no no no
Pass 1% level, -0.146 < deviation < 0.146 yes yes yes yes
Table 6.15: The residual means, standard deviations and cumulative distribution
functions for different transverse dispersivities in the first stage estimation.
6.5.4 Local Dispersivities
In our field application, we are analyzing a steady state contamination plume orig-
inated from a continuous source and a transient contamination plume after source
removal. When a contamination plume from continuous source reaches steady state,
the dispersion of the contamination plume is not sensitive to longitudinal dispersiv-
ity. The analytical solution of steady state plume from a continuous point derived
by Hunt(1978), which is independent of longitudinal dispersivity, is a proof. Once
a contamination plume becomes transient after source removal, the concentration is
sensitive to longitudinal dispersivity. Based on the above argument, we do the sen-
sitivity analysis of transverse and vertical dispersivities using the result at the first
stage when the plume is at steady state and then do the sensitivity analysis of longi-
tudinal dispersivity with the result at the second stage when the plume is transient.
The nominal dispersivities are shown in Table 6.1.
As usual, we use measurement data I in the first stage as the nominal case. We
adjust the transverse dispersivity to be 50%, 150% and 1000% of nominal value,
0.5 meter. We plot the estimated InK, head, and solute concentration for different
transverse dispersivities in Figures 6.75 to Figure 6.79. The changes in the estimated
result are relatively minor except when the transverse dispersivity is 5 meters, 1000%
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of nominal value. When transverse dispersivity is 10 times larger than the nominal, we
observe an increase in contaminant dispersion [see Figure 6.78(d)]. This may suggest
that the transverse macrodispersivity is on the order of 5 meters. To examine the
sensitivity, we calculate the residual mean, standard deviation and maximum CDF
difference for different transverse dispersivities shown in Table 6.15. From Table
6.15, we note the residual statistics are not sensitive to the changes in transverse
dispersivities. And we do not find a preferred value for transverse dispersivity.
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Figure 6.75: Estimated InK field at z = 86 in the first stage with different transverse dispersivities.
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Figure 6.76: Estimated InK field at y = 0 in the first stage with different transverse dispersivities.
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(b) ao = 5, a• = 0.5, a• = 0.01 (nominal)
(d) ax = 5, xy = 5, ao = 0.01
Figure 6.77: Estimated head field at z = 86 in the first stage with different transverse dispersivites.
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Figure 6.78: Estimated concentration field at z = 86 in the first
transverse dispersivities.
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Figure 6.79: Estimated concentration field at y = 0 in the first stage with differenttransverse dispersivities.
(c) ax = 5, a• = 0.75, az = 0.01
Table 6.16: The residual means, standard deviations and cumulative
functions for different vertical dispersivities in the first stage estimation.
distribution
Similar to transverse dispersivity analysis, we adjust the vertical dispersivity to
be 50%, 150% and 1000% of nominal value, 0.01 meter. We plot the estimated InK,
head, and solute concentration for different transverse dispersivities in Figures 6.80
to Figure 6.84. The changes in the estimated result are relatively minor except when
the vertical dispersivity, 0.1 meters is 1000% of nominal value. We notice an increase
in contaminant dispersion [see Figures 6.83(d) and 6.84(d)]. This may suggest that
the vertical macrodispersivity is on the order of 0.1 meter. To examine the sensitivity,
we calculate the residual mean, standard deviation and maximum CDF difference for
different vertical dispersivities shown in Table 6.16. From Table 6.16, we note the
residual with vertical dispersivity 0.015 meter performs the best in statistical tests.
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Local longitudinal dispersivity a. 5 5 5 5
Local transverse dispersivity ay 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Local vertical dispersivity az 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.5
Posterior residual mean 0.007 0.011 0.017 0.006
Pass 5% level, -0.175 <mean< 0.175 yes yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 1.157 1.145 1.101 1.154
Pass 5% level, 0.867 < a < 1.117 no no yes no
Pass 1% level, 0.766 < a < 1.189 yes yes yes yes
Maximum CDF deviation 0.135 0.138 0.133 0.135
Pass 5% level, -0.122 < deviation < 0.122 no no no no
Pass 1% level, -0.146 < deviation < 0.146 yes yes yes yes
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Figure 6.80: Estimated InK field at z = 86 in the first stage with different vertical dispersivities.
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Figure 6.81: Estimated InK field at y = 0 in the first stage with different vertical dispersivities.
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Figure 6.82: Estimated head field at z = 86 in the first stage with different vertical dispersivites.
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Figure 6.83: Estimated concentration field at z = 86 in the first stage with different
vertical dispersivities.
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Figure 6.84: Estimated concentration field at y = 0 in the first stage with different
vertical dispersivities.
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(d) ax = 5, ocy = 5, aoz = 0.015z
, x
Local longitudinal dispersivity a, 0.5 5 50
Local transverse dispersivity a, 0.5 0.5 0.5
Local vertical dispersivity az 0.01 0.01 0.01
Posterior residual mean -0.080 -0.065 -0.056
Pass 5% level, -0.143 <mean< 0.143 yes yes yes
Posterior residual standard deviation 0.940 0.973 0.843
Pass 5% level, 0.893 < a < 1.097 yes yes no
Pass 1% level, 0.814 < a < 1.157 yes yes yes
Maximum CDF deviation 0.126 0.118 0.149
Pass 5% level, -0.099 < deviation < 0.099 no no no
Pass 1% level, -0.119 < deviation < 0.119 no yes no
Table 6.17: The residual means, standard deviations and cumulative distribution
functions for different longitudinal dispersivities in the second stage estimation.
To calibrate the local longitudinal dispersivity, we use measurement data I in the
second stage as nominal case. We adjust the local longitudinal dispersivity to be 10%
and 1000% of nominal value, 5.0 meter. Figure 6.85 to Figure 6.92 show the estimated
result in lnKd, InK, solute concentration on November 20, 1995 and soil concentration
on November 20, 1995. We note some changes due to different local longitudinal
dispersivities. Particularly the solute concentration and soil concentration are more
dispersed with larger local longitudinal dispersivities [see Figures 6.90 and 6.91]. This
suggests that the longitudinal macrodispersivity at Site 24 is on the order of 50 meters.
To objectively examine the sensitivity, we check the normalized residual statistics
shown in Table 6.17. From Table 6.17, we note the residual with nominal local
longitudinal dispersivity, 5.0 meter performs the best in statistical tests among all.
This indicates that the nominal local longitudinal dispersivity we chose is a reasonable
value for our study.
From the above analysis, we note that the nominal local longitudinal dispersivity
we chose is reasonably correct. From this analysis, we estimate that the macrodisper-
sivities are about 10 times of our nominal dispersivities. These macrodispersivities are
the result of spatially varied hydraulic conductivity and sorption coefficient affecting
contaminant transport.
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Figure 6.85: Estimated InKd field at z = 86 in the second stage
with different longitudinal dispersivities.
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(b) •x = 5, o• = 0.5, az = 0.01 (nominal) zKýx
(c) ax = 50, ay = 0.5, az = 0.01 zKx
Figure 6.86: Estimated InKd field at y = o in the second stage
with different longitudinal dispersivities.
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(b) ax = 5, y = 0.5, cz = 0.01 (nominal)
350 -100
(c) ax = 50, y = 0.5, az = 0.01
Figure 6.87: Estimated InK field at z = 86 in the second stage
with different longitudinal dispersivities.
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Figure 6.88: Estimated InK field at y = 0 in the second stage
with different longitudinal dispersivities.
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Figure 6.89: Estimated solute concentration field at z = 86
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with differentlongitudinal dispersivities.
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Figure 6.90: Estimated solute concentration field at y = 0
on Nov. 20, 1995 in the second stage with different
longitudinal dispersivities.
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Figure 6.91: Estimated soil concentration field at z = 86on Nov. 20, 1996 in the second stage with differentlongitudinal dispersivities.
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Figure 6.92: Estimated soil concentration field at y = 0
on Nov. 20, 1996 in the second stage with different
longitudinal dispersivities.
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6.6 Additional Note
We pointed out earlier in Sec. 6.2.2 that the estimated InKd is generally smaller than
mean lnKd. Here we further compare the estimated InKd with measured lnKd shown
in Figure 6.93. From Figure 6.93, we note that the symbols of measured InKd larger
than the corresponding estimated value cluster between 0.0 and 1.0 of InKd and the
measured lnKd's are close to the estimated values. On the other hand, the symbols of
measured lnKd smaller than the corresponding estimated value scatter between -0.2
and 3.0 of InKd and the measured lnKd's are significantly larger than the estimated
values. This suggests that the estimated InKd values are generally smaller than the
measured lnKd values. Holmen and Gschwend (1997) pointed out that the equilibrium
sorption model may not be adequate for subsurface HOC sorption. Holmen and
Gschwend (1997) explained that all the organic matter may not be accessible for
HOCs. It is more likely that only the organic matter in coatings of soil grains can
contribute to the HOC sorption and the rate of sorption depends on the diffusion in
coatings. This means that the sorption model is kinetic not equilibrium. Brusseau,
et al. (1991) and Roberts, et al. (1986) also made similar observations. These
observations suggest that the calculated Kd based on equilibrium sorption model
is overestimated. These observations are in agreement with our finding mentioned
earlier.
Because the estimated lnKd obtained in our estimation algorithm depends on the
prior InKd. We further investigate the effect of prior InKd on estimated lnKd shown
in Figure 6.94. From Figure 6.94, we clearly note that most of estimated InKd with
corresponding measured InKd between -0.2 and 1.0 are relatively unchanged. The
symbols of measured lnKd between 1.0 and 3.0 are affected by the prior InKd. And
these lnKd measurements are all larger than the corresponding estimated lnKd. This
comparison confirms that the estimated lnKd in this thesis are generally smaller than
the measured InKd.
Holmen and Gschwend (1997), and Brusseau, et al. (1991) made their observation
in lab experiments. Roberts, et al. (1986) used field measurements to estimate
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retardation factor by assuming Kd is spatially homogeneous. In our work, we assume
lnKd is heterogeneous. We also reach similar conclusion as Holmen and Gschwend
(1997), Brusseau, et al. (1991) and Roberts, et al. (1986). This suggests that
the estimation algorithm developed in this thesis may be an alternative method to
estimate Kd in field sites other than Lab experiments.
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Figure 6.93: The comparison of estimated InKd with
measured InKd.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this concluding chapter, we summarize the achievements in this thesis. We point
out the key results of this thesis. And we picture the future development of our
methodology.
7.1 Achievements
We have applied an inverse method to estimate large-scale variations in hydraulic
conductivity and equilibrium partition coefficient from limited point measurements
of soil concentration, solute concentration, head, hydraulic conductivity and partition
coefficient at a coal-tar contamination site. Our main accomplishments are:
1. This is the first effort to estimate 3D anisotropic hydraulic conductivity in a
subsurface transport problem.
2. This is the first effort to estimate partition coefficient in subsurface contamina-
tion problems.
3. This is the first effort to compute the sensitivity of soil concentration and solute
concentration with respect to partition coefficient. It is also the first effort to
compute cross covariances between soil concentration, solute concentration and
partition coefficient.
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7.2 Key Results
From the extensive analyses we performed on Site 24, we can draw some key results.
They are:
1. The estimation algorithm estimates large-scale variations in parameters with
scattered measurements. The estimated parameters are usually smoother than
the true parameters in nature. In our synthetic case study, we show that we
predict the solute concentration and soil concentration reasonably well with the
estimated hydraulic conductivity and partition coefficient. In the field applica-
tion, we also show the improvement in normalize residuals after considering the
field measurements.
2. We analyzed the sensitivities of prior parameter variances, parameter correla-
tion scales and local dispersivities. We learn from our study that prior pa-
rameter variances we assumed can be inferred from the variances calculated
from parameter measurements. We also know that the parameter correlation
scales are actually fitting parameters depending on the distances between field
measurements.
3. The parameter variations over small scales can not be resolved with limited
measurements. We use measurement errors to account for the unresolved small
scale variations. The local dispersivities we assumed are also used to account
for the dispersion effect of the unresolved parameter variations over small scales.
4. The adjoint state method we employed to calculate sensitivities of soil and solute
concentration to hydraulic conductivity and sorption coefficient is an effective
method when the measurement number is smaller than the parameter nodal
number.
7.3 Future Developments
There may be several potential developments from this thesis. They are:
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1. There are concentration measurements of different species collected at Site 24.
We only use measurements of one species: naphthalene in this thesis. It will
improve our parameter estimation by including concentration measurements of
different species into the estimation process.
2. Biodegradation is an important phenomenon in subsurface contamination. We
can further generalize our approach by including biodegradation into the esti-
mation process.
3. In the eigen-value decomposition we used for reducing parameter dimensionality,
we do eigen-value decomposition separately on parameter InK and InKd. We
can improve the efficiency of the eigen-value decomposition by treating the
parameters InK and InKd together.
4. In this thesis, we do not consider model errors and source uncertainty. The
models errors and source uncertainty are also important issues in subsurface
contamination. It is feasible to include model errors and source uncertainty in
inverse methods.
5. In this thesis, we only consider hydrophobic organic chemicals. The methodol-
ogy we have developed may be applied to other chemicals with different sorption
mechanisms.
6. The more measurements we can obtain, the more reduction we can get in un-
certainties. It will be interesting to show the relationship between the number
of available measurements (or field investigation budget) and the uncertainty.
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Appendix A
Singular Value Decomposition
The singular value decomposition is used to solve the inversion of a singular matrix.
Assume H is a singular square matrix. The singular value decomposition solves the
inversion of H in the following way. First decompose H of dimension M by M as
H = UTAU
with the properties of
UTU = I
where A is the eigenvalue diagonal of H, U is the matrix of eigenvectors of dimension
M by M, and I is the unit identity of dimension M by M, and M is the number
of measurements. When H is numerically singular, the minimum eigenvalue will be
small compared to the maximum eigenvalue. Throwing out some of the small eigen-
values and their corresponding eigenvectors will make the inversion possible without
losing the accuracy. Assume we keep the first L large eigenvalues and throw away
M - L smaller eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. The inversion of H can
approximated as
H-I UT A-UL
where AL is the first L eigenvalue diagonal of A , UL is the matrix of the first L
eigenvectors of dimension L by M.
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Appendix B
Reduction of Parameter
Dimension
In order to use the eigenvalue decomposition shown in Bennet (1992) and Reid (1996),
we treat the two parameters separately. For each parameter, we do an eigenvalue
decomposition to reduce the dimensionality independently. For parameter InK, we
assume J does not depend on lnKd. Then the linear solution for a is given as (Reid,
1996)
^ = PFl(z* - z) (B.1)
where
P, = [C + Cfzz]
The matrix Pf contains the information of dependency among the measurement for
parameter InK. The eigenvalue decomposition on Pf gives
Pf = UTAfUf (B.2)
with the properties of
UTUf = I
where Pf is of dimension M by M, Uf is the M by M matrix of eigenvector and Af is
the eigenvalue diagonal of Pf. The relative magnitude of eigenvalue Af indicates how
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singular Pf is and the singularity indicates the dependency of the measurements. Now
assume we keep only the first Lf large eigenvalue in Af and treat M - LF smaller
eigenvalue as noise which can be thrown away. This means there are Lf pieces of
significant information we can extract from M measurements. Let us define the Lf
large eigenvalue diagonal as AL, the corresponding eigenvector as Uf, the - Lf
small eigenvalue diagonal as Af and the corresponding eigenvector as Us. Then Eqn
(B.2) becomes
Pf = [U][ aL Ul
Because As and Us are only noise and can be neglected, Pf is approximated as
P LT U ALU (B.3)Pf "- f f f
with the properties of
ULTUL = I
L
where IL is the unit matrix of dimension Lf. Then the linear solution is
a = U AL-U(z* - z) (B.4)
The process of reducing the dimension of InK is similar to Reid (1996) with slight
difference as explained in the end of this appendix. Because there are only Lf pieces
of information we can extract from M measurements, So instead of representing InK
by M cross covariances, we want to express InK by Lf basis functions. The Lf basis
functions can be obtained with eigenvector Uf. Eigenvector Uf can be thought as
a transformation matrix converting M measurements into Lf pieces of information.
The cross covariance Cfz used in Eqn (2.15) represents the relationship between the
parameter and the measurement. So we can use Uf to transform Cfz. And Eqn
(2.15) becomes
InK = f+ aT I
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UL T rUL
= +a T f fff f[
Because Us can be neglected, we get
InK + TT T r
- f+ a #(B.5)
where
OtL f UjCY
OL =U
Both aL and #4 L are of dimension Lf instead of M.
The above process can be applied to parameter lnKd in a similar way.
Parameter lnKd can be expressed as
lnKd = + OT I !p
T LT -U
UL d i L d -
L '+ - LT (B.6)
where
UL)dOL d
T1L = udg'
The eigenvector U L is part of the eigenvector Ud defined as
Pd = [C, + cz]
= ud d d A [ Lu(B.7)
d - d - d -
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where the symbol AL is the Ld large eigenvalue diagonal, U L is the corresponding
eigenvector, As is the M - Ld small eigenvalue diagonal and Us is the corresponding
eigenvector.
In this reduction process, the dimensions of parameter InK and lnKd are reduced
from M to Lf and Ld respectively. The criterion of deciding how small AI and Ad
we can neglect is discussed in Reid (1996). This thesis did a sensitivity analysis of
how many eigenvalues we can keep. It is found that keeping one quarter to one half
of eigenvalue produces similar result. Reid (1996) used 40% of eigenvalues as the
nominal and did sensitivity analysis with 20% and 60% of eigenvalues. She found
the result of using 20% of eigenvalue lost some information while the result of 60%
eigenvalue is similar to the nominal case. This finding is in agreement with this thesis.
Lastly, the reduction of parameter dimension has some minor effect on Gauss-
Newton method. When we adopt the new parameterization, Eqns (B.5) and (B.6),
Eqn (2.23) becomes
J(aL,P3 L) = [z* - z(aL,P3L)]T Cl[z* -Z(aL,1 3 L)
TuLT f U L a + T CLTC ZUdIL (B.8)+aQLf zz af + L Ud CzzUdL (B.8)
where U is of Lf by M dimension, and U L is of Ld by M dimension. So the
only modification for Gauss-Newton method is the pre-multiplication of UT and
post-multiplication of UL on Cfz, and the pre-multiplication of U L T and post-
multiplication of U L on Cdz. Reid (1996) derived a similar transformation rule for
Gauss-Newton method. In addition to the above transformation, Reid (1996) also
transformed the measurement z and model error C,. We think this latter transfor-
mation is redundant. If the finite difference method is used to calculate the gradient
of z as this thesis and Reid (1996) used, the terms related to model error z in Gauss-
Newton algorithm remains unchanged and is not affected by the parameterization.
However if other method like adjoint state method is used to calculated the gradient
of J, then Reid's transformation is adequate since the gradient of J depends on the
parameterization. So the Gauss-Newton algorithm in Sec. 2.3 can be used by only
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replacing a by aL, f by On, Cfz by UTCf z U , and Cz by UfLT CZ U in Eqnf z (2.25).f
(2.25).
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Appendix C
Measurement Data at Site 24
We list all the measurements mentioned in Chapters 5 and 6 in the following ta-
bles. They are tabulated based on measurement types, partitioned data set and the
measurement date before or after the source removal.
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Data x coord. y coord. z coord. Meas. Meas. Meas. Test
set (m) (m) (m) value error well type
I -37.237 3.380 87.536 3.640 1.000 MW14 slug
I 39.043 27.720 85.430 1.338 1.000 MW13 slug
I 40.363 6.170 88.126 2.287 1.000 MW7 slug
I 149.778 5.320 85.918 1.418 1.000 MW37 slug
I 211.435 14.910 86.580 -0.150 1.000 MW12 slug
I 257.691 -21.040 86.549 1.457 1.000 MW32 slug
I 323.219 -74.890 83.855 -0.271 1.000 MW27 slug
I 86.343 40.900 87.798 2.215 1.000 MW11LV lab
I 143.355 48.000 88.769 0.682 1.000 XB62c lab
I 143.379 48.000 87.123 1.581 1.000 XB62c lab
I 143.391 48.000 86.331 0.570 1.000 XB62c lab
I 257.753 -27.570 85.730 0.712 1.000 XB64c lab
I 273.948 35.930 88.213 -0.030 1.000 XB63c lab
Table C.1: The measurements of InK. The unit of K is meters per day. Under the
test type column, "slug" represents the slug test performed in the field and "lab"
represents the lab test (detailed in Sec. 5.2.1) performed at MIT (continued).
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Data x coord. y coord. z coord. Meas. Meas. Meas. Test
set (m) (m) (m) value error well type
II 35.799 -3.370 86.378 0.101 1.000 MW6 slug
II 39.955 28.690 87.947 2.471 1.000 MW15 slug
II 41.443 29.660 86.131 2.927 1.000 MW25 slug
II 95.269 20.280 86.764 1.210 1.000 MW9 slug
II 150.212 6.350 85.016 -0.343 1.000 MW36 slug
II 212.630 13.450 87.632 1.919 1.000 MW16 slug
II 258.114 -22.400 85.662 0.069 1.000 MW31 slug
II 322.475 -74.390 85.454 0.936 1.000 MW28 slug
II 143.366 48.000 88.007 2.322 1.000 XB62c lab
II 143.384 48.000 86.819 0.894 1.000 XB62c lab
II 143.411 48.000 85.051 0.321 1.000 XB62c lab
II 273.945 35.930 88.396 2.840 1.000 XB63c lab
II 257.750 -27.570 85.943 0.267 1.000 XB64c lab
Table C.1(continued): The measurements of InK. The unit of K is meters per day.
Under the test type column, "slug" represents the slug test performed in the field and
"lab" represents the lab test (detailed in Sec. 5.2.1) performed at MIT.
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Data
set
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
-40.540
-37.237
-25.626
-15.299
-4.989
-1.282
0.082
5.701
6.823
15.123
19.088
24.080
29.748
32.418
33.267
35.799
36.539
39.955
41.309
44.817
48.150
50.923
52.568
56.508
4.010
3.380
31.610
20.260
8.430
0.000
-1.440
19.560
9.490
9.690
50.670
-1.810
-32.790
44.700
-56.110
-3.370
7.730
28.690
-22.850
-0.820
16.550
38.010
11.910
6.430
86.392
87.531
86.855
86.480
86.545
85.480
87.891
86.625
85.842
86.597
86.986
86.881
87.006
85.746
87.799
86.377
87.048
87.949
87.029
87.212
87.012
86.834
87.218
87.257
Meas.
value
87.980
88.400
87.980
87.930
87.950
88.220
87.960
87.790
88.560
87.760
87.750
87.700
87.700
88.010
87.570
87.850
87.720
87.740
87.600
87.550
87.680
87.520
87.550
87.520
Meas.
error
0.442
0.405
0.323
0.518
0.513
0.221
0.477
0.429
0.200
0.382
0.449
0.327
0.476
0.200
0.545
0.477
0.358
0.428
0.555
0.471
0.299
0.617
0.576
0.508
Meas.
well
GW100
MW14
IW150
IW100
IW50
MW1
MW3
JW50
MW45
JWO
LW100
JEO
MW39
MW40
MW10O
MW6
KEO
MW15
JE100
KE50
LEO
MWO
LE25
LE50
Table C.2: The measurements of piezometric head in the first data set. The unit of
head is meters (continued).
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----
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
Data
set
Table C.2 (continued): The
The unit of head is meters.
measurements of piezometric head in the first data set.
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Meas.
value
Meas.
error
Meas.
well
61.760
63.852
74.904
80.325
86.788
95.269
95.830
103.221
138.170
144.852
149.778
150.297
166.448
172.167
199.077
205.145
211.435
214.662
214.898
233.845
238.995
256.245
258.114
310.449
323.218
-44.290
21.430
56.950
32.650
40.160
20.280
-60.220
22.540
-17.520
-4.950
5.320
4.120
53.720
14.830
-63.620
-36.580
14.910
37.160
37.949
11.200
31.750
-20.528
-22.400
13.240
-74.890
87.166
87.047
86.963
84.254
87.462
86.769
87.387
87.408
85.062
87.662
85.916
87.364
88.056
88.182
88.346
88.527
86.581
86.799
88.463
88.067
88.144
88.133
85.661
85.046
83.927
87.540
87.450
87.340
86.390
87.090
87.170
87.340
87.160
86.260
86.730
86.890
86.750
86.750
86.900
86.160
86.100
86.050
86.270
86.390
85.880
86.050
84.840
85.050
83.710
82.640
0.345
0.448
0.635
0.328
0.411
0.451
0.351
0.586
0.496
0.421
0.424
0.437
0.400
0.200
0.225
0.593
0.382
0.342
0.300
0.300
0.300
0.386
0.302
0.232
0.245
JE200
ME25
OWO
MW22
MW21
MW9
KE300
OE100
MW38
XC9
MW37
MW46
XC7
TCD3
XD27
XD28
MW12
MW43
XD34
TDE2
TDE1
XE3
MW31
MW26
MW27
Data
set
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
-39.378
-37.190
-16.788
-8.295
-4.630
-0.551
3.056
6.824
12.050
16.357
22.771
27.203
31.978
32.509
34.505
36.333
39.043
40.363
41.443
47.354
49.021
52.531
55.587
15.210
62.290
0.340
-10.510
30.310
-0.340
0.170
-0.730
-10.970
28.010
-21.650
19.130
-32.060
57.890
-57.480
-3.510
27.720
6.170
29.660
-58.250
-35.020
58.770
-13.900
84.249
86.412
86.438
86.265
86.610
86.721
86.316
86.442
86.780
86.995
86.811
86.678
87.019
87.627
86.597
86.105
85.425
88.125
86.131
86.760
86.975
87.698
87.294
Meas.
value
87.970
88.070
88.040
88.020
87.750
88.130
87.860
88.380
87.950
87.880
87.960
87.760
87.650
87.560
87.570
87.680
87.620
87.660
87.570
87.640
87.730
87.730
87.650
Meas.
error
0.556
0.445
0.524
0.372
0.454
0.374
0.463
0.200
0.352
0.409
0.344
0.486
0.465
0.499
0.430
0.488
0.527
0.487
0.465
0.280
0.279
0.578
0.440
Meas.
well
MW19
JW250
HW50
HWO
JW100
MW2
IWO
MW44
IEO
KW50
IE50
KWO
IE100
MW100
PZMW10
MW5
MW13
MW7
MW25
IE200
JE150
NW50
KE100
Table C.3: The measurements of piezometric head in the second data set. The unit
of head is meters (continued).
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----
Data
set
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
60.192
63.263
68.653
77.744
82.471
94.427
95.692
100.247
122.760
141.640
147.098
150.212
156.806
171.875
185.695
200.421
210.905
212.630
214.895
217.790
236.502
250.256
257.691
265.744
322.475
26.150
47.550
15.490
3.370
-28.380
19.170
21.900
-1.740
0.130
-17.060
5.850
6.350
24.430
64.420
33.060
-59.140
63.130
13.450
37.940
52.000
-17.020
-65.790
-21.040
60.910
-74.390
86.983
86.939
86.979
87.026
87.217
88.236
85.265
84.973
87.611
87.714
87.926
85.012
88.092
85.607
88.375
86.796
88.573
87.629
88.653
86.976
88.987
84.163
86.545
88.436
85.456
Meas.
value
87.540
87.730
87.410
87.270
87.310
87.200
87.060
87.080
86.940
86.920
86.820
86.590
86.960
86.580
86.710
86.030
86.290
86.110
86.420
86.100
85.880
84.470
85.090
85.360
82.710
Meas.
error
0.276
0.282
0.467
0.475
0.524
0.408
0.415
0.393
0.452
0.256
0.398
0.676
0.230
0.377
0.200
0.522
0.200
0.345
0.200
0.323
0.200
0.200
0.262
0.729
0.200
Meas.
well
Table C.3(continued): The measurements of piezometric head in the second data set.
The unit of head is meters.
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MEO
NWO
ME50
ME100
LE192
MW24
MW8
MW20
OE200
XC10
QE200
MW36
XC8
MW35
TCD2
MW34
XD35
MW16
XD33
MW42
TDE3
MW33
MW32
XE4
MW28
------
Data
set
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
-0.551 -0.340 86.721
33.267 -56.110 87.799
39.955 28.690 87.949
40.443 34.790 84.136
40.406 34.790 86.576
40.415 34.790 85.966
40.424 34.790 85.356
40.434 34.790 84.746
41.443 29.660 86.131
68.930 23.900 86.534
68.939 23.900 85.924
68.948 23.900 85.314
68.957 23.900 84.704
68.966 23.900 84.094
86.788 40.160 87.462
95.269 20.280 86.769
95.692 21.900 85.265
127.371 23.190 88.230
127.389 23.190 87.010
127.408 23.190 85.791
127.710 23.230 87.635
127.728 23.230 86.415
149.778 5.320 85.916
150.297 4.120 87.364
Meas.
value
4.029
0.000
0.000
1.584
0.136
1.670
1.537
1.556
1.663
1.569
1.850
1.199
0.958
0.846
0.116
1.227
0.724
0.022
0.967
1.521
0.080
1.053
1.353
0.478
Table C.4: The measurements of steady state solute concentration in the first data
set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm (continued).
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Meas.
error
0.979
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.982
0.283
0.281
2.039
0.200
1.242
0.685
0.533
0.593
0.200
0.200
0.652
0.200
0.516
0.906
0.200
0.223
0.200
0.303
Meas.
well
MW2
MW10
MW15
MITM3-10
MITM3-2
MITM3-4
MITM3-6
MITM3-8
MW25
MITM4-1
MITM4-3
MITM4-5
MITM4-7
MITM4-9
MW21
MW9
MW8
MITMI-15
MITM1-19
MITM1-23
MITPI-17
MITP1-21
MW37
MW46
Data
set
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
152.526 7.970 86.777
152.535 7.970 86.167
152.544 7.970 85.558
152.553 7.970 84.948
158.474 34.830 88.277
158.490 34.830 87.217
158.506 34.830 86.147
158.522 34.830 85.077
180.253 23.670 87.193
180.271 23.670 85.973
206.108 -16.500 87.041
206.117 -16.500 86.441
206.126 -16.500 85.831
206.135 -16.500 85.221
209.302 -1.930 88.139
209.311 -1.930 87.529
209.320 -1.930 86.919
211.435 14.910 86.581
257.646 -16.920 88.894
257.664 -16.920 87.674
257.682 -16.920 86.455
257.701 -16.920 85.235
257.691 -21.040 86.545
Table C.4(continued): The measurements of steady state solute concentration in the
first data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm (continued).
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Meas.
value
0.305
0.623
0.606
0.233
0.000
0.388
0.677
0.967
0.000
0.810
0.298
0.595
0.520
0.461
0.114
0.296
0.388
0.607
0.000
0.288
0.297
0.344
0.310
Meas.
error
0.334
0.410
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.630
0.403
0.200
0.849
0.497
0.992
0.849
0.679
0.200
0.238
0.369
0.411
0.200
0.432
0.422
0.449
0.415
Meas.
well
MITM5-2
MITM5-4
MITM5-6
MITM5-8
MITM9-1
MITM9-3
MITM9-5
MITM9-7
MITP2-21
MITP2-25
MITM6-2
MITM6-4
MITM6-6
MITM6-8
MITM10-3
MITM10-5
MITM10-7
MW12
MITM2-11
MITM2-15
MITM2-19
MITM2-23
MW32
Data
set
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
259.175 4.200 88.957
259.184 4.200 88.347
259.193 4.200 87.737
259.202 4.200 87.127
262.192 -29.309 86.832
262.201 -29.309 86.222
262.210 -29.309 85.612
262.219 -29.309 85.002
262.228 -29.309 84.392
316.918 -39.760 87.213
316.939 -39.760 85.813
316.947 -39.760 85.253
316.955 -39.760 84.693
319.045 -61.330 84.705
319.055 -61.330 84.095
319.064 -61.330 83.485
323.218 -74.890 83.927
Meas.
value
0.325
1.040
0.686
0.614
0.000
0.282
0.293
0.000
0.239
0.000
0.424
0.703
0.932
0.094
0.336
0.465
0.298
Table C.4(continued): The measurements of steady state solute concentration in the
first data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm .
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Meas.
error
0.460
0.200
0.508
0.619
0.200
0.489
0.507
0.200
0.390
0.200
0.599
0.371
0.200
0.200
0.262
0.200
0.200
Meas.
well
MITM11-1
MITM11-3
MITM11-5
MITM11-7
MITM7-1
MITM7-3
MITM7-5
MITM7-7
MITM7-9
MITM12-1
MITM12-3
MITM12-5
MITM12-7
MITM8-4
MITM8-6
MITM8-8
MW27
Data
set
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
0.082 -1.440 87.891
36.333 -3.510 86.105
39.043 27.720 85.425
40.363 6.170 88.125
40.401 34.790 86.886
40.411 34.790 86.276
40.420 34.790 85.666
40.429 34.790 85.056
40.438 34.790 84.446
68.971 23.900 83.794
68.934 23.900 86.234
68.944 23.900 85.624
68.953 23.900 85.014
68.962 23.900 84.404
80.325 32.650 84.254
94.427 19.170 88.236
100.247 -1.740 84.973
127.380 23.190 87.620
127.398 23.190 86.400
127.424 23.190 84.711
127.701 23.230 88.245
127.719 23.230 87.025
127.737 23.230 85.805
150.212 6.350 85.012
Table C.5: The measurements of steady state solute concentration in the second data
set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm (continued).
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Meas.
value
2.700
0.095
2.742
0.046
0.000
1.571
1.708
1.347
1.404
0.933
1.664
1.421
1.170
1.005
0.004
0.496
0.074
0.068
1.478
2.284
0.000
0.615
0.945
1.268
Meas.
error
0.849
0.200
0.818
0.200
0.200
1.210
0.388
0.888
0.574
0.526
1.134
0.839
0.728
0.659
0.200
0.476
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.261
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.270
Meas.
well
MW3
MW5
MW13
MW7
MITM3-1
MITM3-3
MITM3-5
MITM3-7
MITM3-9
MITM4-10
MITM4-2
MITM4-4
MITM4-6
MITM4-8
MW22
MW24
MW20
MITM1-17
MITM1-21
MITM1-25
MITP1-15
MITP1-19
MITP1-23
MW36
Data
set
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
152.521 7.970 87.077
152.530 7.970 86.467
152.539 7.970 85.857
152.549 7.970 85.248
152.558 7.970 84.638
158.482 34.830 87.747
158.498 34.830 86.677
158.514 34.830 85.617
180.244 23.670 87.793
180.262 23.670 86.583
206.112 -16.500 86.741
206.121 -16.500 86.131
206.131 -16.500 85.521
206.140 -16.500 84.911
209.306 -1.930 87.839
209.315 -1.930 87.229
209.324 -1.930 86.619
212.630 13.450 87.629
257.655 -16.920 88.284
257.673 -16.920 87.064
257.691 -16.920 85.845
257.710 -16.920 84.625
258.114 -22.400 85.661
Meas.
value
0.163
0.530
0.459
0.498
0.003
0.050
0.609
0.683
0.002
0.000
0.533
0.507
0.453
0.417
0.286
0.381
0.408
0.563
0.039
0.234
0.342
0.328
0.359
Table C.5(continued): The measurements of steady state solute concentration in the
second data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm (continued).
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Meas.
error
0.213
0.469
0.200
0.244
0.200
0.200
0.518
0.257
0.200
0.200
0.864
0.818
0.668
0.612
0.200
0.386
0.321
0.443
0.200
0.388
0.343
0.436
0.284
Meas.
well
MITM5-1
MITM5-3
MITM5-5
MITM5-7
MITM5-9
MITM9-2
MITM9-4
MITM9-6
MITP2-19
MITP2-23
MITM6-3
MITM6-5
MITM6-7
MITM6-9
MITM10-4
MITM10O-6
MITM10-8
MW16
MITM2-13
MITM2-17
MITM2-21
MITM2-25
MW31
I
Data
set
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
259.179 4.200 88.657
259.189 4.200 88.047
259.198 4.200 87.437
259.207 4.200 86.827
262.233 -29.309 84.093
262.196 -29.309 86.532
262.205 -29.309 85.922
262.214 -29.309 85.312
262.224 -29.309 84.702
316.922 -39.760 86.903
316.943 -39.760 85.533
316.951 -39.760 84.973
316.959 -39.760 84.423
319.041 -61.330 85.005
319.050 -61.330 84.395
319.059 -61.330 83.795
319.068 -61.330 83.185
Meas.
value
0.626
0.643
0.644
0.520
0.104
0.560
0.417
0.166
0.000
0.002
0.756
0.654
1.216
0.094
0.360
0.464
0.483
Table C.5(continued): The measurements of steady state solute concentration in the
second data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm.
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Meas.
error
0.344
0.603
0.528
0.445
0.200
0.792
0.722
0.288
0.200
0.200
0.246
0.276
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
Meas.
well
MITM11-2
MITM11-4
MITM11-6
MITM11-8
MITM7-10
MITM7-2
MITM7-4
MITM7-6
MITM7-8
MITM12-2
MITM12-4
MITM12-6
MITM12-8
MITM8-3
MITM8-5
MITM8-7
MITM8-9
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
40.22
40.22
98.76
98.78
98.82
143.22
143.24
143.25
143.27
143.35
143.38
143.39
143.41
143.42
256.21
256.23
256.25
257.75
257.75
273.94
273.95
274.96
274.96
31.75
31.75
28.86
28.86
28.86
48.99
48.99
48.99
48.99
48
48
48
48
48
-27.5
-27.5
-27.5
-27.57
-27.57
35.93
35.93
36.93
36.93
85.71
85.59
88.18
86.71
84.12
88.71
87.37
86.7
84.93
88.86
86.91
86.67
85.26
84.65
87.84
86.53
84.97
86.1
85.8
88.61
88.34
87.52
87.31
Table C.6: The measurements of lnKd and TOC in the lab by MIT (detailed in
Sec. 5.2.2) in the first data set. The unit of Kd is liter per kilogram. The unit of
TOC is %. Those in measurement well column with "c", e.g. XB64c, represent the
continuous soil cores. Those in measurement well column without "c" are split spoon
soil samples.
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Data
set
Meas.
value
Meas.
error
Meas.
well
Meas.
TOC(%)
0.4398
0.6664
1.1337
0.0511
0.923
0.9356
0.6511
0.3045
0.6037
1.2814
0.9241
0.2335
0.5004
-0.2826
2.6024
0.8241
0.7093
0.9231
0.5519
0.2921
0.1698
0.4672
1.1632
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
XB60
XB60
XB61
XB61
XB61
XB62
XB62
XB62
XB62
XB62c
XB62c
XB62c
XB62c
XB62c
XB64
XB64
XB64
XB64c
XB64c
XB63c
XB63c
XB63
XB63
0.3319
0.4163
0.6643
0.2250
0.5381
0.5449
0.4099
0.2899
0.3910
0.7700
0.5387
0.2700
0.3526
0.1612
2.8854
0.4874
0.4345
0.5381
0.3713
0.2863
0.2534
0.3411
0.6841
Data
set
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
32.43
35.77
35.79
35.8
35.81
35.81
36.31
36.34
36.35
36.36
39.04
86.35
86.36
86.37
86.37
95.65
95.66
95.66
95.68
95.68
95.69
95.69
95.7
44.7
-3.37
-3.37
-3.37
-3.37
-3.37
-3.51
-3.51
-3.51
-3.51
27.72
40.9
40.9
40.9
40.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
Meas.
value
Meas.
error
Meas.
well
Table C.7: The measurements of lnKd calculated from the steady state soil concen-
tration in the first data set. The unit of Kd is liter per kilogram. The symbol C,
represents the source of measurements is soil concentration (continued).
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84.98
87.98
87.29
86.35
85.85
85.52
87.32
85.95
84.98
84.27
85.8
87.48
86.96
86.17
85.82
87.84
87.6
87.47
86.18
85.86
85.42
85.11
84.68
0.012
0.054
0.673
0.205
0.281
0.035
1.611
0.544
0.431
0.047
0.173
0.887
0.895
0.673
0.118
0.079
0.132
0.137
0.241
0.808
1.381
0.123
0.092
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
C,
C,
C,
C,
Cs
Cs
C,
C,
Cs
C,
C,
Cs
C,
C,
Cs
C,
Cs
C,
C,
C,
C,
C,
C,
L_
Data
set
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
144.88
144.89
150.19
150.2
150.22
166.49
214.92
214.93
252.14
252.2
256.27
256.27
256.29
257.4
257.42
257.42
313.17
317.24
322.46
322.49
-4.95
-4.95
6.35
6.35
6.35
53.72
37.95
37.95
-51.75
-51.75
-20.53
-20.53
-20.53
6.17
6.17
6.17
-25.36
-55.12
-74.39
-74.39
85.68
85.07
86.49
85.88
84.74
85.33
86.79
86.23
88.15
83.84
86.76
86.3
85.39
87.68
86.97
86.59
86.13
85.33
86.22
84.46
Meas.
value
0.075
0.148
0.576
0.414
0.613
0.504
0.01
0.066
0.971
2.919
0.114
0.872
1.397
0.319
0.17
1.43
0.079
0.171
0.835
0.102
Meas.
error
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
Meas.
well
Cs
C,
Cs
C,
C,
Cs
Cs
C,
C,
C,
C,
Cs
C,
C,
C,
Cs,
C,
C,
C,
Cs
Table C.7(continued): The measurements of InKd calculated from the steady state
soil concentration in the first data set. The unit of Kad is liter per kilogram. The
symbol C, represents the source of measurements is soil concentration.
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x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
40.189
40.201
40.227
98.767
98.786
98.808
143.23
143.244
143.264
143.363
143.363
143.373
143.377
143.383
143.412
143.421
256.205
256.248
256.256
257.758
273.953
273.96
274.954
31.75
31.75
31.75
28.86
28.86
28.86
48.99
48.99
48.99
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
-27.5
-27.5
-27.5
-27.57
35.93
35.93
36.93
C.8: The measurements
in the second data set.
of lnKd and TOC in the lab by MIT (detailed in Sec.
The unit of Kd is liter per kilogram. The unit of
TOC is %. Those in measurement well column with "c", e.g. XB64c, represent the
continuous soil cores. Those in measurement well column without "c" are split spoon
soil samples.
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Data
set
87.693
86.933
85.163
87.631
86.381
84.882
87.728
86.788
85.478
88.25
88.19
87.55
87.28
86.88
84.93
84.351
88.233
85.403
84.853
85.396
87.879
87.389
87.804
Meas.
value
0.862
-0.182
1.07
1.209
0.602
0.6
1.041
0.842
0.104
0.22
0.483
0.269
0.424
1.136
0.268
0.445
1.112
1.332
1.466
0.631
0.05
0.927
0.934
Meas.
error
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
Meas.
well
Meas.
TOC(%)
Table
5.2.2)
XB60
XB60
XB60
XB61
XB61
XB61
XB62
XB62
XB62
XB62c
XB62c
XB62c
XB62c
XB62c
XB62c
XB62c
XB64
XB64
XB64
XB64c
XB63c
XB63c
XB63
0.5064
0.1782
0.6233
0.7162
0.3903
0.3896
0.6055
0.4962
0.2372
0.2664
0.3465
0.2798
0.3267
0.6658
0.2795
0.3336
0.6500
0.8099
0.9261
0.4018
0.2248
0.5402
0.5440
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
35.771
35.78
35.789
35.804
35.808
36.305
36.33
36.342
36.354
39.033
86.339
86.353
86.357
86.368
86.393
95.649
95.651
95.658
95.671
95.679
95.683
95.69
95.7
95.703
-3.37
-3.37
-3.37
-3.37
-3.37
-3.51
-3.51
-3.51
-3.51
27.72
40.9
40.9
40.9
40.9
40.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
Table C.9: The measurements
tration in the second data set.
of lnKd calculated from the steady state soil concen-
The unit of Kd is liter per kilogram. The symbol C,
represents the source of measurements is soil concentration (continued).
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Meas.
well
Data
set
88.207
87.597
86.988
85.985
85.769
87.931
86.255
85.493
84.67
86.092
88.051
87.112
86.859
86.146
84.446
88.16
88.008
87.551
86.636
86.155
85.847
85.42
84.707
84.503
Meas.
value
1.769
0.194
0.083
0.463
0.363
0.555
2.187
0.093
0.041
0.232
0.395
0.394
0.234
0.295
0.134
0.697
0.981
1.862
0.083
0.3
2.358
1.38
0.868
0.166
Meas.
error
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
-~-- -----
Data
set
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
144.886
150.176
150.194
156.821
205.169
214.926
252.126
252.153
256.261
256.266
256.277
256.293
257.407
257.418
260.304
314.19
317.245
323.221
324.015
-4.95
6.35
6.35
24.43
-36.58
37.949
-51.747
-51.747
-20.528
-20.528
-20.528
-20.528
6.17
6.17
27.286
4.401
-55.12
-74.89
-98.715
85.375
87.378
86.235
87.096
86.968
86.556
88.764
86.935
87.064
86.683
85.997
84.93
87.505
86.77
87.813
83.68
84.723
83.703
83.895
Meas.
error
Meas.
value
0.379
0.124
0.348
0.086
0.822
0.031
1.189
0.056
0.1
0.113
0.547
0.159
0.261
0.23
0.002
0.066
0.314
0.051
1.958
Meas.
well
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
Table C.9(continued): The measurements of InKd calculated from the steady state
soil concentration in the second data set. The unit of Kd is liter per kilogram. The
symbol C, represents the source of measurements is soil concentration.
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C,
Cs
C,
Cs
C,
Cs
Cs
C,
C,
Cs
C,
C,
C,
C,
C,
C,
C,
C,
C,
--~-
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
40.44
40.44
40.44
41.44
41.44
68.93
68.93
68.96
68.96
68.96
68.96
68.97
68.97
68.97
68.97
68.97
68.97
95.69
95.69
95.69
95.69
95.69
95.69
95.69
34.79
34.79
34.79
29.66
29.66
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
21.9
84.45
84.45
84.45
86.13
86.13
86.23
86.23
84.7
84.7
84.7
84.7
83.79
83.79
83.79
83.79
83.79
83.79
85.26
85.26
85.26
85.26
85.26
85.26
85.26
Data
set
Meas.
error
Meas.
date
Meas.
value
0.035
0.0807
0.141
0.006
0.078
0.0201
0.227
0.0429
0.0556
0.264
0.237
0.004
0.008
0.0449
0.0888
0.1278
0.267
0.474
0.398
0.971
0.9778
1.4744
1.6088
1.29
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Table C.10: The measurements of transient solute concentration in the first data set.
The unit of solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date
days after the source removal (continued).
is the number of
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510
315
180
510
180
705
180
870
705
315
180
1215
1035
870
705
510
180
1440
1215
1035
870
705
315
180
Meas.
well
MIT M3-9
MIT M3-9
MIT M3-9
MW 25
MW 25
MIT M4-2
MIT M4-2
MIT M4-7
MIT M4-7
MIT M4-7
MIT M4-7
MIT M4-1
MIT M4-1
MIT M4-1
MIT M4-1
MIT M4-1
MIT M4-1
MW 8
MW 8
MW 8
MW 8
MW 8
MW 8
MW 8
Data
set
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)8
127.4 23.19 86.4
127.42 23.19 84.71
127.42 23.19 84.71
127.42 23.19 84.71
127.42 23.19 84.71
150.21 6.35 85.01
150.21 6.35 85.01
150.21 6.35 85.01
150.21 6.35 85.01
150.21 6.35 85.01
150.21 6.35 85.01
152.53 7.97 86.78
152.53 7.97 86.78
152.53 7.97 86.78
152.53 7.97 86.78
152.53 7.97 86.78
152.53 7.97 86.78
152.53 7.97 86.78
152.53 7.97 86.17
152.53 7.97 86.17
152.53 7.97 86.17
152.53 7.97 86.17
152.53 7.97 86.17
152.53 7.97 86.17
Meas.
value
1.478
0.8599
1.8081
1.622
2.284
0.7942
1.189
1.238
1.472
1.4962
1.4676
0.0544
0.068
0.1474
0.1529
0.1797
0.198
0.41
0.067
0.083
0.2611
0.3604
0.6176
1.422
Table C.10(continued): The measurements of transient solute concentration in the
first data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date is the
number of days after the source removal (continued).
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Meas.
error
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Meas.
date
180
870
705
510
180
1440
1215
1035
705
510
315
1440
1035
870
705
510
315
180
1440
1035
870
705
510
180
Meas.
well
MIT M1-6(21)
MIT M1-8(25)
MIT M1-8(25)
MIT M1-8(25)
MIT M1-8(25)
MW 36
MW 36
MW 36
MW 36
MW 36
MW 36
MIT M5-2
MIT M5-2
MIT M5-2
MIT M5-2
MIT M5-2
MIT M5-2
MIT M5-2
MIT M5-4
MIT M5-4
MIT M5-4
MIT M5-4
MIT M5-4
MIT M5-4
Data
set
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
152.54 7.97 85.56
152.54 7.97 85.56
152.54 7.97 85.56
152.54 7.97 85.56
152.55 7.97 84.95
152.55 7.97 84.95
152.55 7.97 84.95
152.55 7.97 84.95
152.55 7.97 84.95
152.55 7.97 84.95
152.55 7.97 84.95
209.31 -1.93 87.53
209.31 -1.93 87.53
209.32 -1.93 86.62
209.32 -1.93 86.62
211.44 14.91 86.58
211.44 14.91 86.58
211.44 14.91 86.58
211.44 14.91 86.58
211.44 14.91 86.58
211.44 14.91 86.58
211.44 14.91 86.58
257.67 -16.92 87.06
257.67 -16.92 87.06
Meas.
value
0.1816
0.723
1.0681
1.3234
0.2324
0.481
0.4041
0.5122
0.425
0.4286
0.354
0.1627
0.332
0.1991
0.7784
0.193
0.143
0.2233
0.3429
0.6827
0.9854
1.073
0.0726
0.197
Meas.
error
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Table C.10(continued): The measurements of transient solute concentration in the
first data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date is the
number of days after the source removal (continued).
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Meas.
date
1440
1035
705
510
1440
1215
870
705
510
315
180
705
315
705
315
1440
1215
870
705
510
315
180
705
180
Meas.
well
MIT M5-6
MIT M5-6
MIT M5-6
MIT M5-6
MIT M5-8
MIT M5-8
MIT M5-8
MIT M5-8
MIT M5-8
MIT M5-8
MIT M5-8
MIT M10-5
MIT M10-5
MIT M10-8
MIT M10-8
MW 12
MW 12
MW 12
MW 12
MW 12
MW 12
MW 12
MIT M2-1
MIT M2-1
Data
set
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
257.69
257.69
257.69
257.69
257.71
257.71
257.71
257.71
262.2
262.2
262.21
262.21
262.21
262.22
262.22
262.22
316.94
316.95
316.95
316.95
316.95
316.95
316.95
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-29.31
-29.31
-29.31
-29.31
-29.31
-29.31
-29.31
-29.31
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
85.84
85.84
85.84
85.84
84.62
84.62
84.62
84.62
86.53
86.53
85.92
85.92
85.92
85
85
85
85.81
85.25
85.25
85.25
85.25
85.25
85.25
Meas.
error
Meas.
value
0.1073
0.1378
0.4327
0.654
0.1091
0.1892
0.3999
0.333
0.1199
0.218
0.0754
0.1028
0.463
0.1848
0.2315
1.105
0.366
0.018
0.062
0.1384
0.1336
0.2168
0.793
Meas.
date
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Meas.
well
705
510
315
180
705
510
315
180
705
180
1440
870
180
870
510
180
180
1215
1035
870
705
510
180
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
MIT
Table C.10(continued): The measurements of transient solute concentration in the
first data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date is the
number of days after the source removal (continued).
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M2-2
M2-2
M2-2
M2-2
M2-2
M2-2
M2-2
M2-2
M7-2
M7-2
M7-4
M7-4
M7-4
M7-7
M7-7
M7-7
M12-3
M12-5
M12-5
M12-5
M12-5
M12-5
M12-5I
Table C.10(continued): The measurements of transient solute concentration in the
first data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date is the
number of days after the source removal.
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Data x coord. y coord. z coord. Meas. Meas. Meas. Meas.
set (m) (m) (m) value error date well
I 316.96 -39.76 84.69 0.4404 0.2 1440 MIT M12-7
I 316.96 -39.76 84.69 0.548 0.2 1215 MIT M12-7
I 316.96 -39.76 84.69 0.595 0.2 1035 MIT M12-7
I 316.96 -39.76 84.69 0.8443 0.2 870 MIT M12-7
I 316.96 -39.76 84.69 0.8137 0.2 705 MIT M12-7
I 316.96 -39.76 84.69 0.9191 0.2 315 MIT M12-7
I 316.96 -39.76 84.69 0.695 0.2 180 MIT M12-7
I 319.06 -61.33 83.79 0.353 0.2 180 MIT M8-7
I 322.47 -74.39 85.46 0.0338 0.2 1440 MW 28
I 322.47 -74.39 85.46 0.037 0.2 1215 MW 28
I 322.47 -74.39 85.46 0.032 0.2 1035 MW 28
I 322.47 -74.39 85.46 0.0374 0.2 870 MW 28
I 322.47 -74.39 85.46 0.0467 0.2 705 MW 28
I 322.47 -74.39 85.46 0.03 0.2 180 MW 28
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
39.043
39.043
39.043
40.411
40.411
40.411
64.681
64.681
64.681
64.681
64.681
68.944
68.944
68.944
68.944
68.944
68.967
68.967
68.967
68.967
68.967
68.967
68.967
68.967
27.72
27.72
27.72
34.79
34.79
34.79
25.39
25.39
25.39
25.39
25.39
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
23.9
Data
set
Meas.
error
85.425
85.425
85.425
86.276
86.276
86.276
87.79
87.79
87.79
87.79
87.79
85.624
85.624
85.624
85.624
85.624
84.094
84.094
84.094
84.094
84.094
84.094
84.094
84.094
Meas.
date
Meas.
well
Meas.
value
0.003
0.019
0.04
0.009
0.019
0.066
0.013
0.03
0.07
0.181
0.437
0.024
0.07
0.045
0.126
0.159
0.005
0.008
0.009
0.046
0.084
0.127
0.201
0.226
Table C.11: The measurements of transient
set. The unit of solute concentration is pprr
of days after the source removal (continued)
solute concentration in the second data
i. The measurement date is the number
287
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
510
315
180
510
315
180
870
705
510
315
180
870
705
510
315
180
1440
1215
1035
870
705
510
315
180
MW 13
MW 13
MW 13
MIT M3-3
MIT M3-3
MIT M3-3
MW 49
MW 49
MW 49
MW 49
MW 49
MIT M4-4
MIT M4-4
MIT M4-4
MIT M4-4
MIT M4-4
MIT M4-9
MIT M4-9
MIT M4-9
MIT M4-9
MIT M4-9
MIT M4-9
MIT M4-9
MIT M4-9
Data
set
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
72.92 25.25 87.884
72.92 25.25 87.884
102.613 17.39 87.899
102.613 17.39 87.899
102.613 17.39 87.899
127.408 23.19 85.791
127.408 23.19 85.791
127.408 23.19 85.791
127.408 23.19 85.791
149.778 5.32 85.916
149.778 5.32 85.916
149.778 5.32 85.916
149.778 5.32 85.916
149.778 5.32 85.916
149.778 5.32 85.916
149.778 5.32 85.916
150.297 4.12 87.364
150.297 4.12 87.364
150.297 4.12 87.364
152.53 7.97 86.467
152.53 7.97 86.467
152.53 7.97 86.467
Meas.
value
0.101
0.32
0.099
0.207
0.264
0.004
0.026
0.1
1.521
0.363
0.591
0.841
1.317
1.778
2.038
2.009
0.064
0.128
0.298
0.067
0.081
0.665
Meas.
error
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Table C.11(continued): The measurements of transient solute concentration in the
second data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date is
the number of days after the source removal (continued).
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Meas.
date
705
315
1440
315
180
1215
870
705
180
1440
1035
870
705
510
315
180
1440
705
180
705
510
180
Meas.
well
MW 52
MW 52
MW 51
MW 51
MW 51
MIT M1-7(23)
MIT M1-7(23)
MIT M1-7(23)
MIT M1-7(23)
MW 37
MW 37
MW 37
MW 37
MW 37
MW 37
MW 37
MW 46
MW 46
MW 46
MIT M5-3
MIT M5-3
MIT M5-3
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
152.539
152.539
152.539
152.539
152.539
152.549
152.549
152.549
152.549
152.549
152.549
206.131
206.131
209.306
209.306
209.306
209.306
209.315
209.315
212.63
212.63
212.63
212.63
212.63
7.97
7.97
7.97
7.97
7.97
7.97
7.97
7.97
7.97
7.97
7.97
-16.5
-16.5
-1.93
-1.93
-1.93
-1.93
-1.93
-1.93
13.45
13.45
13.45
13.45
13.45
85.858
85.858
85.858
85.858
85.858
85.248
85.248
85.248
85.248
85.248
85.248
85.521
85.521
87.839
87.839
87.839
87.839
87.229
87.229
87.629
87.629
87.629
87.629
87.629
Data
set
Meas.
error
Meas.
date
Meas.
value
0.178
0.196
0.358
0.46
0.638
0.717
0.845
0.424
0.653
0.847
0.95
0.166
0.185
0.012
0.055
0.062
0.1
0.299
0.433
0.003
0.025
0.042
0.332
0.726
Meas.
well
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Table C.11(continued): The measurements of transient solute concentration in the
second data set. The unit of
the number of days after the
solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date is
source removal (continued).
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1440
1215
1035
705
510
1440
1215
1035
870
705
510
705
180
1440
705
510
315
705
315
1440
1215
870
510
180
MIT M5-5
MIT M5-5
MIT M5-5
MIT M5-5
MIT M5-5
MIT M5-7
MIT M5-7
MIT M5-7
MIT M5-7
MIT M5-7
MIT M5-7
MIT M6-7
MIT M6-7
MIT M10-4
MIT M10-4
MIT M10-4
MIT M10-4
MIT M10-6
MIT M10-6
MW 16
MW 16
MW 16
MW 16
MW 16
L-L-
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
II
II
II
II
TII
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
257.682
257.682
257.682
257.682
257.701
257.701
257.701
257.701
262.201
262.201
262.201
262.21
262.21
262.224
262.224
262.224
316.943
316.943
316.943
316.943
316.943
316.943
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-16.92
-29.309
-29.309
-29.309
-29.309
-29.309
-29.309
-29.309
-29.309
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
-39.76
Data
set
Meas.
error
86.455
86.455
86.455
86.455
85.235
85.235
85.235
85.235
86.222
86.222
86.222
85.612
85.612
84.702
84.702
84.702
85.533
85.533
85.533
85.533
85.533
85.533
Meas.
date
Meas.
value
0.102
0.12
0.214
0.386
0.115
0.294
0.363
0.512
0.025
0.1
0.25
0.184
0.64
0.077
0.23
0.603
0.014
0.02
0.023
0.123
0.2
0.392
Table C.11(continued): The measurements of transient solute concentration in the
second data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date is
the number of days after the source removal (continued).
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0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
705
510
315
180
705
510
315
180
870
705
180
510
180
1440
510
180
1440
1215
1035
705
510
180
Meas.
well
MIT M2-19
MIT M2-19
MIT M2-19
MIT M2-19
MIT M2-23
MIT M2-23
MIT M2-23
MIT M2-23
MIT M7-3
MIT M7-3
MIT M7-3
MIT M7-5
MIT M7-5
MIT M7-9
MIT M7-9
MIT M7-9
MIT M12-4
MIT M12-4
MIT M12-4
MIT M12-4
MIT M12-4
MIT M12-4
Data
set
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
x coord. y coord. z coord.
(m) (m) (m)
316.951 -39.76 84.973
316.951 -39.76 84.973
316.951 -39.76 84.973
316.951 -39.76 84.973
316.951 -39.76 84.973
316.951 -39.76 84.973
316.959 -39.76 84.423
316.959 -39.76 84.423
316.959 -39.76 84.423
316.959 -39.76 84.423
316.959 -39.76 84.423
316.959 -39.76 84.423
319.041 -61.33 85.005
319.041 -61.33 85.005
319.064 -61.33 83.485
323.218 -74.89 83.927
323.218 -74.89 83.927
323.218 -74.89 83.927
323.218 -74.89 83.927
323.218 -74.89 83.927
Meas.
value
0.064
0.098
0.297
0.268
0.289
0.708
0.97
1.092
1.032
0.977
1.279
0.93
0.293
0.301
0.264
0.323
0.349
0.405
0.442
0.523
Table C.11(continued): The measurements of transient solute concentration in the
second data set. The unit of solute concentration is ppm. The measurement date is
the number of days after the source removal.
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Meas.
error
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
Meas.
date
1440
1215
870
705
510
180
1440
1215
1035
705
510
180
315
180
180
1440
1215
1035
705
510
Meas.
well
MIT M12-6
MIT M12-6
MIT M12-6
MIT M12-6
MIT M12-6
MIT M12-6
MIT M12-8
MIT M12-8
MIT M12-8
MIT M12-8
MIT M12-8
MIT M12-8
MIT M8-3
MIT M8-3
MIT M8-8
MW 27
MW 27
MW 27
MW 27
MW 27
Data x coord. y coord. z coord. Meas. Meas. Meas. Solid Meas.
set (m) (m) (m) value error date ratio well
I 40.22 31.75 85.71 0.062 0.2 1440 0.82 XB60
I 98.79 28.86 86.38 0.047 0.2 1440 0.81 XB61
I 98.82 28.86 84.12 0.211 0.2 1440 0.75 XB61
I 143.26 48.99 85.48 0.066 0.2 1440 0.77 XB62
I 143.29 48.99 83.89 0.059 0.2 1440 0.69 XB62
I 256.25 -27.5 84.97 0.451 0.2 1440 0.81 XB64
I 274.95 36.93 87.8 0.225 0.2 1440 0.76 XB63
I 274.96 36.93 87.31 0.076 0.2 1440 0.75 XB63
I -0.33 1 88.44 0.2047 0.2 1035 0.74 S
I 95.16 20.45 84.68 0.1662 0.2 1035 0.78 B
I 150 5.92 85.33 0.0808 0.2 1035 0.67 C
I 150.01 5.92 84.78 1.6154 0.2 1035 0.76 C
II 40.201 31.75 86.933 0.163 0.2 1440 0.803 XB60
II 40.221 31.75 85.593 0.277 0.2 1440 0.81 XB60
II 98.808 28.86 84.882 0.439 0.2 1440 0.758 XB61
II 143.216 48.99 88.708 0.051 0.2 1440 0.832 XB62
II 143.272 48.99 84.928 2.363 0.2 1440 0.736 XB62
II 256.248 -27.5 85.403 0.178 0.2 1440 0.747 XB64
II 256.256 -27.5 84.853 0.135 0.2 1440 0.702 XB64
II 274.958 36.93 87.524 0.18 0.2 1440 0.812 XB63
II -0.334 1 88.914 0.192 0.2 1035 0.739 S
II 95.155 20.45 85.079 0.1 0.2 1035 0.747 B
II 95.162 20.45 84.561 0.189 0.2 1035 0.776 B
II 150.001 5.92 85.057 1.193 0.2 1035 0.741 C
Table C.12: The measurements of transient soil concentration. The unit of soil con-
centration is ppm. The measurement date is the number of days after the source
removal.
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